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Introduction

In Book 1 the Genealogy Report of Rezső Bercel Vitzthum was presented along with a family
tree (Appendix ‘A’), which is a graphical representation of the Report.  The most important
church records were also presented there, in Appendix ‘B’, as support material.

In this volume the rest of the existing support material is presented in Appendix ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’,
and ‘F’.  The following guidance may be useful for the reader regarding the contents and
structure of the material in those appendices.

Appendix ‘C’, titled ‘Biographical Notes’, contains all the known facts and circumstances
discovered by the research as well as conclusions and opinions arrived at by the author
pertaining to the lives of several ancestors.  These ancestors were those, for whom the available
research material was considered too large to be included in the Genealogy Report. Seventeen
biographical notes are presented – 15 about families and 2 about individuals.  These essays are
presented in alphabetical order of the pertinent family names.

Appendix ‘D’, titled ‘Publications & Maps’, contains facsimiles of pages from publications,
which provide information about ancestors or history of ancestor locations. It also includes a
number of published maps marked up to show locations, where ancestor families lived or
originated from – including house sites, where those are known.

Appendix ‘E’, titled ‘Ancestral Documents’, is the section, where all the discovered notarial or
other official documents pertaining to ancestral individuals are presented.  The documents may
be single or multiple page documents presented in alphabetical order of the names of the
individuals they are about.  The translation of the text of these records is either included on or
attached to the document.

Appendix ‘F’, titled ‘Data Tables’, contains six tables, two of them are single-page, the other
four are multi-page tables.  These spreadsheets concisely present essential facts about ancestral
individuals and the research sources of those facts.  The sources were divided into three
categories:  Archives, Churches and Publications.  Each individual source  was given a source
code such as, for example, A05 or C19 or B02 – i.e. number 5 archive or number 19 church or
number 2 book or publication as defined and documented in the tables described below.

In the table titled ‘Source Codes By Kind’ the source codes are defined, i.e. the names and
locations of the archives and churches are given.  In the case of archives,  the type of information
is also identified.  For books the table shows the title and the name of the author for each book.

The table titled ‘Source Codes for Individuals’, using the above codes, identifies the sources that
provided information about each of the 440 individuals mentioned in the Genealogical Report.
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In the tables titled ‘Ancestral Documents By Name’ and ‘Ancestral Documents By Code’ all
the official documents presented in Appendix ‘E’ are listed by file name and by code,
respectively, along with a description of each document giving its type, date, language, size and
content.  The documents are identified by the names of the individuals they are connected with.

Similarly, in the table called ‘Church Records’ all the church records presented in Appendix ‘B’
(in Book 1) are listed by file name.  The tables identify the church as well as the content, language
and date of each church record.  The file names used contain the name of the relevant individual.

One short table called ‘Ancestral Place and Name Index’ lists all the place names associated
with our ancestors, identifies the country and lists the names of the individuals, who were born or
lived there and gives the approximate time-frame of their stay in that location.
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Appendix ‘C’

Biography Notes
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Carl Borom Kopper was my great grandfather, the first son of Mathias Kopper.  He was
born, raised and lived all his life in the Tabán section of Buda.  He married there twice.  His first
marriage was to Hermina Eiber in 1870.  She was born in Terézváros section of Pest and was
living in the Tabán.  They had a child born every year until 1875.  They lived at Kereszt utca 4 in
the Tabán.  In April of 1877 Hermina died of tuberculosis at the age of 32.  She left behind four
children.  In November 1878, Francisca Iványi and Carl appeared in the church records,
baptizing a baby girl, Mária, who would, in time become my grandmother.  The child was
illegitimate.  Francisca lived at Virágh utca 536 in the Tabán.  In 1881 another child was born to
the pair, also illegitimate.  However, Francisca was already living with Carl Kopper at Kereszt
utca 4.  In February of 1887, the couple finally married, and my grandmother Maria V Kopper
was legitimized in the register of the St. Katalina church of Tabán.  A third child was born to
them in November of the same year.  Less than three years later Carl died in August of 1890.

Carl Kopper learnt the cooper (tubber) trade from his father.  A cooper was a tradesman, who
made casks for the storage of water, wine and beer, and wooden tubs for bathing and washing
clothes.  Carl was a master tradesman by 1870, or earlier (at the age of 30).  He appeared in that year
in the Trade Register of Buda as a master cooper.  He was listed as partner with his father
Mathias at Golden Hand gasse 677 (later Hirschenplatz' 677, Attila gasse 677 and finally Szarvas utca 4).  In
1873 and in 1874 he was listed as a tavern owner at Longe gasse 285.  Some time after that, he
must have moved his tavern to Kreuzgasse 682 at which he was listed as a tavern owner in 1875.
Later that address became Kereszt utca 4.  The German ‘Kreuz’ and the Hungarian ‘Kereszt’
both mean ‘cross’.  He probably continued with both the cooper and tavern businesses, which
was quite common at the time.  He first appeared as the owner of the Kereszt utca 4 property in
1878.  If his property was typical of the times, it was probably a deep lot with a single-story main
residence and a store in the front and a row of perhaps half a dozen small apartments in the back,
which were rented out to tenants.  He remained listed there as a tavern owner until his death in
1890. (See images BudaHouseSitesSM1,2,3.)

By all appearances, he was a financially successful businessman.  He owned a cooper shop, a
tavern and a small tenement house when he died and he was only 50 years old.  He also
supported seven children: four from his first and three from his second marriage. He left a
business behind that enabled his wife Francisca to raise those seven children he left behind
ranging from 3 to 19 years of age.

Francisca Iványi was a country girl from Kiskunfélegyháza, about 100 kilometers south-east
from Budapest.  It is not known whether her parents had any land, but they must have worked the
land.  She was 19 years younger than Carl and may have worked for him either at the tavern or in
the house as a servant.  Francisca had their first child (my grandmother Mária) from Carl 17 months
after the death of Carl's first wife Hermina.  Francisca was 19 at the time and lived at Virágh utca
536 in the Tabán section of Buda.  Carl lived at Kereszt utca 4 just a few blocks away.  The next
birth was almost three years later in 1881. Francisca's occupation was listed as servant and she
lived with Carl at Kereszt utca 4.  They finally married in February 1887 nine months and 9 days
before the birth of their third and last child.  It is not likely that the child was on the way and if it
was, they could not know it.  The illegitimate birth of my grandmother was legitimized in the
register of the St. Katalina church in the Tabán.  Carl died three years later in 1990.  By then the
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ages of Carl's children from his first marriage ranged from 15 to 19, and the ones from his
second marriage were 3 to 12 years old.

After the death of Carl, Francisca continued to live at Kereszt utca 4 with her children.  I traced
the members of her family through the Budapest Name and Address Register.  People had to pay
a fee for being listed.  By 1894 (four years after Carl died), the house at Kereszt utca 4 was registered
in the name of Francisca’s three children of from her marriage to Carl (Mária, István and Erzsébet).
Francisca was listed as the owner of the tavern at the same address.  In 1896, the house was still
in the name of the Francisca’s children and a Carl Kopper appeared in the register of Buda
whose occupation was office worker.  He was Carl Kopper Jr., Carl's first son from the first
marriage and he lived at 28 Budaörsi  út.  He continued with that listing until 1905 and was not
listed after that.  In 1898, Ferencz Kopper, Carl's second son from the first marriage was listed as
the owner of a tavern at the same address as his brother Carl Kopper Jr.  That listing continued
until 1904.  Also in 1898, the two youngest children of Francisca: István and Erzsébet were listed
as the owners of the house at Kereszt utca 4.  It remained in their name until 1908.  It appears
that my grandmother must have been bought out by her two siblings.  In 1908, the registered
owners were István Reisler and his wife.  It is likely that the wife of Reisler was Erzsébet
Kopper.  A year or two later the City of Budapest began to expropriate most of the houses in the
Tabán section of Buda in preparation to provide space for a hotel-spa complex in its place.  Soon
after that the listed owner of the house at Kereszt utca 4 was the City of Budapest.  Carl Kopper
Jr. was not listed again after 1905.  His brother Ferencz however, was listed again from 1912 to
1928 as an office worker.

What happened to Francisca?  From  1895 to 1903, Francisca Kopper was not listed in the
Register.  In 1904 she appeared at the Lővőház utca 17 address in Buda.  Her occupation was
given as pensioner. From 1905 to 1906 she was listed at Csap utca 6 in the Krisztinaváros
district of Buda.  Interestingly, that is the address where my father was born in 1901 (so her
grandmother Francisca must have already lived there in 1901).  Beginning in 1907 through 1928, Francisca was
listed at various addresses in the Óbuda district of Buda.  From 1907 to 1913 she lived at Föld
utca 57.  In 1914 she was listed at Raktár utca 33.  In 1916 she appeared in the listing as a tavern
owner at Bécsi út 193 (she was already 57 years old).  From 1922 to 1928 she lived at Lajos utca 158;
her occupation was pensioner.  All these addresses were in the Óbuda district of Buda.  The
Register was not published after 1928.  It appears that Francisca must have been a diligent and
resourceful business woman.  Just the fact that she had herself listed in the Register as long as it
was published, when she was already 69 years old, means something.  It was not free or
inexpensive to be listed.  She could afford the cost and being listed obviously had value for her.
She died some time after 1928 as the widow of Carl Kopper.  I have never found her death
record.  My father (Rezsö Vitzthum Bercel), lived in Óbuda at the time of his marriage to my mother.
His address on the marriage certificate in 1931 was Óbuda, Bécsi út 121, just a few houses away
from where his grandmother’s tavern was listed in 1916.  In 1931, his grandmother, Francisca
would have been 72 years old.
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Franz I Kopper was born in the Viziváros section of Buda in 1795.  He was the younger of
my two great-great granduncles on the Kopper side, the son of Johann I and Julianna Ott.  He
was the eighth of ten children.  I see him as the most enigmatic and the most fascinating of the
three brothers. Records about him were hard to find.  His birth and marriage records and the
birth records of his children were lost in the great flood.  He married Elisabeth Yung in 1824 or
1825.  I only know about her from the records of the City Council of Buda and those the St.
Anna church.  His adult life was probably spent in the same house on Spital gasse in Viziváros
which he acquired in 1832.  He must have been a private man.  He was only recorded once as
godfather (to the second son of Mathias, his brother) and never appeared as best man at weddings.  At one
time in his life, when he was an older man, he lived for some years in a Kapuziner monastery in
Viziváros.  The monastery is still there on Fő utca, not far from the church of St. Anna and only
blocks from his house on Spital gasse.  He may have been an honorary official there or more
likely he may have been in there for care.  I imagine him as the most successful and probably the
wealthiest of the quite prosperous Kopper clan.

He was mentioned in the records of the City Council of Buda several times.  The first record was
his election to burgher status at the August 8, 1823 meeting.  He was then 28 years old and
already a master cooper.  On March 1, 1832 he was recorded in connection with the house he
planned to buy from the bankrupt Franciscus Keller, a city magistrate.  According to the Land
Register, he bought that house (No. 264 house in Wasserstadt or Viziváros) on May 8, 1832.  In 1833 he
borrowed 910 florins from Salamon (most likely a Jewish money lender).  On August 24, 1838, he
borrowed 800 florins from some bank.  At the September 29, 1843 meeting the City Council
dealt with the above loan from the Salamon, which had apparently been guaranteed by Franz
Kopper's mother Julianna Kopper.  Since by then Franz Kopper owed only 607 florins of the
original 910, his mother's guarantee was no longer needed and her name was removed from the
mortgage.  At the November 18, 1850 meeting of the City Council a loan of 800 florins was
recorded which Franz and his wife borrowed from a lender called Stermensky.  Franz Kopper’s
name appeared once more in the City Council records of the July 25 1853 meeting, when he
requested the lifting of the property tax on his property; the request was granted.

I traced him in the Buda "Name and Address Register" in the last 12 years of his life as follows.
He was never listed under the businesses, which means that in 1867 (the first volume of the register, when
Franz was already 72) he was already retired.  From 1867 to his death in 1879 he was listed as
resident and landlord at Spital gasse 247.  In the years from 1871 through 1874 he was listed as
resident at Haupt gasse (Fő utca) 147, which was a Kapuziner monastery.  He spent the next five
years again at his Spital gasse address and died in 1879 at the age of 84.  His wife outlived him
only by six months after almost 50 years of marriage.  According to her death record, she was
87.
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Johann Georg Kopper was born in Graz in 1715 the son of Andreas and Cunicunda
Marholdt.  He became a journeyman stone mason (in German 'Maurer Geselle') in Graz and lived near
the paper mill – according to church records.  We also know that the paper mill was on  land
owned by the Jesuit Order, therefore the Order may have owned and operated the paper mill, and
Johann Georg may have been their employee. That is all we know about him. There were
several problems with tracing his ancestors.  The problems arose from inconsistent use of names
in the church records.

In his marriage record with Maria Khummer at the Heiligen Blut church of Graz in 1750, his
name was given as Gregorius Kapper and the bride's as Maria Anna Kummer.  Out of the eight
baptism records of their children, the father is named Johann Georg seven times and Johann
once.  The mother is always just Maria.  There is no doubt that those births are to the same
parents, because the occupation of the father is always 'Maurer Geselle', the mother's maiden
name is given twice as Kummer.  The god parents are the same every time and there are no other
Kapper marriages in the church books of Heiligen Blut during that period, with which they
could be confused.  As in his marriage record in 1750, Johann Georg's name was given as just
Georg in his death record in 1773.  His occupation was also the same:  'Maurer Geselle'.  So,
either his parents thought he had been baptized Johann Georg and the priest forgot the ‘Johann’
part, or he felt more comfortable as an adult with ‘Johann Georg’ than with just ‘Georg’.

At Johann Georg's marriage, the priest identified his parents as Andreas, a winegrower and his
wife Magdalena, who were both dead by then.  The only Andreas Kapper in the church records
of the Graz area during the period of Georg's likely birth was an Andreas Kapper in the church
book in St. Leonhard.  He lived in Rettenbach, about 3 kilometers north of the St. Leonhard
church.  In 1708, Andreas married a woman called Maria Marholdt, who died between April
1719 and June 1720.  He married a second time a young woman called Magdalena Khielhauser.
We have the following problems.  First, in all the birth records from the first marriage of
Andreas Kapper (with Maria Marholdt) (starting in 1708) the mother is called Cunicunda and not
Maria.  Of the five children they had, two were sons.  The first was Georg born in 1715 and the
second was Peter born in 1719.  Second, of the four children born to Andreas and Magdalena,
only one was a boy and his name was Philip. So there was no Johann Georg born in the families
of Andreas Kapper. The best assumption is that Georg Kapper born to Andreas and Maria
Cunicunda Marholdt is the one who married in Graz in 1750 and who died there in 1773.  He had
to be between 4 and 5 years of age when his mother died and he got a new mother, whose name
was Magdalena – the only mother he knew – so he regarded her as his mother It could also have
been some confusion on the part of the priest, who recorded the marriage data.

He died in 1773; his death record stated that he lived "by the paper mill" in Graz at No. 772 on
the Jesuit housing property by the Paper Mill.  The Paper Mill stood at beginning of the present
day Wiener Strasse on the west bank of the Mur river just across from the hill called Schloss
Berg on the east side of the river.  As the crow flies, it would have been less than 1.5 kilometers
from the Heiligen Blut church.  The Jesuits bought the area around the mill and built a housing
project on it which they rented out to working people.  That is where (Johann) Georg and his
family lived.  He was buried in the St. Georg cemetery.
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His wife, Maria Khummer was born in 1722, in St. Peter, a south-eastern suburb of Graz.  She
had an older sister by the name of Maria Anna, who was born in 1713.  In the church
record of the marriage of Georg Kopper at Heiligen Blut, the name of the bride appeared as
‘Maria Anna, daughter of master tailor Peter Khummer in St. Peter’.  However, in all the
subsequent church records, including her death record, the wife of Georg Kopper was simply
Maria.  Which daughter of Peter Khummer did Johann Georg Kopper marry?  The question was
answered by observing that the wife of Johann Georg bore children at regular two-year intervals
up to 1766.  Maria Anna would have been 53 by then, clearly a little too old to have children.
Also, there was a note in the church book at the birth record of Maria Anna Khummer, according
to which she died in 1781.  However, her death record could not be found in any of the churches
in the Graz area.  On the other hand, the church records in Heiligen Blut show that 'widow Maria
Kapper' died in 1780. Widow Maria Kapper had to be the widow of Georg Kapper since her
address given was the same as the one in Georg's death record seven years earlier.
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Johann I Kopper was the great-great grandfather of my father.  He was born and raised in
Graz (Austria).  His father was a stone mason.  The spelling of his name on his birth record from
Graz is Koper.  Most of his father's records from Graz show the name as Kapper.  The very first
record of him in Buda is in a town council record dated January 3, 1783.  He was elected burgher
on that day at the age of 29.  His name was written as Johann Kaper.  At other times in Buda his
name appeared as Koper and Kapper.   Eventually his name was spelt as Kopper and remained so
for the next three generations and beyond.  The first record in Buda identified him as a master
cooper who came from the town of “Graz in Steiermark”.  We do not know how long he had
been in Buda at the time – probably not very long.  His father died in Graz in 1773.  His mother
died also in Graz in 1780.  He may have decided shortly after his mother's death to try his
fortune elsewhere.  Johann must have been German speaking and probably he never learnt
Hungarian at all.  Buda and Pest were very German in his days and even two generations after
him.

It is possible that he worked for Franz Steinhauser, the first husband of Julianna Ott.  Franz
Steinhauser was a master cooper and died in 1781 at the young age of 31, after just three years of
marriage.  Johann I Kopper married Franz Steinhauser’s young widow Julianna in January 1783
and became a master cooper himself.  This is the first record of him in Buda.  In those times the
widow of a master tradesman would inherit the master title and she could pass it on to her next
husband who was almost always from the same trade.  Often the widow married the senior
journeyman in the shop of the deceased owner.  Buda was an excellent location for coopers, who
amongst other things made all the wine barrels needed in a wine producing place like Buda.  All
the hills in and around Buda, including all of Gellért Hill, were covered with vineyards and Buda
had many coopers.

The next record of Johann is in the Buda Land Register.  On November 27, 1784 he and Julianna
bought house No. 77 in the Viziváros (Wasserstadt or Watertown) section of Buda on Croathen
gasse (see image BudaHouseSitesSM3.).  On the property papers his name is spelt Kopper.  At the April
20 1784 meeting of the Buda town council, a list of the new burghers elected the previous year
was given in the minutes of the meeting.  His name was still spelt as Koper there.  In 1801 he
paid 8 florins of burgher tax and his name was already spelt Kopper.

He founded a very large family that was well known and respected in Buda for the next two
generations.  His wife Julianna had 10 children.  Eight of those ten children grew up to adult age.
This was very rare in those times, when the infant mortality rate was rather high.  Seven of them
lived to a very old age considering the times.  Their oldest son, Johann II was the exception.  He
died in the typhus epidemic of Buda in 1829 at the age of 43.  One of their sons, Mathias, my
great-great-grandfather died at the age 91.  He was one of the three grownup sons of Johann I.
All three became master coopers.  In fact, even two of the grandsons of Johann I became master
coopers.  Johann and Julianna lived out their lives in the house in the Viziváros section of Buda
that they bought together in 1784.  Johann died first in 1810.  His wife Juliana lived for 34 more
years as a widow.  That house was sold by the heirs of Julianna in 1846.
Julianna Ott was born in Buda into the family of Joseph II Ott.  Her birth record was in the
records of the St Anna church in Viziváros, but the great flood of 1876 washed it out.  However,
the index page of that book survived showing that she was born in 1757 and registered in book
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No. 1.  Her father died when she was 12.  Her mother lived as a widow until her death 46 years
later at the age of 85.  Julianna's life unfolded in a somewhat similar way.  At the age of 21, she
married into the Steinhauser family.  It was a large and very prominent family in Buda.  The
head of that family was Phillip Steinhauser a master cooper.  From the records it seems that he
was a wealthy and very popular man.  His name appeared as best man at very many weddings
and he was often mentioned in the town council records.  His son Franz Steinhauser, Julianna's
husband died three years after their marriage.  He left behind two young daughters.  In less than
two years Julianna remarried to Johann Kopper, who was probably one of the journeymen in the
cooper shop of the late Franz Steinhauser.

Their marriage lasted for 27 apparently prosperous and successful years.  It ended with the death
Johann I in 1810 when Julianna was 53 years old.  The children left behind by Johann I ranged in
age from 13 to 26.  The two oldest being women, they were probably already married.  Julianna
lived as a widow for 34 more years after Johann's death and all that time she must have been a
relatively well to do business woman.  She probably ran the cooper shop her husband left behind.
She lived in her own house and certainly supported herself.  We know from the records of the
city council and from the inventory of her assets prepared after hear death that she often lent
money to her children and guaranteed loans they took out elsewhere.  She also must have been a
frugal woman.  Three of her youngest daughters, who were about 50 years old at the time of her
death, had not yet received a dowry from the family fortune and no one had received their
paternal inheritance until she died.  She was probably a very business-like, stern and
uncompromising woman.  There is an extant debtor note for 700 florins from her son Mathias (my
2nd great-grandfather) dated on March 1, 1839, in which he says:

"I justly and lawfully owe this money and I am obligated to repay to my mother not    just the
principal but the interest as well, and as she should require it, without any delay or difficulty.  For
security, I offer as mortgage all my possessions, real estate or other and accept any due monetary
penalty or confiscation without any legal appeal."

The document also shows the five repayments he made between March 1839 and June 1842 and
the comment that he had only been paying the interest on the debt. When Julianna died in 1844,
the distribution of her estate was somewhat complicated. The many children and grandchildren
involved, the banker role she played for her children and the delayed dowries and paternal
inheritance complicated matters.  At the request of the family, the City Council appointed a
councilor to do the distribution. Her total worth was 4556 florins of which 3700 florins was the
revenue from the selling of her house.  Seven of her children from the Kopper marriage survived
her.  Both of her children from her Steinhauser marriage were already dead.  Her estate was
divided amongst the seven surviving children and her six grandchildren representing one Kopper
son and the two Steinhauser daughters, who did not survive her.
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Maria V Kopper was my paternal grandmother and my favorite person.  She was a small
woman with very thick gray hair that must have been dark brown in her youth.  Although she
was one of the third Kopper generation born in Buda, she spoke Hungarian with a slight German
accent.  This was typical of the of the ethnic German people populating Buda until World War II.
She was very kind and friendly with me and she had a good sense of humor.  I was always at
ease with her.  As long as I knew her, she lived with her two daughters Luisa and Maria.  In
contrast to my grandmother, her daughters never put me at ease.  I visited them three times a
year, always on  special occasions such as birthdays, Christmas or Easter.  They never visited us.
Their home was also a special place for me, even when I was older, but especially when I was a
young boy.  It always smelled delicious and they seemed to be living in an economic class a
couple of notches higher than ours.  At Christmas time they always had cute and imaginative
hand-made decorations for the tree – most of them edible.  They spoke German whenever they
wanted to exclude me from their conversation.  That lent a mysterious air to them and their
home.  When I was a young boy and the ethnic German people still populated the country side
around Buda, my grandmother took me a few times to the orchards in the hills of Buda, owned
mostly by ethnic Germans.  We took a street car, a bus and a little hike to get there.  She spoke
their language and chit-chatted with them while buying their fruits.  I just stood there not really
understanding what they were talking about, but noticed when I was being discussed and felt
proud that I belonged to this old lady, who spoke their language.

My grandmother was a very good humored kind and pleasant woman, who was also
intellectually very alert.  She always read the papers and seemed to be well informed right into
her very old age.  She was the only one, who ever visited us from my father's family – and only
once.  One year I was ill and lay in bed at Christmas time (it was in 1946 or 1947).  She brought me
their gifts, which I normally went to their home to receive.  I was really pleased.  After I left
Hungary in 1957, I regularly corresponded with her until her death in 1972.  I sent her a calendar
every year with interesting Canadian scenes on its pages.  We were already planning a family
trip to Hungary in the following year, when in 1972 news of her death reached me – she was 94
years old.  I had very much looked forward to introducing my children to my grandmother.  I
was sad.  My children and I missed her by less than a year.  We did visit Budapest in 1973, but
our time being limited I did not visit my father’s family.  My aunt Luisa died 5 or 6 years earlier.
My father’s two younger brothers and younger sister Mária were still alive, but there was some
grudge between her and my mother – so, we did not visit either of them.  I soon truly regretted
that, but these are life's inevitable omissions.  It was not until 1995 that I visited my
grandmother’s grave in the beautiful Farkasréti cemetery in Buda.  To be fair to myself, that was
the first time that I had a lot of time on my hand.  I was retired and stranded in Budapest because
of a lawsuit involving the person that was supposed to take care of my mother-in-law.  I
discovered that the rights to my grandmother’s cemetery plot had expired 6 years earlier.  The
cemetery could have sold the plot to someone else.  I was surprised that they had not, for it was a
really prime location.  It was plot # 05-211-00801-01-266 near the entrance.  I quickly bought
the rights for the next 25 years, all the way to the year 2014.  Perhaps I was eager to correct the
error of my ways for not visiting her sooner. I hope someone will extend it another 25 years,
when the time comes.  My grandmother, my aunt Lujza and my uncle Géza (he died in 1982) all rest
there in the same grave; peace be with them.  My aunt Mária died in 1993 and her body was
cremated – I do not know why because the gravesite was intended as a family plot.  My father’s
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other brother, János died a in the same year as his sister Mária.  He was buried by his wife in
another grave.

My mother and I always knew my grandmother as a widow.  However, in official documents, as
I later found out, she was never called a widow, but the wife of Károly Fitzthum (Vitzthum in
German).  The first trace of her in the Budapest Name and Address Register was recorded in 1928.
She was listed as a ‘person of independent means’, not a widow.  Her address was: Budapest II
(Buda Újlak) Donáti utca 2.  This is what we know about her husband – my grandfather.

Károly Fitzthum (Fitzthum is the Hungarian phonetic version of Vitzthum) was my paternal grandfather,
about whom I know only a few facts.  He was the son of Rudolf, a master butcher, who had a
butcher shop in the Tabán district of Buda.  Károly was the fourth of six children and the only
son.  He was only five years old, when his father died.  His mother continued with the butcher
shop for a while.  In 1898 he married my grandmother Mária Kopper.  On the official marriage
certificate his occupation is stated as ‘master butcher’.  The following year, Károly was listed in
the trade directory of Budapest as the owner of a butcher shop at Szt. János utca 4 in the
Viziváros section of Buda.  That street still exists under the western foot of Castle hill.  That
means he had to be a master butcher at the age of 25, or perhaps his mother inherited the master
title from her husband when the latter died in 1878 and later, when Károly grew up, he inherited
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it.  On the birth certificates of his children his occupation was given as butcher in 1899, 1901,
and 1910; in 1903 and 1905 his occupation was given as ‘spa employee and pedicurist (corn
removal) respectively.  There were three thermal baths in and near the Tabán, and he must have
worked in one of them in those years.

On November 23 in 1910, Károly  personally appeared before the vital records registrar in Buda
and registered the birth of their last child Mária.  That is the last fact known about him.  In my
research in 2000, I could not find any record of the death of Károly Fitzthum in the Civil
Register of Buda or Pest.  So, it is almost certain that he did not die in Budapest.  We also know
that his wife, Mária Kopper, did not use the ‘widow’ prefix.  Perhaps she was receiving child
support payments from him. Whether anyone in the family knew what happened to my
grandfather, I do not know.  No one ever talked about it in my presence and it never occurred to
me to ask my grandmother while she was alive.  My cousin Rozi remembers vaguely, that our
grandfather got a job on a ship that sailed up and down the Danube, probably between Budapest
and Passau (a border town between Austria and Germany).  Perhaps he died in an accident on one of his
trips and was buried near the place of the accident.  Most likely, on one of his trips, he decided to
forsake his family for good.  No document was found to indicate departure either through
abandonment or death.

We do not know in what year Maria (V) Kopper lost her husband, but it must have been
within three or four years after the last child was born in 1910.  When her last child was born, my
grandmother had four other children ranging in age between 2 to 12.  I do not know if she ever
worked, but she did not have any occupation I know about.  I often wonder how she managed
with all those young children.  The two girls finished eight years in the best Lyceum in the city
(the Szilágyi Erzsébet Lyceum in the Castle in Buda, it stood exactly where the Hilton hotel is today).The three boys got a
middle school education and all three learnt a trade.  My father became a bench mechanic and his
two brothers were silversmiths.  Perhaps she received alimony from the husband, who deserted
her.  By the time I was old enough to remember them, my grandmother and two aunts lived in
the lower part of a duplex in the Kelenföld section of Buda on a street called Hamzsa Bég (name of
a Turkish pasha).  It was nice street with single family houses and duplexes.  Their apartment was
very elegant to my eyes.  It was large, bright, had parquetry and tiles throughout and the
conveniences we did not have (gas, running water and bathroom inside the apartment).  I remember that I had
to take off my shoes and kept slipping in my socks on the shiny parquetry.  They also had other
trappings of the middle class such as magazines, newspaper, candy sold in pretty metal boxes,
chocolate milk, oranges, apples in the winter and they had two cats.  The only apples I ever saw
in the winter were in their home.  They were very expensive in the winter months and could only
be found in elegant food stores not on the market or the grocery on the corner, where we bought
food.  My aunts were elegant women, who worked in the offices of the Public Transportation
Authority of Budapest.  My two uncles were also unmarried and lived elsewhere in the city.
They worked for the Royal Mint.  While my father was unemployed several months each year,
and later served in the military throughout WW II, without significant income, my aunts and
uncles were always fully employed and enjoyed life.  I vaguely remember visiting my
grandmother and my two aunts with my father, but it must have been before or very early in the
war, when I was eight or nine years old.  I remember better my later visits, which were made
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only at the three mentioned occasions each year.  I saw my two uncles much less frequently, only
when they happened to visit my grandmother’s place, when I was there.
All the good life came to an end for my grandmother and my aunts when the Russian army
arrived at the end of WW-II.  Buda was very fiercely defended by the German and Hungarian
forces (the defense forces were mainly German, because most of the Hungarian soldiers deserted and went home).  When
mortar attacks began, my grandmother and her two daughters moved into the basement for
protection.  They had to stay there for months because eventually a prolonged and fierce house to
house fighting began.  My grandmother’s house was taken four times by the Russians and
retaken three times by the Germans.  By the time the street fighting ended there was little of the
house left except the basement.  Everything they had, furniture, clothing, picture, books, knick-
knacks, was gone or damaged beyond even recognition.  Only what they had with them in the
basement survived.  They were homeless and destitute in the middle of February in 1945.  Some
months later they got a ’temporary apartment’.  The attic of a building a few blocks away, at
Bartók Béla út 118b, was converted to an apartment and they were housed in it.  There they lived
for 25 years in that ‘temporary’ place before they got a smaller but more comfortable
accommodation somewhere in Buda.  My two aunts also lost their jobs after the war.  The older
one never found employment again.  The younger one, Mária worked herself up again eventually
to a level somewhat higher than before and she supported her mother and sister until the end of
their lives.  My aunts never married.  The youngest of the sons, János married some time after
the war, and Rozi, my girl cousin was born from his marriage.  A little later my uncle Géza
married.  He was the youngest of the three brothers, and was already over 40 years old then.  To
my knowledge, he and his wife never had children.  My uncle Géza was my godfather, but he
never gave me a gift, never took me anywhere or invited me to his home.  My aunt Lujza was my
godmother.  After the war, each year, after schools closed, she met me at the terminal of the No.
49 tram in Pest and took me to the Zoo and the amusement park.  She always brought with her
goodies like fine crusty rolls with sliced ham, fruits and candy.  At one point we would sit down
in a suitable area probably at a picnic type table and she served up very elegantly what she had.
She probably bought some refreshment, but we always ate what she brought with her.  My two
aunts did a lot for my education.  They were readers and knew literature well.  They bought me
books every year that were just right for my age and development.  They also bought me a
subscription to the junior edition of the National Geography in 1946 and renewed it as long as it
was possible, because later in the ‘Cold War’ such publications were no longer available in
Hungary.
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Mathias Kopper was my father's great-grandfather.  His Latin-German name was Mathias; the
old fashioned Hungarian form Máté was sometimes used for him when he was already an old
man.  He had two brothers and five sisters.  With the exception of his older brother Joannes Jr.,
who died at the age of 43 in typhus, they all lived to a ripe old age that would be respectable
even today.  He was born in a district of Buda called Viziváros (in German Wasserstadt in Latin Aquatica;
it means Watertown because it is the part of Buda that lies along the Danube).  He was baptized and buried in the
oldest and most prominent church of Buda called St. Anna.  That is the church where he, all his
sisters and brothers were baptized and buried.  In fact, his father, Johann I and mother, Julianna
Ott were married and buried there too.  In the great flooding of the Danube in 1876, St. Anna
was under six feet of water.  Some of the church books containing the birth, marriage and death
records of the congregation were badly damaged including most of the index pages.  The
contents of many pages were washed out beyond legibility.  The birth record of Mathias and his
seven siblings, except the oldest one Eva, were amongst those damaged beyond legibility.  We
only know their birth year from the surviving pages of the birth index and from the marriage and
death records of St. Anna, which sometimes give the age of the individual.  However, I found a
great deal of information about Mathias in the National Archives and in the Budapest Capital
Archives.  He had a long and perhaps accomplished life.

He learnt his father's occupation and became a master cooper by 1816, when he was 25 years
old.  A cooper was a man who made casks for wine and beer and wooden tubs for bathing,
washing clothes and water storage.  The first record of Mathias I found was in the minutes of a
meeting of the Buda town council on October 25, 1816.  He was elected burgher on that day.
The second oldest record of Mathias is in the 1827 census of property owners in the Viziváros
district of Buda.  He was listed at house number 1290 as the owner.  In those days every house
had a unique number, street names were secondary and not used in official records.  The next
record is his marriage to his first wife Anna Populus in the Krisztinaváros section of Buda in
1828.  The name of the church, which still stands today is ‘Santa Maria Maggiore’ named after
some church in Italy.  Mathias and Anna were both 36 years old, he was single, she was a
widow.  Her maiden name was Kellner and she brought two young children into the marriage.
They lived in Krisztinaváros until 1838, when Anna died.  I found no records of children from
their marriage.  Mathias married again in 1839.  The bride was Theresia Scharinger, who was 20
years old and single.  Mathias was then 48.  Their marriage was again held in Krisztinaváros, but
the bride was from Aquatica.  Two senators of the Buda Council were the witnesses at that
marriage.  Their first child, Carl was born a year later.  He was to become my great grandfather.
He was baptized in Krisztinaváros where Mathias and Theresia lived.  Krisztinaváros was in
those days the second most elegant section of Buda.  Many of the nobility lived there and famous
people such as statesman Count István Szécsenyi and the equally well known Dr. Ignácz
Semmelweiss, the discoverer of the cause of puerperal fever, married in that church.  It stands
just below Castle Hill.  Standing on the promenade along the old castle wall and looking down,
one feels that one could throw a stone and hit the spire of that church.  Returning to Mathias’
second marriage, despite of the large age difference between them, Theresia died 32 years later
in 1871. Mathias lived for 11 more years as a widower and died in 1882.

In those 1839 and 1840 church records the distinction ‘Dominus’ and the title ‘Assessor Judii’
were used to refer to Mathias.  The former was a title similar to ‘Sir’, the latter stood for ‘Sitting
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Judge’.  In a book about the History of Budapest written by Lajos Schmall, Mathias is listed
amongst the honorary officers of Buda.  He was an Honorary Juror, appointed to the office in
1835.  In a free royal city all important affairs were handled by the Inner Council of the city.  Its
members were elected from the ranks of the burghers.  The burghers were those residents of the
city, who owned property and had a business or some cottage industry (all manufacturing in those days
was done in cottage industries).  The civil cases were referred to the Judicial Council that constituted the
legal court.  The legal court held only a few sessions each year.  It consisted of an official
appointed by the Inner Council, who presided over the proceedings and a group of people,
perhaps three or five, who were called ‘Assessor Judii’.  These were appointed from the ranks of
the more prominent burghers.  They were the sitting judges, who heard the cases and passed
sentences or decisions.  This was one of those offices burghers were expected to take as their
civic duty.  It carried little or no compensation other than the distinction, respect and perhaps
influence that went with it.

In 1839, six months before he married my great grandmother Theresia Scharinger, Mathias
bought a vineyard from his mother Julianna.  Since it was to be inherited by all eight children, he
had to pay 7/8 of the value, which amounted to 700 florins.  There is an obligation document
(KopperMathiasRO1 & 2), one-page long written in German in Gothic characters and signed by
Mathias stating that he owed 700 florins to his mother and stating the terms of repayment, which
were very strict.  The handling of business was very businesslike in those days between mother
and son.  When his mother died in 1844, the 513 florins of the loan that Mathias still owed were
duly taken into account when her estate was distributed amongst the eight heirs.

According to the Buda Land Register, he and his second wife bought a house in the Tabán
section of Buda on 21th August 21st, 1841.  It was the No. 709 house.  That house was on the
’Golden Duck’ street of the section called ‘Tabán’ (in Buda referred to as 'the Tabán').  Mathias and Theresia
lived out their life in the Tabán.  They had three children born there.  Later they bought some
additional property in the Tabán and most likely sold the house on 'Golden Duck street'.  In 1855,
when their last child, Joseph was born, they lived at '677 Golden Hand street'.  It was a big
property, from the front to the back it extended all the way between two parallel streets and had
two entrances.  In the front the address was '677 Golden Hand street' in the back, the address was
'1 Bocskay square'.  It probably had a main residence, where they lived and several other
tenements and shops that were rented out.  Mathias himself had a cooper shop and a tavern on
that property.  In the life of Mathias, the address of that house changed several times.

The "Name and Address Register" of Buda and Pest was a pay-for-service publication that
contained names and addresses of subscribing individuals and businesses, and also a street-by-
street list of property owners.  The earliest volume I found in the archives was from the year
1867.  I traced Mathias in the available volumes.  In 1867 Mathias was listed as owner of the
house at '677 Golden Hand gasse' and he was in partnership with his son Carl in a cooper
business at the same address.  That was their home address, when my great-grandmother died in
1871.  In the years following her death, Mathias was listed as a master cooper at '677
Hirschenplatz', which was the house.  He was probably in partnership with his son Carl,  In fact,
in 1880 and 1881 he was listed as master cooper and tavern keeper at '4 Szarvas street' (probably
another name for the same house; 'Szarvas' and 'Hirsch' mean deer in Hungarian and German respectively) in partnership
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with his son Carl.  He died the following year at the age of 91.  It is apparent, that he remained
very active to the end of his life.

Tabán was the oldest settlement in Buda.  It has two hot springs that have been used for bathing
since at least Roman times.  It saw its heyday in the middle-ages and slowly declined in later
times.  Almost the whole town was bought up by the city of Budapest in 1909-1910 and
eventually demolished to make room for a modern spa-hotel complex to exploit the hot springs
in the area.  Only a small section along the Danube was saved (including the home of Dr. Semmelweiss,
which now a protected building).  Mathias' Szarvas street property was inherited by his younger son
Joseph and his family.  In 1910, the City of Budapest paid 55,000 koronas for that 'Kopper
property'. (That contrasts with the 10,400 koronas the city paid for the house of my paternal 2ndgreat-grandfather located
just a few hundred feet away.) The complex was never built and today (2015) Tabán is a lovely park just
under Castle Hill with rolling grassy landscape and beautiful views of the castle and the Danube.
In my great grandfather's time and in the following 60 years, the Tabán was a picturesque,
romantic place with narrow winding streets, colorful taverns, cozy dining and dancing places,
and in its core some poverty.  Popular songs were written about it that are still sung by members
of the oldest generation over a few glasses of wine.  Before it was demolished, the city took
many photographs of the more picturesque or historically more significant buildings.  In the
Photographic Archives of the 'Kiscelli Museum' in Buda, there are several photos of the building
my great grandfather owned at Szarvas street 4 (see image on page 57, Book 1).  Some pictures were
taken from the street some from inside the yard.  I have obtained copies of some of them.

Today, Szarvas street does not exist anymore.  It is part of that large, beautiful Tabán Park.  The
street adjacent to the east side of the park is Attila street.  It runs along the park and at its
southern extremity it terminates in an eastern extension of the park.  The last building jutting into
that park is the famous Szarvas building (image on page 13 in Book 1).  The old Szarvas street used to
cross Attila utca at an angle right at that building.  I am not sure whether the restaurant got its
name from the street or the street got its name from the large relief on the facade of the building
depicting a deer with great antlers.  The building is three stories high with a large rectangular
inner court and apartments on the upper two floors.  The apartments open from the court side
from a passageway running along the court connecting all the units with the staircase.  The
ground floor houses an old and venerable restaurant called the Szarvas Restaurant.  Nowdays, it
specializes in game meat, such as deer, wild rabbit and pheasant meat.  It is a very expensive
eating place indeed.  The building dates from 1770 but I am not certain about the age of the
restaurant.  In 1900, an apothecary was in its place.  The building is now a protected national
monument and was completely renovated in 1998.  My great-great-grandfather's house was less
than 50 yards north-west across from that building.  His son Carl, my great-grandfather had a
house the same distance from it to the south-west.  As a young child, my father also lived not far
from there at the foot of Gellért Hill.  The foundation of the Szarvas building has the shape of a
broad wedge with a blunt, rounded tip.  The rounded tip points towards where the Gellért Hill
and the Danube meet not more than a few hundred yards away.  One side of the building faces
the Tabán park, the other one overlooks the Royal Castle.  The restaurant, has a small wrap-
around terrace at the rounded tip of the building.  Sitting there, one can take in the whole 200-
degree panorama – from the castle and its Mace Tower to the Erzsébet Bridge across the Danube
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to the Gellért Hill to the Tabán park and to the hills of Buda behind that.  It must be one of the
prettiest places in all of Buda, and Buda is without a doubt the prettiest part of Budapest.
Andreas Ott and his wife Maria Rothmonch lived in Vác, a town about 30 km directly
north of Pest along the Danube.  He was a winegrower.  In the area where they lived, virtually all
the land was the property of the Roman Catholic Church.  The town was under the jurisdiction of
the Bishop of Vác.  It had four residential sectors.  One of them was called German Town.
Andreas Ott and his family lived there.  He was probably recruited from one of the German
speaking countries west of Hungary (possibly from Switzerland, where the named ‘Ott’ is
common) after the Turks were pushed out of Hungary in 1685.  The new settlers were needed to
repopulate the land, which had become virtually deserted during the 150-year Turkish
occupation.  To attract settlers, big land owners, such as the Roman Catholic Church offered the
use of their land under very favorable terms such as tax exemption for a number of years.  The
new German speaking people were accommodated in a section of the town of Vác, which after a
few years was called German Town.

It is not known where Andreas and Maria got married or whether they came together to Vác.
They first appeared in vital records of the St. Mihály church of Vác in June, 1698, where the
church records started in 1695.  It was the birth of a daughter baptized Catharina Margaretha.
Two sons followed in November 1699 and in April 1701, Johann and Johann Jacob respectively.
The godparents of all three children were Johann Schick and Barbara. (The son baptized as Johann in
1699 may have been ‘Johann Joseph’ or ‘Joseph’, an error in the record.  See the biography of Joseph II Ott.) The next
child, Ferdinand was baptized in the Viziváros section of Buda in 1708.  The names of the
parents and those of the godparents are the same as at the three previous births in Vác.  So it is
certain that it was the child of Andreas and Maria.  Why they baptized a child in Buda is a
mystery.  Perhaps Maria or Andreas Ott had relations there and needed help or perhaps they
lived there for a few years.  There were no births to Maria between 1701 and 1712 in Vác.  They
had two  more children born to them in Vác, one in 1713 and another in 1716.  The godparents
were Georg Wachter and his wife Barbara Forner for both infants.  The infant born in 1716 died
days after birth.  Andreas died a few months later in December of the same year.  He was 40
years old.

His wife Maria Rothmonch remarried three years later in the Viziváros section of Buda.  Since
she had a child born there in 1708 and she remarried there in 1720, it appears that she or Andreas
must have had some family ties in the Viziváros section of Buda.  There was no church record or
census record in Buda of a family called Rothmonch, which was Anna Maria 's maiden name.
However, there was a Johann Ott in the Viziváros section of Buda, who arrived as a widower
some time before 1695 and married there in May 1695.  He came from Switzerland.  The general
trend seemed to be that newly arrived single or widowed men married very soon after their
arrival.  Most likely, Johann Ott arrived in Buda within the year prior to his marriage.

Andreas must have been one of the earliest new settlers in Vác.  In the tax records, his name first
appeared in 1702.  Before that he was probably exempt from taxes.  In 1702, he was listed as
married, having two cows and producing 8 urns (about 800 kg) of grapes annually.  Therefore,
he must have been a winegrower and must have come from a wine-producing region of a
German speaking country.  The only other record found about Andreas is also tax related.  It is a
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list of the taxpayers in German Town for tax year 1713/14.  Andreas paid 2 florins and 25
kreuzers in taxes for that year.  The list also reveals the ethnic makeup of German Town.  Of the
66 taxpayers listed, 22 have Hungarian names.  On the basis of that, German Town was only
about 66 per cent German by 1713.  These records were found in the County Archives in Vác.

Nothing is known for certain about the origin of Andreas.  It is probable that he was related to
Johann Ott, who arrived in Hungary about the same time as Andreas and settled in the Viziváros
section of Buda.  He could have been an older brother of Andreas or his father.  The latter
relationship has been assumed because of the approximately 26-year age difference between
them.  The evidence for a father-son relationship between Johann and Andreas Ott is
circumstantial:

a.)  They were both German speaking and arrived in Hungary in the mid-1690s.
b.)  Johann was the only Ott in Buda and Pest and Andreas was the only Ott in Vác,

where he lived.
c.)  Andreas and his wife Maria Rothmonch did not have children baptized in Vác

between 1701 and 1712, but they baptized a child in the Viziváros section of Buda in 1708.
They may have lived there during that period, or they may have had relations there.  There
was no Rothmonch or any similar name in Buda either in the census or the church records.
Johann Ott lived in the Viziváros section of Buda.

d.)  Three years after Andreas died, a ‘Maria Catharina Rothmonch, widow’ married in the
Viziváros section of Buda.  It is more than likely that she was the widow of Andreas Ott.

e.)  Her son, Joseph also married there five years later and spent the rest of his life there.
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Joseph II Ott was born in Vác, a town about 30 km directly north of Pest along the Danube,
but spent most of his life in Buda.  We do not know when he settled there.  It is possible that he
went there with his mother in 1720, when his mother remarried in Buda.  He would have been
already 21-22 years old.  There is issue with both the birth record and with the death record of
Joseph II Ott.  Regarding his birth, there is an official record in which he stated that he had been
born in Vác.  But no birth of a ‘Joseph Ott’ was found in the church records of Vác. Regarding
his death, we know these facts.  Many official documents indicate that through most of his adult
life he was a resident of the Viziváros section of Buda.  From his Last Testament we know that
he was  gravely ill in July of 1769.  That testament was read before the City Council of Buda in
October of the same year.  That means that he had died shortly before that.  Indeed, in September
1769,  the death of a ‘Mathis Ott’ was recorded in the St. Anna church of Viziváros.  The man
was said to be 71 years old.  There can be little doubt that the September death record was that of
Josepp II Ott.  According to the age given in that record, he would have been born in 1698.  The
church records in Vác  began in 1695. In the two decades after that year, there was only one
‘Ott’ family in Vác both in the church books and in the taxation list.  It was the family of
Andreas Ott and Maria Catharina Rothmonch.  They baptized a girl (Catharina Margaretha) in June
1698, a boy (Johann) in November 1699 and another boy (Johann Jacob) in April 1701.  The names of
the godparents were Johann Schick and Barbara at all three baptisms.  Then they disappeared
from the church book of Vác until 1713 , when they baptized  a boy followed by the baptism of
another boy in 1716.  In the interim, they baptized a boy in 1708 in the Viziváros section of
Buda.  The names of the godparents on that occasion were the same as in three previous baptisms
in Vác.  We do not know whether they lived in Vác  or in the Viziváros during that interim, but
there seemed to be some kind of connection between the Ott family and the Viziváros –
especially considering that Maria Rothmonch remarried there and Joseph II spent most of his life
in that city.  The conclusion is inevitable that, despite of the first-name problem,  Joseph II Ott
was the son of that family.  His birth in Vác was either in 1697 and was not recorded or it was in
1699 and the priest mistakenly wrote ‘Johann’ instead of ‘Joseph’.   It is unlikely, but possible,
that he was born in 1698 and the priest recorded a girl’s name instead of ‘Joseph’.  These errors
were not uncommon and resulted from the fact that the priest wrote the names and other
information on a piece of paper and entered them in the church book later on in his office.

He first appeared in the church records of Buda with his marriage with Elisabeth Stumerauer in
1725.  His occupation was given as vintner and he remained a winegrower all his life.  That is
what his father did in Vác.  Joseph and Elisabeth bought a lot and built a house on it.  In 1729,
shortly after delivering her third child, Elisabeth and the infant died.  A year later, Joseph
married Theresia Gerhauser, a 22-year old woman.  After a seven-year marriage, Theresia and
their only child died in 1737.  Joseph inherited half of a vineyard from Theresia's parents.  Three
months later, Joseph married for the third time.  The bride was Catharina Reitter.  She was an
older woman, the recent widow of a man called Peter Schmidt.  For her to it was the third
marriage.  Joseph was about 39 and she was about 57 years old.  She brought into the marriage a
house and two vineyards.  Together, they sold the house and bought a bigger one in1740.  Both
houses were in the Viziváros section of Buda – that latter on Croathen gasse (see image
BudaHouseSitesSM3).  This was the third house Joseph owned, but he kept this to the end of his life.
It remained in the family after his death for a long time.  They also bought another vineyard.
Joseph's only surviving child, Catharina was 10 years old when Catharina Reitter became her
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stepmother.  She grew into womanhood with her stepmother and got married in 1746.  The two
women may have been close and Catharina probably cultivated their relationship after she got
married, perhaps expecting some inheritance.  Catharina Reitter died in April 1750.

In August of the same year, Joseph married for the fourth time.  He married Maria Eva Tunner,
who was the 20-year old daughter of Paul Tunner, a vintner in Pest. Eva came from a big family.
She and six other Tunner children survived their parents into adulthood.  The parents were
diligent and successful vintners in Pest.  When her mother died in 1759, an inventory was taken
of her assets.  The inventory was nine pages long.  All of her property, real estate as well as
household effects, was appraised by the seven surviving siblings and auctioned off to the highest
bidder amongst them.  Then, they shared the money from those sales in equal parts.  Eva bought
a vineyard, her mother had in Budaőrs, for three hundred forints and she kept a 'sleeping' chair,
which probably reminded her of her mother. Joseph II Ott was 52 years old, when they married
and her surviving daughter from his first marriage, Catharina was 23 – older than her new
stepmother.  Eva Tunner, the new bride brought into the marriage a vineyard and 213 florins of
dowry.  Four years after Joseph's marriage to Eva, his daughter, Catharina went before the City
Council of Buda and demanded her maternal inheritance due to her from Joseph's first wife.  The
Council appointed a Councilor to look into the matter.  He later filed a pessimistic report saying
that the parties were far apart and stubborn.  We do not know the outcome of the dispute exactly,
but we know that Catharina received one of her father's vineyards and according to later
testimony of her father, she also received sufficient money to cover both her maternal and her
paternal inheritance.  In 1760, Joseph became burgher of Buda.  In 1769, Eva and Joseph had
been already married for 19 years and had four children.  In July of that year Joseph was ill and
decided to write his last testament.  It is a most unusual Last Testament.  It also turned out to be a
genealogically invaluable help to me.

There were big gaps in the church records of the Viziváros section of Buda, and I could not trace
the ancestors of my third great-grandmother Julianna Ott.  By her time the ‘Ott’ name was more
common in Buda and without her birth record I could not go on tracing her ancestors.  I saw
several Ott marriages in the church records of Buda but none of them would fit.  One day I was
looking in the archives, eager to find some other documents in Buda with the ‘Ott’ name, and
came across the last testament of a Joseph II Ott.  I remembered having seen several ‘Joseph Ott’
marriages in the church records but at that point they were just possible relations to Julianna Ott.
The last testament I found gave the life story of a man, who married four times.  He named his
brides of previous marriages and gave marriage dates.  I could see that the three ‘Joseph Ott’
marriages I remembered in my notes were of one man and not of three men, as I first thought.
His fourth marriage, in Pest I did not know because I never thought of looking there (in the 250-year
history of my family, there were only three cross-marriages between Pest and Buda).  The date of this marriage fitted
chronologically and he even named the two surviving children from that fourth marriage and one
of them was Julianna.  The testament cleared things up beautifully.  It also told me the maiden
name of the fourth wife and that she was from Pest, which made it easy to find her ancestry.

The reason for writing that unusual Will was that Joseph felt that the end was near and his family
was once again threatened by his greedy daughter bent on causing trouble.  He had to do
something while he was still alive to protect his present wife and their two children.  His
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daughter from her first marriage, Catharina came forward with a Will ostensibly written 22 years
earlier by her stepmother Catharina Reitter (Joseph's third wife).  In that Will Catharina Reitter left
her stepdaughter a vineyard and her half of the house on Croathen street.  For the other half of
the house, the Will said, Catharina should receive a cash payment from her father, who was
living in it using the whole house.  In case he could not do that, he should pay rent for the half he
did not own but used.  Joseph branded the Will a forgery.  Why else had Catharina waited 22
years before showing it to any one?  Also, it was invalid because the Testatrix did not sign it and
there were fewer witness signatures on it than required by law.  In his testament, Joseph stated in
detail what his daughter already received as her maternal and paternal inheritance, and offered
Catharina 131 florins in addition to what she had already received with the condition that she
would never again in the future molest his widow and her children with further demands.  He
then willed to leave everything to his wife.  He requested the City Council to execute his Will
and protect the interest of his widow and her two children.  He died in September of 1769, three
months after he had written that testament.  We do not know what exactly happened to the case,
but the property records found indicate that all his properties we know about, the house and his
vineyards were inherited by his wife and eventually by her two surviving children Johann and
Juliann Ott.

According to Joseph's statement in his Will, it appears that he and his fourth wife had a good life
together for those 19 years of their marriage: "My dear wife Eva, she brought into our marriage
213 florins ready money and a vineyard in Budaőrs, which I sold for 370 florins; and her
diligence and good husbandry multiplied my fortune and in addition she demonstrated her
marital love and fidelity despite of my advanced age.  For these reasons I declare her to be my
sole and exclusive heir." She was only 39, when Joseph died, and lived as his widow for another
46 years in the same house Joseph Ott bought in 1740 (interestingly, her daughter Julianna also lived for 34
years as a widow).  Eva’s livelihood probably came from the vineyards Joseph owned.  She died in
1815 at the age of almost 86.  Upon her death, her children Johann and Julianna inherited the
house.  Julianna sold her part to her older brother, who was a civil servant of the Buda and a
‘Judicial Assessor’.  He lived there until he died in 1834.  His son Joseph III Ott, who was
already married, inherited it.  He lived there for some time with his family.
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Joseph I Scharinger and his assumed wife Theresia Seidl have not been connected to each
other or to their assumed daughter, Theresia, who married Mathias Kopper, by any of the extant
documents.  The records of the St. Anna church in Viziváros of Buda have some gaping holes in
them, due to a 1876 great flood of the Danube river.  The birth records of 1757-1780 and 1806-
1843 were washed away, and so were the marriage records of 1806-1841.  These would be
exactly the time frames when the birth and marriage of the parents and the birth of the daughter
Theresia would have occurred.  While the record of the marriage between Theresia born
Scharinger and Mathias Kopper exists, it makes no reference to the parents of the bride.  All it
says that she was from the St. Anna parish, which usually means that she was baptized in that
church and belonged to that parish. Note that the marriage of Theresia Scharinger and Mathias
Kopper took place in another parish of Buda and probably required a birth certificate.  The
available information pertaining to the connection amongst the four persons named above is
therefore the family name and circumstances.

From the period of the fifty years preceding Theresia Scharinger's marriage to Mathias Kopper,
only six pertinent Scharinger records were found in Buda and Pest.  All six were from Buda.
The first one is a City Council record from 1816, in which reference is made to a Joseph
Scharinger local transporter, who had a financial disagreement with an Anton Rusinsky.  The
second is the 1818 death record, from St. Anna, of a child less than one year old.  His name was
Joseph Scharinger and he was said to be the 'son of Joseph Scharinger local coachman'.  The
third one was the 1827 census of Buda.  In it, a Joseph Scharinger was listed as a coachman, who
owned three horses and four carriages.  The fourth document is the death record, from the St.
Anna church in Viziváros, of a Joseph Scharinger, burgher and coachman, who died in 1829 at
the age of 48.  These four records are about the same man, there can be little doubt about that.
They show that Joseph Scharinger had one child born in 1818.  The daughter Theresia (married
to Mathias Kopper) we associated with him would have been born in 1819, according to the age
given in her death record.  The fifth record is the death, also from St. Anna of a Theresia
Scharinger, of a 58 years and 6 months old widow, who died in 1836, so she would have been
born in 1777-1778.  Her maiden name was given as Theresia Seidl.  The sixth record is the
record of the marriage between Theresia Scharinger and Mathias Kopper in the register of the
church in the Krisztinaváros section of Buda.  That record makes no reference to the parents of
Theresia Scharinger but it does tell us that she was from the St. Anna parish of Buda.

The birth record of a Theresia Seidl was not found, because of the 1757-1780 gap in the birth
register of the St. Anna church.  Some parts of an index of the births survived and it showed
'Theresia Seidl 1777/618' (that means born in 1777, with birth record on page 618).  The birth year matched
exactly the age on the 1836 death record from the St. Anna church for Theresia, the wife of
Joseph Scharinger.  The only other Theresia Seidl in the index was born in 1784.  That record
existed, and the subsequent check of the pertinent church books showed that she died nine
months after her birth.  Similar research in other churches in Buda and Pest did not find a
Theresia Seidl birth with an acceptable birth year.  In any case, our Theresia Scharinger was
from the St. Anna parish in the Viziváros section of Buda.

The probable parentage of 'Theresia Seidl 1777/618' was discovered through receipts signed by
Caecilia Seidl, born Rauch, wife of Martin Seidl.  These receipts were written and signed to the
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Orphan Office of Buda and had to do with an inheritance.  A man called Johann Ring, who was
the brother-in-law of the brother of Caecilia Rauch, left a sum of money, in 1789, to Caecilia's
four children.  The money was deposited in the Orphan Office of Buda to be paid out in annual
installments.  Caecilia had to sign a receipt each time she received one of those installments.
Those receipts exist in the archives and her children's names were listed on those receipts,
presumably, as it was customary, in the order of their ages, with oldest first.  Theresia was the
third child on the list; her parents married in 1764 so she could have been born to them in 1777.

We know that the only Theresia Seidl found in Buda, in the pertinent time frame, who could fit
the known circumstances was the daughter of Martin Seidl and Caecilia Rauch.  The same can be
said about Theresia Scharinger as the daughter of Joseph Sharinger the coachman.  A
documented connection between the 'Theresia Seidl 1777/618' and Joseph Scharinger the
coachman has not been found.  The same must be said about the connection between Theresia
Scharinger, the 2nd wife of Mathias Kopper, and her assumed father Joseph Scharinger the
coachman.  Still, as shown above, the probability that the assumed connections are valid is high.
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Martin Tunner lived in St. Margarethen, about 6 kilometers south of Eisenstadt (Hungarian name:
Kismárton).  In his time, St. Margarethen was a Hungarian village in the sense that it belonged to Hungary,
but its residents must have been largely German speaking. It was certainly on border between Austria and
Hungary.  Its church records were all written in German.  It is certain that both Martin, his wife Eva and
their children were German speaking.  We do not know what Martin did for a living.  His son Paul was a
wine producer in Pest and most likely that is what Martin did on one of the several Esterházy (pronounced
like Esterhaazy) estates around Eisenstadt.  We know nothing about Martin’s or his wife’s origin.  They
married in 1685.  The marriage record only said that he was single, while his bride was the widow of
Stephan Gerhardt and a 'resident' of St. Margarethen.  This would seem to indicate that neither Martin nor
Eva were local to that village.  We know that Eva had children from her first husband.  They were
baptized in St. Margarethen, and Stephan Gerhardt was buried there.  So they must have been living there.
However, there was no record of the origin of Eva in St. Margarethen.  Neither was any record of Eva’s
or Martin’s origin found in the villages around.  After their marriage, Martin and Eva remained in the
area, because the baptism records of their five Tunner children and the marriage of two of their sons and
one of their daughters were found in the St. Margarethen church.  With the exception of Paul, who left to
settle in Pest, their children continued to live and baptize their children in St. Margarethen.  However,
some time after their children were grown, Martin and Eva Tunner must have moved away because their
death records were not found in St. Margarethen.  This is all we know about Martin and his wife Eva .

St. Margarethen is about 10 km. north of Sopron and 43 km. south-east of Vienna.  Sopron is in Hungary.
Eisenstadt and St. Margarethen are in the Burgenland province of Austria.  Until WW-I, both of the latter
communities and the area around them belonged to Hungary.  St. Margarethen was called
Szentmargitbánya.  The area was part of the huge estates of the princely Hungarian Eszterházy family.  It
was one of the wealthiest and most influential families of Hungary and even Austria.  They had
distinguished record as patrons of the arts, particularly music.  Prince Pál Antal had a well-appointed
orchestra performing regularly in his castle at Eisenstadt.  Because his aged music director was ailing, the
prince appointed the relatively unknown Joseph Haydn in 1761 to be assistant conductor.  Hyden’s
employment by the Eszterházy family proved decisive for.  All this happened more than 60 years after
Martin Tunner's time.  The Eisenstadt palace, in which Haydn lived and did his early works, is now is a
Haydn museum.  Every year, the famous and elegant 'International Haydn Festival' is held in the
Eszterházy Mansion from September 7 through 17.
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Paul Tunner and his wife Catharina Hochwarter began to baptize children in 1720 in
Pest.  We know nothing about the origin of Cathatrina.  Paul was born in St. Margarethen in
Burgenland, Austria.  It is not known when he went to Pest or where he met and married
Catharina.  No marriage record for them was found either in Pest and vicinity or in Burgenland.
They continued to baptize children in Pest until 1739.  They had ten children all together, of
whom three died in infancy but seven reached adulthood and survived their parents.  Paul and
two of his sons, Johann and Franz became burghers of Pest.

In 1722, Paul and Catharina bought the house lot at 498 Franciscanus Gasse for 15 florins.  The
city sold lots for relatively little money, but the purchaser had to commit himself to build a
certain type of house on the lot within a specified time.  The street was called Kolbacher Gasse
later.  The lot was in the same city block as the Hotel Astoria is today, exactly behind the hotel
on what is now the Reáltanoda utca.  They built a house on it, which was officially registered in
their name on August 1, 1724.  The family kept that house for 40 years.  It is almost certain,
though, that they made extensions and modifications to it over that time.  Paul was a vintner and
in 1722, he also bought a vineyard in Pest on Mount Steinbrucher (today called Kőbánya Hegy).  When
in 1727, he was elected burgher of the city, he was so exuberant about being 'a real burgher', as
he put it according to the City Council records, that he donated 1 florin 50 kreuzers for the
beautification of the city (at the time a project was in the planning to polish up and beautify Pest).  That was a
considerable sum in those days.  It represented about 1/6th of his annual burgher tax (burghers were
the only people in a city, who paid taxes, but they also made all the decisions).  It appears that Paul must have been a
successful wine producer.  He bought another vineyard in 1732 and another two vineyards in
1749.  Unfortunately, he died four years later, in February of 1753.  By then he probably owned
a tavern as well as vineyards.

As said earlier the origin of Catharina is unknown.  At the time she would have been born (about
1695), there was no Hochwarter or Hochenwarter family in the church books of either Pest or
Buda.  The Burgher Book of Buda had a Michael Hochwarter listed as early as 1688.  His name
was also found on the 1688 list of the house owners of Buda.  He owned a house in the Castle as
well as in the Viziváros section.  His occupation was given as 'Dreiziger', which means
'Thirtieth-er'.  It was the title of a city official, who collected a tariff on goods brought into the
city for sale (something like a Chief Customs Officier; when I was a young boy there were customs houses at all roads
crossing borders between districts if Budapest, that was 50 years after Buda and Pest had been united into ‘Budapest’).  The
name derives from the amount of the tax, which was 1/30th of the value of the goods involved
(3.3%; only the merchants paid it, but it was passed on to the consumers; today I pay 6.0 % on almost everything I buy).  Since
the Turks were only expelled from Buda in 1685, Michael Hochwarter had to be one of the very
first new settlers in Buda.  The first marriage involving a similar name appeared in the records of
the St. Anna church in Buda in 1700, when a Johann Hechwarter married a woman called Maria
Halsperger.  According to the church record, the groom came from Aschau in Upper Austria.  In
the book of the St. Anna church, there was an ‘Elisabeth’, who died in 1702.  She was the 20-
year old daughter of a Johann Höchenwarter.  The 1715 census of Buda shows a Johann
Hechenwarter, a vintner, who owns a house.  Until the 1730's there were a few church records of
that family in Buda.  However, no evidence was found for a connection between either Michael
Hochwarter or the later Hochenwarter family and our Catharina Hochwarter.
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All that we know about Catharina Hochwarter has been gleaned from the church records of Pest
and the documents associated with her death, namely the inventory of her estate and the financial
account of her burial prepared by her son Johann Tunner.  Her maiden name was only given once
in the church baptism records – in the 1736 birth of her daughter Susanna.  Six months after her
first husband Paul Tunner died, she remarried in 1753.  Considering that she was close to 60 and
her youngest child was 14 at the time, the marriage happened rather quickly.  However, in those
days people had to be very practical about such things.  There was a family to support and she
needed a tavern keeper to help run the business.  She married Franz Hammer, a tavern owner and
a burgher of Pest.  Since Catharina was in the winery business herself, she did sell wine and may
have had a tavern.  Their marriage was most likely one of economic convenience.  The marriage
must have been a thorn in the side of the older children.  When she died six years later, in 1759,
her death was recorded in the church under the Tunner name and not under her second husband's
name, which was Catharina's legal name at the time of her death.  Seven of her children survived
her, namely: Johann, Gregor, Franz, Eva, Elisabeth, Paul and Julianna.

Her will was not found, but we know that some large donations were made from her estate to
several religious orders and to the St. Katalin church in the Tabán section of Buda.  The reason
for donating money to the church in Tabán, which was not her parish, since she lived in Pest,
must have been the name of the church.  Perhaps her mother’s or a sister’s name.  Like most
people in those days, she considered the saint of her namesake or her mother’s namesake her
protector.  One of our maternal ancestors, whose name was Anna, also lived in Pest, but married
in the St. Anna church in Buda for the same reason.  Catherine Hochwater also donated some
religious pictures to a church in Budaőrs, a town adjacent to Buda, where she owned at least one
vineyard.  The reason for that must have been that she often spent time in the village of Budaőrs
looking after the vineyard and the grapes and wines it produced.  Being a religious woman, she
probably visited that church every time she was in the village and considered it her church.  It
could also be that she had some family ties to that town.  This research, going only by the
‘Hochwarter’ name could not find any.  According to the inventory of her estate, she was worth
close to 3000 florins, a considerable sum of money in 1759, when a skilled vineyard worker got
less than 1/4 florin for a day's work, and 1 kilogram of pork cost 1/3 of a florin.

The inventory of her estate, a 12-handwritten-page document gives, a fascinating glimpse into
her life and her household.  She left behind several vineyards, a house, a piece of land just
outside the city walls (at the corner of today's Rákóczy út and the Nagykörút, would be many $millions today) which
she used as a large vegetable garden.  She left over 3300 liters of white and red wines, an
assortment of press house equipment, dozens of wine barrels and a fully furnished house.  She
had many fancy expensive clothes, blouses and shawls, which indicate that she was a 'dresser'.
She must have been a devoutly religious woman (which was not unusual in her time).  There was an altar
in her bedroom complete with religious pictures, a crucifix, a prayer stool, all behind a draw-
curtain.  She had two religious books in German: 'The Life and Suffering of Christ' and a prayer
book called 'The Key of Heaven'.  This indicates that she could read (which was unusual in her time,
especially for a woman).  She had many other things that indicated that she ran a reasonably
sophisticated kitchen and house.  She had a collection of tablecloths, some of them damask, 12
dishcloths with red stripes, many aprons, lots of cutlery.  It is interesting to note that the use of
cutlery was adopted not long before her time (Queen Elisabeth I of England, 100 years earlier ate with her bare
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hand and considered the use of a fork crude).  Until then people ate with a knife and their hands.  She had
apparently fine furniture, leather arm chairs, a sleeping chair and her bed had four posts and
curtain around it.  She had over 50 yards of linen in the house and 5 yards of imported lace when
she died.  Three months before her death, she made the following purchases at the local general
store:

some remnant broadcloth
1 yard of fine linen
3 yards of blue linen.
9 pieces of Dutch ribbon
21/2 yards of cord

Her funeral was arranged by Johann her eldest child.  He prepared, in his own hand, a long list of
the funeral expenses (of which we have a copy).  A quick look at the breakdown of those expenses
provides an interesting insight into the society and religious culture of Pest at the time.  Some of
the expenses were the following:  32 florins for the funeral mass in the Inner City church, 9.5
florins for wax candles, 7.5 florins to the Inner City church for 12 masses to be held later, 8, 6,
and 5 florins respectively to three religious orders for participating in the mourning, 5 florins to
the religious brotherhood that prepared the dead and lead the procession, 3 florins to the priest, 3
florins to the carpenter for the coffin, 3 florins to the church musicians, 2.5 florins for windproof
lanterns, 1.5 florins for veils for the mourners, 1 florin to the two grave diggers and 0.5 florins
for several altar boys.  The only two things that were really needed for the funeral, the coffin and
the grave cost only 4 florins compared to the total cost of 87.50 florins.

Her estate was liquidated and the proceeds distributed amongst her seven children (who ranged in age
from 20 to 39) in the following way.  Three officials, appointed by the City Council (she was a burgher
after her husband Paul) made an inventory of all the items of her estate.  Then, the seven children and
their spouses gathered for a private auction and bid on each item in the estate, from the house to
the vineyards to the 3300 liters (872 US gallons, I wonder when the US will join the metric system!) of wine and
to the last dishcloth Catharine left behind.  The highest bidder got each item.  Her oldest child,
Johann bought the family house for 1550 florins and Eva, our direct ancestor, bought the
vineyard in Budaőrs for 300 florins.  These were by far the most valuable items of her estate, the
total value of which came to 2784 florins.  The sales were recorded by the City officials and the
total sum of the sales was the total value of the estate.  From that sum, Catharina's obligations
such as her debts, donations and the funeral expenses were deducted.  The remainder was the
sum to be divided into seven equal parts and given to the seven siblings as their common share.
Against the share of each individual, the cost of his or her purchases was applied.  Those, whose
purchases cost more than the common share, paid the difference to the city official.  To those
that purchased less than the common share the city official paid out the difference.  The whole
procedure was duly presided over, over-seen and recorded by the representatives of the City
Council.  In all aspects it was very proper, amazingly rational, orderly and thorough procedure.  I
wonder how it would be done today (I will find out soon, when I die – provided there is a heaven and I’ll be admitted
there). Two years later, Johann sold the family house in exchange for “the No. 231 house” in the
suburbs (outside the city walls) and 850 florins in cash”.
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Rezső Bercel Vitzthum was born the 20th day of March 1901, in Buda as ‘Fitzthum’.  Both of
his parents were ethnic Germans and spoke German at home.  He was the second of the five
children of Carl Fitzthum.  Carl’s mother changed the ‘V’ in the original Vitzthum name to the
phonetic ‘F’ after Carl’s father died in 1878. My parents changed the Fitzthum name altogether
in 1936 to the Hungarian name ‘Bercel’, when I was less than four years old. My father’s birth
address was given on his birth certificate as Csap utca 6 in Krisztinaváros.  However, he grew up
in another section of Buda called Tabán.  At the time he was born, his maternal grandmother was
living at the above address and his mother probably went there to deliver.  In those days, women
delivered at home or at their mother’s home.  The family must have been living in Tabán, at
Horgony utca 36, where his older sister and one younger brother were born.  Rezső’s paternal
grandfather, Rudolf Vitzthum came from Pozsony in the early 1860’s and settled in Tabán.  In
1866 he married there and on May 16, 1872 he and his wife bought that little house at Horgony
utca 36.  The house and its location are described in the notes about Rudolf and Sarolta
Vitzthum.  Tabán and Krisztinaváros are adjacent sections of Buda.  They lie at the southern and
western foot of Castle hill respectively.  The family had older roots in Krisztinaváros.  My
father’s maternal great-grandfather (Mathias Kopper) lived there and was at one time an honorary
Assessor of the Judicial Court of Krisztinaváros.  Mathias Kopper bought a big house in Tabán
on August 21, 1841, and spent the rest of his life there.  My father’s maternal grandfather (Carl
Kopper) was one year old at the time, so he too grew up in Tabán.  His descendants remained in
Tabán for about 60 years, until the early 1900s, when Tabán was torn down as part of a big urban
development project.

Tabán was probably the oldest settlement in Buda.  During the Turkish occupation (1535-1686), the
population of Buda (and Pest) eventually moved away.  The Turks brought in Eastern Orthodox
Serbs and Jews from the Balkans.  These peoples were following the Turkish expansion knowing
that the Turks trusted them better than Catholic Christians, and that meant economic
opportunities.  The name Tabán is of Turkish origin and means tannery.  It is so because the
Serbs, whom the Turks settled there established a leather tanning industry and the name ‘Tabán’
stuck forever.  After the Turks were pushed out in 1686, the Serb and Jewish population receded
with them towards the Balkans and German speaking settlers moved in for a the next hundred
years to fill the vacuum.  My ancestors were amongst those new settlers.  Around the end of the
19th century, the Tabán was still very German and a very romantic place.  It lay in a valley
enclosed by Castle hill on the north side and the Gellért hill to the south.  In the east, it bordered
on the Danube, where there was a busy port.  The Castle with its majestic defense walls and
towers was visible from every street of Tabán and so were the slopes of Gellért hill with their
vineyards.  The narrow winding streets of Tabán, where the top of the buildings were almost
touching, were the home of many taverns, pubs, restaurants and places of merriment.  From all
over Budapest people came to Tabán on the weekends to dine, to drink, to dance and to listen to
German ‘Schrammel Musik’, which in Tabán meant brass bands.  There have been more books,
stories and songs written about Tabán than about any other place in Hungary.  It had some very
nice, some good and some very poor sections.  The famous physician Semmelweiss, who
discovered the cause of childbed fever, was born and grew up in Tabán.  His birthplace is a
museum today and the Medical School of Budapest is named after him. Rezső was the second of
five children.  All five children were born in that old district of Buda around the Castle.  His
father, Carl Fitzthum was a master butcher, who died or abandoned his family some time after
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his last child was born in 1910.  No one today knows exactly when and what happened to him.
My grandmother never remarried and my father, after the age of 10, grew up without a father in
and around Tabán.  The language used within the family was German and he and his siblings
learnt Hungarian after they went to school.  Not long ago, I still had his school records and other
documents.  Unfortunately, they were lost during one of the two moves we made in 1994 and
1997.  As a result, I am not sure where he went to school, since I did not make a note of the name
of the schools.  I did record though in 1988, that he did six years in elementary school and two
years in the middle school.  I also know that he went to the elementary school on Fehér Sas Tér
(White Eagle Square) in the Tabán, which survived a few years longer than the rest of Tabán.  We
have the class picture from that school taken when he finished second grade in June 1909.  I also
know that at the age of fifteen, in 1915, he worked as a delivery boy for a mirror and picture
frame shop on the Pest side of Budapest.  I do not know for how long.  The business owner was
Ferencz Hoffman and the store was located at Károly Körút 28, probably not far from where the
Kempinski Hotel stands today, near the Inner City of Pest.  Some time after 1915, he learnt the
trade of fine mechanic.  As a young man he worked in that trade.  Later, during the 1920’s,
during the Great Depression he was unable to find employment as a fine mechanic and he learnt
the trade of stone mason.  He spent the rest of his working life as a mason and later as ‘paller’ or
as it would be called today: working supervisor of construction.  In those days a 'paller' was a
very important position.  My father directed and was responsible for the construction of
buildings, some of which may have been three stories high.  They were usually small apartment
buildings or single-dwelling houses.  He did not sit in an office but did actual work when he was
not supervising his workers or interfacing with the builder and suppliers.  He also hired and fired
workers and was probably responsible for the cost and schedule of the building project.

He was probably the first son that left the family home.  Some time in the late 1920’s he worked
in Újpest.  That was a district of Budapest where my mother lived.  Family lore has it that he was
a boarder with a family that lived in the same small apartment building where my mother’s
family lived.  That is how they met and eventually married. On the 24th of August, 1931 my
father married my mother Maria Etel Guzik in Újpest. On the marriage certificate his bachelor
address was listed as Budapest III, Bécsi út 121.  District III is Óbuda, which means Old Buda.
It lies north of the Castle along the Danube.  At an earlier time he lived in my mother’s building,
as the lore has it but at the time of the marriage, he lived in Óbuda.  As an interesting aside, I
might mention here that the family my father was a boarder with had a young daughter, who
about ten years later became the wife of my mother’s younger brother. My father probably
moved every year to be close to his worksite.  In 1988, I recorded in a short biography his main
physical attributes as a grown up.  I got the information from his official ID books, of which
there were two.  He had blue eyes according to one book, and green eyes according to the other.
He had blond hair in one book, and light brown in the other.  Both said he was of medium height,
had blond eyebrows and his teeth were healthy.  We have some old photos of him in his late
20’s.  He was a handsome looking lean young man with a full head of straight hair parted on the
left-hand side.  On pictures made in his 30’s and 40’s, he still had a full head of thick light brown
hair, but he was getting stocky.  He probably spoke Hungarian with a very slight accent of the
ethnic German population of Buda.  His mother and his two brothers, whom I knew when I was
already old enough to notice such things, had such accent.  So did my grandmother.
Interestingly, his two sisters did not.
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What type of person was Rezső?  He was a happy-go-lucky, outgoing person, probably not
burdened with many burning ambitions.  He was a charismatic individual well-liked by everyone
in my mother’s large family and by our neighbors.  He was also an intelligent, efficient and
hardworking person that expected hard work from the people under him.  He was well liked by
his employer Mr. Brauss.  Of course, he could not please everyone, especially some of the lazy,
unskilled laborers that worked for him.  István Brauss was a builder in Újpest.  He built one to
three-story buildings and also did renovations.  My father always worked on new buildings.  In
1946 or 1947, I went to see Mr. Brauss to apply for a job.  He gave me a job immediately on one
of his construction jobs.  There were a couple of laborers on the job site that had worked for my
father.  They called him a slave driver, thought it was a good thing that he was no longer
amongst the living and took their past frustration out on me.  Of course, they were not
responsible for neither did they understand the cost or schedule of a construction job.  The leader
of a construction project was responsible for such things.   My father liked to go to the local pub
on paydays and he bought drinks for his friends.  I vaguely remember that on some paydays my
mother sent me to be a lookout at the nearby pub.  I cannot remember precisely what I had to do.
Most likely I had to tell my mother when he arrived to the pub.  Then, my mother would
probably tell me when it was time to go in and remind my father to come home – before he spent
too much.  Women did not enter pubs in those days.

In my father’s time, construction in Budapest used to come to a halt in early winter and did not
resume until the spring.  As a result, my father was unemployed three to four months of the year.
That caused a financial strain on us since there was no unemployment insurance.  The clearing of
snow in the city was done at night by groups of men shoveling the snow into a convoy of horse-
drawn wagons.  When the snow began to fall, there were so many seasonal unemployed looking
for a little winter income, that my father had to stand in line all day to make sure he will get a
shovel in the evening.  It was in the evening that the crews were hired.  The war was soon to put
an end to all that.  When WW-II broke out, my father was one of the first ones to be called up
and he spent most of the war years in the military service.  He was a member of the 7th Radio
Reconnaissance Company of the 101st Signal Corps Regiment of the Royal Hungarian Army.
Throughout the war, he was stationed in the city called Kolozsvár in Eastern Hungary (it belongs to
Romania now and is called Cluj-Napoca).  He was a radio operator at the headquarters of some Hungarian
military division.  He and some others from his company were probably assigned to that
location.  I am not sure what he did there.  However, any job at Hungarian military headquarters
would have involved communication with German military headquarters.  Since he spoke good
German, and a radio operator, he would have been well suited for such a job.  It was lucky for
him, because he worked in the comfort of Headquarters, far from the military front lines and did
not have to see combat action for four years.  However, eventually the Russians pushed all the
way to Kolozsvár and months later to Budapest.  He was killed in action in January or February
of 1945 during the siege of Budapest.  He died in the Krisztinaváros section of Buda, only blocks
away from Csap utca, where he was born in his grandmother’s home.

As far as memories of him are concerned, I have very few.  My mother told me the following
story several times from early childhood on.  On a Sunday afternoon my father took my mother
and her sister, Ilus (who was living with us at the time) to show them the house he was building.  I was a
toddler and my mother took me along.  It was a three-story building.  It was already standing, but
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the doors and windows were just gaping holes in the brick wall, and there were no railings in the
staircases.  The three of them were looking around on the grounds admiring my father’s project
and somehow forgot all about me.  When my mother realized that I was not around, she
panicked.  They quickly ran around the building looking for me and calling me.  When they
could not see or hear me outside, they went inside the building calling me.  Finally, they heard
my voice from somewhere upstairs.  Frightened to death, my father, not seeing where I was,
shouted up to me to sit down and not move.  He then ran up the stairs all the while telling me to
sit and not move.  He found me in one of the rooms on the first floor, sitting on the unfinished
floor and playing with a bunch of broken bits of bricks.

I can recall the following personal memories of him.   One time, when he was building some
buildings and a grand stand on a soccer field, he brought home a used soccer ball.  I was
probably not more than five years old.  A real soccer ball was a very big thing in those days for
most children.  The joy did not last long.  The landlady eventually stuck a needle in the ball,
because it kept going into her flowerbeds.

I remember going with him one summer Sunday morning to his job site.  He had to go there to
hose water onto the concrete that had been poured the previous day.  It had to be protected from
overheating and cracking.

As most children, I often asked the question ‘Why?  His answer always was: “because a potato
is not an egg and a bee is not a wasp”.  In Hungarian it rhymes: “mert a krumpli nem tojás és a
méh nem darázs”.

The other usual childish question I asked:  “if you can do it why can’t I”?  His answer always
was: “quod licet Jovi non licet bovi”.  That’s Latin for: “what Jupiter may do is not permitted to
oxen” – it rimes nicely in Latin. He probably learnt that from his sisters, who went to Lyceum,
where Latin was taught.

He wanted me to be an architect.  Once when I was no more than five or six years old, he
bought a pair of compasses and the associated small parts in a box.  He used it once in a while
when he had to prepare drawings for his work.  He later gave them to me as a symbol of his
ambition that I should become an architect.  I still have that box and instruments.

I also remember one occasion during the war.  He came home from the army for a short rest
period.  He had two stripes on each shoulder and a pistol in a holster on his belt.  I remember him
removing his belt with the holster and putting it on a table in the bedroom and warning me not to
touch the pistol.

I remember Sunday mornings, after breakfast, when he gave me an empty flask and sent me
to one of the local taverns to get a liter of white wine for dinner.

He smoked cigars and put the cigar butts in the ash-drawer of the wood burning stove in the
kitchen.  One day I decided to try to smoke one of those butts and got real sick from it.  I was
probably 10 years old.

I was attending Gymnasium already, when one day he was testing me.  He asked me if I knew
what the Punic Wars were about.  I did not. (The two Punic Wars took place between Rome and Carthage.  The
first one took place 264-241 BC, the second one 218-201 BC, the latter was fought by Hannibal, the famous Carthaginian
general.  Carthage was a city-state.  The city itself stood exactly where Tunis is today.)  The fact that he could quote
Latin proverbs and knew about the Punic Wars indicates that he had above average education.
To the best of my knowledge, he did not study in a Gymnasium.  However, his two sisters did –
maybe he learnt things from them.
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I remember a Sunday, when my father was with us on leave from the military.  The three of
us went on an excursion.  I know the date precisely.  It was October 15, 1944, which happened to
be the date of a historic event.  We went to János hegy (John Hill), a favorite hiking place in the
hills of Buda.  There is a big lookout tower at the top of János hegy from where the whole city
below can be viewed.  It was a pleasant day, but I remember only the following detail.  When the
bus on the way home reached the center of the city, we noticed that there were German tanks and
soldiers at every major street intersection.  The German leaders had decided that they could no
longer trust the Hungarian government as an ally.  German troops occupied Budapest and
replaced the government with one of their choice.  We did not know this until we got home and
heard the news on the radio.  Interestingly, my father bought me on that trip a small souvenir.  It
was a small notebook about 3x2 inches and had hand painted wooden covers. I still have it.
While on the mountain and without being aware that it was a historic day, it was dedicated to me
on the first page: “Jenőnek 1944 Október 15, Apuka, János hegy”.  It looks rather like a child’s
writing, so it may be mine (I was 12 years old).  In any case, I probably wrote in the little book what
he told me to write.  None of us knew at the time that he had only about 100 more days to live.

My final memory of him is a very sad one.  I have recalled this memory thousands of times in
my life since I was twelve, and it still fills me with great sorrow every time.  In 1944, he came
home again in mid-December, but just for a few days.  He was in the military preparing to
defend Budapest against the Russian armies that had surrounded  Budapest.  All males in the city
between the ages of 15 and 60 had been inducted into military service.  Marshal Law had been
declared and the penalty for evasion or desertion of military service was execution on sight.  We
were living in the basement of a building straight across from us, because by then Russian
artillery and mortar attacks were continuous.  On the 20th of December, he had to report back to
his unit.  On the previous evening, there must have been some minor problem with me, for which
he punished me.  I cannot remember either problem or the punishment.  All I remember is that I
acted sulky for the rest of the evening and went to bed without saying good bye to him.  The
following morning, he left very early.  I think I was awake as he was leaving, but I only got out
of bed after he had left.  I vaguely remember my mother mildly chiding me for not saying good
bye to my father.  What is crystal clear in my memory is that very shortly after he left, I went
outside the gate onto the sidewalk and looking around I saw fresh snow cover on the ground. It
was daybreak .  On my left, I saw only pristine snow.  Looking to the right I saw a line of fresh
footprints as far along the street as I could see in the dawn-light right the end of the block, where
he would have had to turn right.  They were his footsteps in the snow.  I felt guilty and sad, even
though I had no way of knowing that those footsteps were the last I would ever see of him.  I
went back to my mother and we began another wartime day in the bomb shelter.  As far as I can
remember, we never again spoke about that fateful morning.  She probably forgot it over the
many hard years that were to follow.  I never have.  Over seventy years have passed since that
fateful morning, but I remember it as clearly as ever, and tears well up in my eyes as I see in my
mind that trail of his last departing footsteps in the fresh December snow.

Everybody in the family urged my father not to return to the military, but hide out somewhere.
The end of the war could not be too far; everyone knew.  The punishment for desertion was very
severe.  Perhaps he was afraid to desert.  Perhaps he thought it his duty to fight the Russians.  We
will never know.  My mother never spoke about what conversation she may have had with my
father about this, and I never thought of asking.  He left and we did not find out what happened
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to him until July or August of 1946, 18 months later.  It was a hot summer Sunday afternoon
when a stranger knocked on our gate.  I let him in – he wanted to see my mother.  Inside the
house, he told us that he was a lieutenant in the Hungarian military during the siege of Buda and
had just been released from a prisoner-of-war camp in Russia.  He had been in a makeshift
military hospital with my father in Buda near Castle hill and saw him die.  It happened in a
gymnasium school in Krisztinaváros near a large grassy park called ‘Vérmező’ (Bloodfield)
converted to field hospital.  They both lay there wounded as heavy fighting was going on all
around them in the streets of Buda.  My father had been badly wounded in the abdomen by a
burst from a submachine gun.  The lieutenant had less serious wounds.  My father spoke a lot
about me and showed him a photograph of me, which he kept in his backpack.  He was very
proud of me.  He knew that he was seriously wounded and asked the lieutenant to find and notify
my mother if he should not survive. Soon after that, the Russian forces took over the hospital.
They needed space for their own wounded and moved most of the wounded Hungarian and
German soldiers outdoors into the schoolyard – including my father.  Those unfortunate
wounded soldiers were placed on makeshift cots on the ground – in the middle of winter.  The
fighting for the higher grounds of Buda continued for another month.  My father was still alive,
lying on a cot outdoors, when one or more mortars hit the yard and his body was severed in two.
According to our lieutenant, his body, along with other dead bodies was taken to the adjacent
Vérmező, where several large mass graves had been dug, and hundreds of dead bodies, both
military and civilian, were buried every day in them during and after the siege of Buda.  This
took place in January and February, 1945; my father would have been 44 years old in March.
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The makeshift military hospital was certainly the ‘Kosztolányi’ Gymnasium (it is named after an
outstanding Hungarian writer) on the corner of Attila utca and Vérmező utca.  The school is at the foot
of Castle hill, northwest of the Castle.  It is just a few yards from the large park called Vérmező.
The field has that name because it was the place, where official beheadings took place over the
centuries.  The leaders of the Jacobins were also executed there in 1794 – who, like their French
counterparts they advocated against the monarchy in favor of a republic.  The field and the
school still exist today; I visited both.  The school has a large depressed yard protected by
buildings on two sides, by the steep slope of Castle hill on the third and by a tall stone wall on
the fourth side.  The park of Vérmező is a pretty park now with beautiful grass, trees, bushes,
statues, walkways and monuments. It is only a few city blocks from the places where my father
was born (Krisztinaváros) and where he grew up (the Tabán).  At the time of the war, the surface of
Vérmező was several feet below street level.  In the midst of the fighting (which went on for months)
the dead from the field hospital and from the buildings and streets all around were taken to and
collected on Vérmező.  When the fighting ceased in that area, several mass graves were dug and
the dead were placed in those graves.  At that time, much of the Buda lay in ruins.  During the
months and years of cleanup that followed, all the rubble – the remnants of many, many
buildings destroyed in the war – was moved to and dumped into that depressed field; there were
mountains of.  Later, the rubble was leveled and topsoil was added filling it up to its present
level, which is now even with the adjacent streets.  Grass and trees were planted to create a very
pretty park.  In 1998 and 1999, I visited all the relevant city offices and archives in Budapest
trying to find out what happened to the several mass graves on Vérmező.  I was unsuccessful; no
one seemed to know.  My guess is that the bodies were never removed from those graves and
they lie there ten to twelve feet below the grass.  If it is so, my father has a more beautiful grave
than we could have ever given him.  That grave will be there and it will be taken care of for a
long, long time.  Whenever you want to visit my father’s grave, you can easily find Vérmező at
the foot of Castle hill, and standing in the middle of the park you will be standing probably not
far from his remains.
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Johann II Vitzthum was born in 1794 in Altdorf bei Nürnberg, a small town in Bavaria just
south of Nürnberg.  His parents still lived there when Johann married his first wife Theresia
Tauenschmidt in Pozsony in 1813.  He must have settled in Pozsony shortly before his marriage.
Pozsony was an ancient one of the most important cities of Hungary, situated on the north bank
of the Danube, not very far east of Vienna. The Germans called it Pessburg. In 1918, when
WW-I ended, the country now called Slovakia was created out of what had been northern
Hungary for more than one thousand years.  Pozsony was part of that area and was subsequently
given the new Slovak name ‘Bratislava’.

Johann II Vitzthum first appeared in the official records of Pozsony in 1812.  On May 31 of that
year, he was admitted into the local Carpenter Guild.  Everything else we know about him and
his family came from the registers of the German Lutheran church in Pozsony and the St. Lorenz
Lutheran church in Altdorf bei Nürnberg. In 1813 he married Theresia Tauenschmidt in
Pozsony.  She was the 19-year old daughter of a stonemason called Sigmund and his wife Maria
Rosina Hasselbarth.  Johann was nine months younger than she was, but he told the father that he
was 22.  There were nine children born from their marriage.  Theresia died in 1833, leaving
seven living children behind.  In 1834, Johann married the second time.  His new wife was
Elisabeth, daughter of Georg  Moravek and his wife Christina Kovanicek.  Elisabeth died within
a year.  The following year, Johann married his third wife Catharina III Madutka. She was the
daughter of Georg, a weaver of cloth, and his wife Catharina Vilin.  Johann and Catharina had
seven children, two of whom died at an early age.  The last one of their children was born in
1848.  The third child from his marriage to Catharina was Heinrich Rudolph, who eventually
went to Buda and became the progenitor of our family.

Catharina died in Pozsony in 1861.  Her death record reads: "Catharina, born Madutka wife of
Johann Vitzthum, carpenter".  This wording implied that at the time of Catharina's death, Johann
was still alive.  The strange thing is that there was no death record of Johann in his church in
Pozsony.  However, in the register of the Lutheran church in Altdorf bei Nürnberg, there is a
note next to his birth record.  The note consists of a cross with the date 1857.  It is not common
on birth records, but when it is there it means that the man died at that date.  Amongst the death
records of the same church we find the death of a ‘Johann Vitzthum, carpenter’ (our Johann was a
carpenter) and burgher, on June 24, 1857.  According to that record, that person left behind two
sons and two daughters.  It is a strange case of four coincidences and two possible discrepancies.

Coincidences
a.) the parents’ names on the birth record: Johann and Anna Maria match our

Johann II’s marriage record
b.) our Johann II was a carpenter
c.) our Johann II disappeared from Pozsony in 1848, and his death record was never

found
d.) according to another note in the birth register, a birth certificate was requested and

issued in December 1812.  Our Johann’s marriage was in February 1813.
Discrepancies

a.) it is somewhat unlikely, but not impossible, that our Johann II would
become burgher of Altdorf between 1848 and 1857.
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b.) our Johann had 16 children, of whom we know 4, who died as a child and there may
have been more who died young.  Still, he had to have more than four surviving
children, unless, the quoted surviving children were only the ones that returned with
him to Altdorf bei Nürnberg.

The other mysterious thing about the family of Johann II has to do with the fact that his church
records seemed to be the only Vitzthum name in the church records of Pozsony.  The name did
not exist before or after him.  What happened to his surviving children?  Where did they go after
they grew up?  There were no other Vitzthum marriages, births or deaths in the church books of
the German Lutheran church in Pozsony.  There were 3 boys born in his first marriage and there
were 6 boys born in his third marriage.  Of those 9 sons, one died as a child and our progenitor
went to Buda to establish a family.  There were no Fitzthum or Vitzthum names in the Lutheran
and Roman Catholic churches of Pozsony, Pest or Buda other than our progenitor.  Where did all
those other sons ( 7 of them) go to get married or to baptize their children or to die?  The death
records in Pozsony were checked from 1820 to 1893.  No Vitzthum deaths were found other than
the four children already mentioned.  In 1893 his sons from his first marriage would have been
already 80, 69 and 62 respectively. Those from the second marriage would have been 57, 55, 51
and 45 (not considering our progenitor). It looks like he and all his children, from both marriages,
moved away from Pozsony or his sons never married and had no offspring to baptize.
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Lujza Fitzthum, was my aunt and godmother.  She was born in the Tabán section of Buda on
January 2 in 1899 to Carl and his wife Mária V Kopper.  I knew Lujza as a medium height,
somewhat plump woman with a kind and round face that always smiled.  She was soft spoken,
quiet and very well-educated.  She matriculated from a Lyceum (the Szilágyi Erzsébet gymnasium for girls
in the Castle).  For a long time she worked for the Budapest Transportation Authority, where she did
well for herself.  She and her sister Mária, who also worked for the Authority, saved enough
money to rent or buy a beautiful garden apartment on Hamzsa Bég út in the XI district of Buda
and to furnish it – elegantly.  The two women lived there with their mother. I used to visit there
two or three times a year with my father and later alone.  The home looked very elegant for me.
I remember that I had trouble walking on their polished parquetry.  They always had tea and
candy in fancy tin cans that I never saw in our home.  They also had aromatic soaps, which we
never used.  All in all, they seemed to be in an economic class a couple of notches above ours.

In January and February of 1945 during the siege of Buda, their house was totally destroyed,
only the foundation remained.  They were homeless and destitute.  Eventually they got a small
flat in a converted attic in the XI district in Buda not far from where they used to live.  It was not
until 25 years later that the family could move out of that temporary dwelling.  Lujza was dead
by then.  Soon after the end of the war, she and her sister were laid off from their jobs, probably
because of their German background.  The new communist regime was bent on revenge (all the top
government positions were held by Jews, who were trusted and supported by Moscow).  The leaders of that
government hated and tried to destroy everything that was German.  That was the time when the
whole Fitzthum family changed their name to 'Forgács'.  It did not help her.  She could never
again get a good job.  For a number of years she worked for the local parish of the Roman
Catholic Church.  She never married and died relatively young at the age of 67 in 1966.  Her
sister Mária bought a nice plot in the elegant Farkasréti cemetery in Buda and that's where Lujza
was buried.  Later that grave received her mother in 1972, then her brother Géza in 1982.

I have many pleasant memories of her.  Most of them are from times during and after World War
II.  Generally, on gift-giving occasions, like birthdays and Christmas, she always gave me books.
They were carefully chosen classics, always well suited for my age.  To be fair to my other aunt,
I am sure Lujza and her sister Mária selected those books together and it was probably Mária
who paid for them.  In June of each year, close to my birthday, I met Lujza in downtown Pest at
the terminal stop of the number 49 streetcar – she arrived from Buda on that streetcar, which
went along their street.  She always took me to the Zoo.  When we got a little tired of visiting the
animals, We settled down on a bench in the shade.  She always had some fine sandwiches and
fruits with her for an afternoon snack.  I really enjoyed those little outings – they were real treats
for me in those hard times after the war, when even every day good meals constituted a treat.  I
visited my aunts and my grandmother only on special occasions: on my grandmother's birthday,
at Christmas and at Easter.  I always got a nice lunch, some gift and an afternoon snack.  On one
occasion after the war, I took my girl cousin Baby with me (that was her nickname).  My grandmother
and my aunts had one or two cats.  I remember telling them that I shot a cat in my neighborhood
with my homemade bow and arrow.  I was probably trying to impress my pretty cousin Baby,
but it may have been true (I don’t remember now).  Aunt Lujza did not think it was very nice to hurt
cats and asked me why I did that.  It is strange how one can remember such trivial things, but I
clearly recall that I was embarrassed and answered, "its whining annoyed me".
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Mária Fitzthum was the youngest of the Fitzthum children, but she turned out to be the most
dynamic and the most successful, albeit not in every aspect of life.  She was born on November
21, 1910, in Buda at Ménesi út number 70, at the foot of Gellért hill.  Her birth was reported
personally at the city hall by her father Carl Fitzthum.  That is the last record we have of him.
She probably grew up, like her siblings, in the Tabán section of Buda.  She completed her studies
in the famous Szilágyi Erzsébet Lyceum, which was then located on Castle hill in Buda, exactly
where the Hilton hotel stands today (in 2015) next to the Mathias Coronation Church.  I have
researched her grade records in the Capital Archives of Budapest, according to which she
matriculated with good marks in1929.  The lyceum was an 8-year program after 4 years in the
elementary school, which she probably did in the Tabán.

She was a slim woman of above average height with a no-nonsense type of personality.  She was
obviously intelligent and had an air of efficiency about her.  Somehow, remembering her always
brings to my mind the movie stereo type of the friendly, self-assured but unsmiling female
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schoolteacher.  She and her sister never married and lived with their mother.  I visited them two
or sometimes three times a year.  She was fond of the card game Patience and she taught me the
game.  She was a reader and always had books, magazines and newspapers around her.  Her
sister Lujza was my godmother and she presented the gifts to me, but now I know that Mária,
who had a great influence on what books to purchase for me for those occasions.  When I was in
third year gymnasium and studying English, she bought me two years of subscription to the
junior edition of The National Geographic (two years only because after that it was not available in Hungary
during the Cold War that followed WW-II).  About her early life I only know that before World War II she
was a reporter for some publication in Budapest.  With her fluent German she made trips to
Austria and Germany to report on various events. Later, she worked at the Budapest
Transportation Authority in some administrative capacity along with her sister Lujza.  The end of
the war brought to her and her family the devastating consequences, which I described in my
essay about her mother (my grandmother) Mária V Kopper. When they were laid off their jobs after
the war because of their Schwab background, she and her sister worked for the local parish of the
Roman Catholic Church.  People with German names (if they were not Jewish) were persecuted after
the war.  Mária and her siblings did, what my father did before the war and changed their
‘Fitzthum’ name to the Hungarian name ’Forgács’.  Later, Mária got a job in a large film studio in
Budapest where she worked until her retirement and built a very successful career.  She became
Manager of Personnel, which was a powerful and important position.  Despite of all the bad
breaks she received in her life, she succeeded and supported her mother and her sister until they
died.  She bought an expensive plot in the elegant Farkasréti cemetery (plot # 05-211-00801-01), where
she buried her sister in 1964, her mother in 1972 and her brother Géza in 1982.

After I left Hungary in 1956, I maintained contact with her until my Grandmother died.  After
that, I somehow neglected her and lost touch with her completely.  This is one of the few great
regrets of my life – for two reasons.  First, she did not deserve the neglect.  While she was not
the ‘syrupy’ kind, she gave me intellectual guidance through the books and publications she
bought for me.  Second, she was the most intelligent and articulate relative I had.  We could have
been good correspondence company to each other.  Looking back, I see my neglect of her as a
great personal loss for me.  In 1995, I decided to find her.  She would have been 85 years old - I
had a chance.  Her name was not in the phone book.  Since she had always had a phone since the
early 50s (when very few people in Budapest had one), this was not a good sign.  I knew that she had moved
with her mother into a new building, also in Buda, in the 1970’s but did not remember the
address.  Neither did I remember their previous address, but I knew the street and even the
building.  My wife and I went there and found the building.  It was a two-level garden apartment
building with four apartments and a nicely landscaped yard; just as I remembered it.  Their flat
used to be in the attic but it was obviously no more.  None of the tenants even knew her name let
alone where she might have moved.  I went to the district administration in Buda where she was
born.  Deaths are registered in the district where the deceased was born.  Hers had not been
recorded.  She may still be alive.  I went to a government office where the whole population of
the city was registered in a computerized database (provided they were on the voting list in 1976).  The
privacy laws were a problem, but I was able to have the files of my relatives opened.  I found out
that Mária had died in 1993 and her two brothers also died in 1982 and 1986 respectively.  I also
got the last known address of each.  I went to the address they gave me for Mária.  It was an
elegant four-story apartment building in the XI district not too far from the Gellért Hotel.  Her
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name: Forgács Mária, was still on the resident directory in the entrance lobby; two years after
she was supposed to have died.  Perhaps the records were wrong and she was still alive - I
thought.  I rang the bell several times.  There was no answer.  The next day I returned to the
apartment building with my wife.  We rang the bell.  No one answered it.  A lady returning home
asked us whom we were looking for.  We learnt that Mária had died two years earlier and that
the apartment was sold to someone, who does not live there and had not bothered to change the
name on the directory.  She took us upstairs, showed us Mária's apartment on the third floor and
introduced us to her next-door neighbor.  We spent the evening with the elderly lady, who had a
very sad story to tell.

She had been the only friend of my aunt in the building.  Mária and her mother moved there in
1970 (I sent them letters to that address).  My grandmother died in that apartment in 1972. After
retirement, Mária continued to work doing bookkeeping and other administrative work.  Slowly,
she became very eccentric.  She was a very frugal person, lived a Spartan life and was an
obsessive saver.  She had no visitors except her brothers, while they were alive.  After they died,
Rozi, the daughter of Mária's brother János, was the only visitor.  My aunt often sat with this
neighbor of hers to reminisce about the past.  After the death of her second brother she became
more and more reclusive and very distrustful of people.  In the last year of her life she was
quickly becoming senile.  Her apartment was a mess, she lacked personal hygiene, she rambled
when she talked and hid money all over the apartment.  On a cold evening in February 1993 she
came home from her grocery shopping and went into her apartment.  An hour later, the neighbor
noticed that Mária's door was wide open and her unpacked grocery bags were still on the floor.
She was gone.  The police found her later that night in front of the house at Ménesi út 70 ringing
the bell.  This was the second time that the owners of that house had to call the police because
Mária was ringing their bell at night.  Both times she was dressed in a housecoat and slippers.
However this time it was the middle of winter.  That house was about two miles from the
apartment building where she lived.  It was the house where she was born.  The policeman found
her hypothermic and she was immediately hospitalized and never released.  She died a month
later from complications of pneumonia.  She was 83.  In accordance with her will, her body was
cremated and the ashes dispersed in the wind.  Why she did not want to be buried in that
beautiful cemetery with her mother, her sister and her brother is a mystery.  She left 600,000
forints and her apartment to my cousin Rozi, her only living relative besides me.  At the time, a
good monthly salary in Budapest was 10,000 forints.

Mária never married.  Her intelligence or her no-nonsense demeanor was too intimidating for
men.  Or perhaps she was too independent to be a conventional housewife.  What a shame that
she did not.  Later on, I spoke to her family doctor Dr. Edith Molnár.  She remembered my aunt
well as a somewhat eccentric, very independent, no-nonsense woman.  Mária would only take
her medical advice or instructions if she agreed with them – and that did not happen often.  She
related to me the following anecdote.  At one time when my aunt was already close to 80, she
fell and broke her arm.  She took the streetcar to the hospital to have it fixed.  Her arm was put in
a cast and she was kept there overnight.  Next morning, Dr. Molnár told Mária that she had a bad
fracture and had to stay in the hospital for a few days.  She obviously disagreed about the need
for that; besides, she had things to do at home that could not wait.  An hour later the nurse found
Mária's bed and her locker empty.  She had left the hospital.
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Rudolf Heinrich Vitzthum was born in Pozsony and baptized in the German speaking
Lutheran church in Pozsony on the 23rd of September 23 in 1840.  The German name of Pozsony
was Pressburg.  The city was in the large northern section of the country that was torn out of
Hungary after WW-I in the creation of Czechoslovakia.  Now it belongs to the Slovak Republic
and is called ‘Bratislava’.  Rudolf’s father, Johann II Vitzthum came from Altdorf bei Nürnberg
in Bavaria and settled in Pozsony around 1812.  Rudolf was born from the third marriage of his
father, his mother’s name Catharina Madutka (III).  It is not known when Rudolf left Pozsony or
when he settled in Buda.  However, when he married Sarolta Ádám in 1866, he was already
living in the Tabán section of Buda.  His address on the marriage certificate was given as house
number 37; his occupation was given as butcher.  It is not possible to know on what street that
house was in 1866.  The Hungarian equivalent of Rudolf was Rezső.  My father was named after
his grandfather;  Rudolf’s widow used the name Mrs. Rezső Fitzthum, so did my mother; This
was the Hungarian spelling of the name ‘Vitzthum’.

In 1871 Rudolf and Sarolta appeared for the first time in the Name and Address Register of
Buda.  They were listed as the owners of a house at Unter Berggasse 164 in the Tabán.  This
register was such that one had to pay to be listed in it.  It was a sort of status symbol.  On May
16, 1872 they bought a second house at Ankergasse 408, also in the Tabán.  In 1873 they were
registered as the owner of that house and Rudolf Fitzthum also appeared in the business register
as the owner of a butcher shop at Unter Berggasse 164.  To have a butcher license, he had to be a
master butcher.  Unter Berggasse was a small street that ran right under the northern slope of
Gellért hill.  Ankergasse was a few blocks north and towards the Danube.  Until the late 1800s
all the streets of Buda had German names.  Later, the streets were given Hungarian names (usually
a straight translation of the German name) and the houses were renumbered.  Their home address became
Horgony utca 36 and the business address became Hegyalja ut.  The English equivalent of the
German word 'anker' and the Hungarian word 'horgony' both mean 'anchor'.

Their house at Horgony utca 36 was at the northern foot of Gellért hill, just across the street from
the present day thermal spa called Rácz Fürdő (Rácz Spa).  More precisely, it was about 30 meters
towards the west measured from the southeast corner of the old spa (see images BudaHouseSitesSM1,2,3).
Their property had one entrance from Horgony utca and another from Gomba utca, which was
the next street running parallel to Horgony utca.  In fact, in later years, when they moved the
butcher shop to their Horgony utca property, the business address was Gomba utca 7, while the
home address remained Horgony utca 36.  Sadly, Rudolf Fitzthum soon died in tuberculosis, in
1878.  That was the main killer in Hungary and in Europe at the time.  He was only 38 years old
and left behind six children ranging from 1-12 years of age.  His only son, Károly, his third
youngest child, became my grandfather.

Most of the Tabán was demolished in the 1910's and only a few streets of it remain today.
Originally, the plan was to build a large hotel-spa-shopping complex utilizing the popularity of
the thermal springs in the area.  However, before the project could really get under way, WW-I
broke out and eventually the project was canceled.  A large park was created instead, which now
covers almost all what used to be the Tabán.  Rácz Fürdő is a historic monument that was
allowed to stand all by itself near the southern edge of the park.  It is a large, yellow, baroque
building, the second oldest thermal bath in Buda, and an excellent landmark for our family to
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visualize, where my great-grandfather’s house stood.  The spa probably dates back to Roman
times.  The present building was built in the 17th century and is still open to the public.  Women
use it on Monday, Wednesday and Friday; it is for men only on the other days of the week.

Around the time of Rudolf and Sarolta, the Tabán was still very German and a very romantic
place.  It lay in a valley enclosed by the Castle hill on the north side and the Gellért Hill to the
south.  In the east, it bordered on the Danube river, where there was a busy port.  The Castle with
its majestic defense walls and towers was visible from every street in Tabán and so was the
Gellért Hill with its vineyards.  The narrow winding streets with buildings were the home to
many taverns, pubs, restaurants and places of merriment.  From all over Budapest people came to
the Tabán on the week-ends to dine, to drink, to dance and to listen to German 'Schrammel
Musik', which in the Tabán meant brass bands.  There have been more books, stories and songs
written about the Tabán than about any other place in Hungary.  It had some very nice, some
good and some very poor sections.  The famous physician Ignatz Semmelweiss, who discovered
the cause and prevention of childbed fever, was born in the Tabán.  The house in which he was
born and raised is one of the few buildings that were allowed in 1910 to remain.  It is a museum
today and the Medical School of Budapest is named after Dr. Semmelweiss.

Sarolta (Charlotte) Ádám was born in a small town about 40 miles west of Buda called Alcsút.
Her parents were farming people.  Interestingly, her godmother was a member of the small
nobility.  Most likely, Sarolta went to Buda for employment as a young woman.  She had a sister
Julianna, who was three years older than her.  She also lived in Buda and perhaps they migrated
there together.  After the death of her husband in 1878, Sarolta continued to live in their house at
Horgony utca 36.  She had six children to support, ranging from 1-12 years of age.  According to
available records, she ran the butcher shop until 1896.  A widow would inherit the ‘master
butcher’ license from her late husband, but had to have an employee, who was a licensed butcher
in order to keep the business.  In 1882 she also opened a coffee shop, which she kept also until
1896.  Shortly after her husband's death, she registered the house in the name of her children,
who were all minors.  From 1896 to 1905 she was listed as house owner at that address but there
was no business registered in her name.  From 1904 to 1906 she was also registered as the owner
of another house at Iv utca 6, also in the Tabán.  It is not known what happened to that property.
We know that the old family home on Horgony utca was bought by the City of Budapest.

From church records and documents written, when the Horgony utca house was sold to the City
of Budapest in 1905, I know the following about Rudolf's children.  He had five girls: Aloisia,
Irma, Katalin, Gizella and Ilona, and one boy: Károly.  All six of his children grew up into
adulthood.  The oldest daughter, Aloisia died between 1898 and 1905, she was at least 32 years
old.  In May 1900, one of the other four daughters, Katalin married a man called Rezső Fodor.
He was a sergeant in the Crown Guard, which was an elite and ceremonial military unit that
guarded the royal castle and the crown jewels.  Between 1902 and May 1903, Katalin died.  On
May 5, 1903, Rezső Fodor married into the Fitzthum family for a second time.  This time he
married Katalin's youngest sister Ilka (Ilona).  The only information I have regarding the
remaining two daughters Irma (Irma Julianna Maria) and Gizella is that they married before 1905 and
their husbands were János Faskó and Gyula Bruckner respectively.  The only son, Károly
married my grandmother Mária V Kopper in 1898.
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As mentioned earlier, some time after 1904, probably in 1905, in preparation for a large urban
renewal project, the city of Budapest bought up almost all the properties in the Tabán section of
Buda.  The surviving family of Rudolf, received 10,400 koronas (crowns) for the house she and
Rudolf bought in 1872.  There is a good description of the house lot and the house in the
documents VitzthumRudolphPH1,2,3,4.  In the process of the valuation the Fitzthum house, the
City Engineer prepared sketches and described the old family house at Horgony utca 36.  The
house lot bordered on two parallel streets (Horgony street and Gomba street).  There were two buildings
on the sketch designated as ‘a’ and ‘b’.  The building ‘a’ was the living quarters and the smaller
’b’ structure was first the butcher shop and later it was a rented room or apartment.  The
Vitzthum family home, structure ‘a’, was a single level house described as ‘in good condition’.
It had over 85 square meters of living area consisting of two rooms and a kitchen.  It had a
garden of 172 square meters.  The house was built of various building materials and had a tile
roof with rain gutters and spouts.  Inside, the ceilings were 3.1 meters high and fireproof.  The
floors in the two rooms were hardwood.  In the kitchen the floor covering was brick.  The
property had a 330-korona annual income (they must have been renting out structure ‘b’) and the annual
taxes for it amounted to 104.46 koronas.  There was no mortgage or lean on the property.  The
Fitzthum family handed over the house in 1906, but the intended project, for which it had been
appropriated, was delayed.  The City found it advisable to rent out all the vacant buildings.
According to the records, in 1907 the City rented Sarolta’s house to a family for 340 koronas per
annum.  In addition to paying that rent, the new family was obligated to maintain the property in
good order. (Of the map below, drawn in 1905, only the Rácz Spa exists today, the rest is part of a large park).

Interestingly, the City Appropriation documents revealed how the money the family received for
the house was distributed.  Sarolta received one half, since she owned half of it from the
beginning.  The other half was distributed by giving 10% to each of the four living children and
10% to Rezső Fodor, who was the widower of the late Katalin.  So somehow he became the
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equivalent of a living child because Ilona, whom he married after Katalin died, was also given
10% just like her three living siblings.  After 1906, the Fitzthum name never appeared again in
the Name and Address Register of Budapest.  We know that the only son Károly and his family
continued to live in Buda.  In the official marriage certificate of Károly, in 1898, his occupation
is given as ‘master butcher’ and he was probably running his late father’s butcher shop,
registered in his mother’s name.  In 1910, at the registration of his last child, his occupation was
given as ‘journeyman butcher’.  It is most likely that Sarolta Fitzthum sold the butcher shop
before the appropriation but continued to live somewhere in Buda.  However, the Name and
Address Register was a service paid for by those who wanted to be listed.  People, for whom it
was not worth the cost or could not afford it, did not have themselves listed.
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Appendix ‘D’

Publications & Maps
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ALTDORF BEI NÜRNBERG in historical times and today, in 1997
(Abstract from a cultural publication by the City Government of Altdorf)

I. HISTORY

800 Frankish royal court
1129 First documentary mention
1368 Right to hold market (for 7 times/year)
1387 First documentary mention as a town
1447 The present appearance of the town was formed with wall and moat around

Altdorf; the wall was enlarged in 1504 by the Nürnbergs (they were the burghers of
Nürnberg, who occupied and annexed Altdorf around that time)

1504 Since the Landshuter succession war, Altdorf belonged to Nürnberg
1553 The Earl of Ansbach burned down the city during the 2nd war successions,

Altdorf was in rubbish and ashes
1576 The first water supply (founder: Professor Praetorius)

1571- 1583 The ‘Nürnbergische Universität Altdorf’ was built
1578 Kaiser Rudolf II granted the Altdorf grammar school the privilege of ‘Academy’
1599 Albrecht von Waldstein (Wallenstein) was a student in Altdorf

1606&1612 Pestilence in Altdorf
1622       Altdorf got its university privileges by Kaiser Ferdinand II
1632 Entry of general Tilly with army of 20,000 men
1786 New Institution ‘Polyklinik - for poor children’, a part of the university, now

‘Home of Children’- Löhe-Kinderheim
1806 Altdorf belonged now to the recently founded kingdom of Bavaria
1809 The University of Altdorf was closed and was integrated into the University

of Nürnberg – Erlangen
1871 Big fire in the north of Altdorf destroyed 25 buildings
1878 Railway-station in Altdorf;  1952 electrification
1894 The first festival of ‘Wallenstein in Altdorf’ held

1945-1965 Altdorf is the home of the Office of the district called ‘Nürnberger Land’
after 1945 Altdorf became the hometown of many German speaking natives deported from

northwestern and southwestern Poland and by the Czechs from Sudetenland,
which was the northern and western regions on Bohemia and northern Moravia.
(this was illegal by all international laws at the time; the Allies looked the other way; the total number of
deportees was over six million, they had to leave behind all their belongings, land, livestock and houses)

1951 Founding of a grammar school in Altdorf – the ‘Leibniz-Gymnasium’
1972-1978 Voluntary incorporation of 8 other communities around Altdorf

1987 Official 600 - year-celebration of the town
1997 The town was 610 years old (we were there at the Wallerstein Festspiele see page 51)

II. Infrastructure

- Altdorf is an attractive town to live in; it has a distinct social life,
- the various cultural leisure and sport activities make Altdorf an attractive tourist place, too.

Schools and Social-Institution
- grammar school Leibniz-Gymnasium,
- Higher Learning Institute, Academy, schools for handicaps (with boarding school),

kindergarten (nursery school)
- “old people’s home”
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- hospital, several doctors, dentists,
- police station, post-office, banks, notary’s office
- churches (catholic, protestant, ...)
- fire station and Rotes Kreuz (Red Cross)

Commerce and industry
- good, non-polluting industry with safe jobs
- department stores

Leisure-time & Recreation
- open-air-swimming-pool,
- charming surrounding area,
- many hiking and cycling-tracks, lovely low mountain range countryside, forests

and meadows
- school sport fields, tennis and squash courts

Town Sights
The town hall

- in the center of the market place
- a building of the 16th century,
- renaissance style, with large sandstone blocks

Historical town center
- typical Frankish market place,
- the center of the town still reflects the medieval
- the present appearance of the old-town was created by the reconstruction after the 1553

wars of succession

Town gates with observation towers
- one in the east and one in the west
- some parts of the old walls
- The appearance of the city from the outside was a wall, protecting houses and inhabitants

against attacks. To build the almost 6-meter high wall required the investment of
considerable time and a significant amount of money for such a small community as
Altdorf.

Many historical old houses
- timber framed and sandstone style
- created during the 16th/l7th centuries, because Altdorf had been destroyed by wars
- “Wallenstein-House” (Albrecht von Wallenstein lived there)

Former university
Famous professors and students:

- Professor Johann Prätorius (1537-1616) (astronomy)
- Professor Mauritius Hoffmann (1622-1698) (medicin)
- Professor Johann Christoph Wagenseil (1633-1705) (polyhistor)
- Professor Lorenz Heister (1683-1758) (medicin)
- Professor Georg Andreas Will (universal scholar, poet)
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- Professor Johann W. Textor  (Also Mayor of Frankfurt, father of Goethe’s mother
Katharine Elisabeth);  he received his doctorate degree at the age of 19

- Student Gottfried Wilhelm I.eibniz, Germany’s most famous philosopher and
mathematician. He received his doctorate degree in 1666

- Student Albrecht von Wallenstein, the famous character of the Thirty Years’ War was a
student at ‘Altdorfina’ between 1599 and 1600

- Student Karl Friedrich Gauß (1777—1855), regarded as the greatest mathematician of all
times, also physicist and astronomer

The new university was an attractive place for students and professors from all over Europe.
Especially students of the protestant nobility favored it.  Professors from Italy, France, Britain,
the Netherlands contributed to its fame. The department of science was especially renowned in
the learned circles. The historical ‘Wallensteinfestspiele’ is reminiscent of this university and
depicts the era of the life students there.  The festival is held every three years in the university
courtyard in memory of General Wallenstein and the thirty-year war.

When the university was closed at the beginning of the 19th century, the building was used by a
training institute for teachers, and later on was bought by the Protestant church.  It housed the
well-known orthopedic hospital, which is now at Rumnelsberg (near Altdorf).  At present the
university building is the home of disabled children and handicapped young people, who live
here, attend special schools to receive their education or even attend the local grammar school.
The university-building was built in the Renaissance style between 1571- 1583  with large
brownstone blocks. It has an observation tower and a clock tower (see page 107 in Book 1).

Town church (former university church)
- rebuilt in 1387 and 1556 (after war of 1552/53)

Schloßplatz (built 1558)
- 1806-1862 “Court of Country”
- 1945-1965 “residence of the District Office of Nürnberger Land”
- since 1971, police-station there

Castle in Grünsberg - (private property)
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HOW CHRISTIANITY CAME TO OUR ALTDORF AREA
This is the translation of a part of the manuscript of a book that Georg Böck, the pastor of the Lutheran church in
Rasch, just outside Altdorf bei Nürnberg, was writing about the history of Christianity in the area of Nürnberg,
when we visited him.  He hosted us for three days in 1997 in his office, in his house, where we researched all the
registers of his church.  His is one of the very few Lutheran churches in Bavaria, that refused to hand over their
registers to theLutheran central Archive in Regensburg.  In 1997, a third of the gravestones in his churchyard still
had the ‘VITZTHUM’ name on them – the name I was born with in 1932.  The locals call the land around Altdorf
‘Frankenlalb’ (Frank Alps) and ‘Fränkische Schweiz’.  They also believe themselves to be descendants of the Franks
of Charlemagne’s time.

The conversion of the German tribes to Christianity took place over a period of more than one
thousand years.  The foundation for the conversion of Europe was laid during the first four
hundred years by the spread of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean lands.  From the early
Christians in Jerusalem the faith spread via Antioch and Corinth to Rome, as the journeys of St.
Paul show, and from there, slowly, to the far northern and western fringes of the Roman Empire.

As early as in the 4th century, Christian congregations could be found along the rivers Rhine and
Danube and in Augsburg, which was founded by the Romans in 15 B.C., who then called it
Augusta Vindelicorum.  During the 4th and 5th centuries, when waves of the great migration (the
Huns for example) from the East rolled over Bavaria, many parishes were destroyed, but the Christian
faith did not disappear completely.  In the year 498, the Merovingian king and 3000 of his
warriors were baptized and the western as well as the eastern Frankish tribes became Christian
missionaries.  The monks from Scotland and Ireland carried Christianity as far east as
Weltenburg.  The famous monastery there, founded in the year 600, became a stronghold for
spreading Christianity in the middle-Bavarian region.  Excavations at the Basilica of Solnhofen
proved the existence of a Langobard mission extending over the whole southwestern part of
Germany as well as Bavaria and Franconia and the areas along the river Rhine.  The mission was
supported by the Bavarian princess Theolind, a devoted Christian married to the Langobard king
Authari.  Another missionary wave originated in Ireland and was represented in the western
Frankish empire by Kiliem in Würzburg, by Emmeran in Regensburg, by Rupert in Salzburg and
Korbinien in Frisia, who were some of the men, who spread the Christian gospel.

But these scattered Christian areas lacked cohesion and cooperation.  It was not until the
Carolingians, and with them the Anglo-Saxon monks appeared in Bavaria in the 8th century that
this situation changed completely.  It was Wynfrid, who later called himself Boniface, who built
up an ecclesiastical organization that would cover all Christian regions in Germany.  In the year
741, he founded the diocese of Eickstätt and installed the Anglo-Saxon Willibald as its first
bishop.  About one hundred years later, after the Christianization of the region had been more or
less completed, Gundekar II, the 18th bishop of Eickstätt stabilized the diocese by establishing a
system of parishes.  He consecrated 126 churches, chapels and altars, listed in the Codex
Gundekarium of the 11th century.  However, Christianization is never completed.  Each
generation has to face this task anew.

The church of Rasch is named after the Archangel Michael, whose fight with the dragon is
portrayed in chapter 12 of the last book of the bible.  That fight represents the victory of light
over paganism.  The first church of Rasch was presumably built in the 8th century as a so-called
‘field church’, one that did not belong to a particular village.  It served the whole area from the
south of the Reichswald to the rivers Pegnitz and Regnitz.  It was the mother church of Altdorf,
Feucht, Kornburg, Leinburg and Mögeldorf.  Reconstruction of the church took place in the late
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11th or early 12th century.  Despite some renovations through the centuries, its original shape has
been preserved remarkably well.

In 1308, the church of Rasch was incorporated into the monastery of Waldsassen.  In 1400, the
University of Heidelberg acquired its patronage.  In 1504, the city of Nürnberg occupied the area
around Altdorf – and Rasch became subordinate to Nürnberg.  In 1525, Nürnberg became
Lutheran and the next year it bought the patronage of the church from the University of
Heidelberg for 2000 guilders.  As a result, Rasch lost its predominance in the area and became
dependent of Altdorf.  Until the year 1546, Rasch had its own ministers.  After 1583, it had its
own vicars, who lived in Altdorf.  In 1689, however, Rasch regained its independence, although
until 1818, its ministers lived in Altdorf.  In 1819, the church bought a mansion from the
Volckammer family to provide a residence to its ministers (the picture below on the left).

In earlier times, the church – prominently situated on a hill – served also as a shelter for the
villagers in times of war.  A picture dating from 1810 shows the wall around the cemetery with
embrasures (crenellation).  In 1818, the height of that wall was reduced to about 1 meter, and in
1884 the observation and defensive tower over the entrance of the graveyard was torn down.
Beginning in 1480, the church owned a late-Gothic Madonna much adored by the local
population.  The wooden figure holds an infant Jesus on her left arm and a scepter in her right
hand.  The Madonna probably stood in a niche that was discovered during renovations in 1987.
The niche is situated right in the middle of the space just behind the choir.  After the
Reformation, pilgrimages to the Madonna ceased, but the icon became popular again after the
counterreformation.  On the 22nd of January in 1845, the Madonna was sold to the Catholic
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parish of Berg for 250 guilders and can still be seen there.  To the north of the church high above
the banks of the Schwarzach river, one can find the so-called ‘Shepherds’ chapel’, named after
St. Sighardus.  Unfortunately, there are no reports of the details of its beginnings in the second
half of the 14th century.  After the Reformation, the chapel was used as a barn by local farmers.
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In 1952 the chapel, that still had the old baptismal font in it, was completely renovated and
serves today as a mortuary*.

The history of the church goes back to the late 11th early 12th century.  The church and the
steeple still show the typical features of the Romanesque style.  Around the 14th century, the
church was fortified.  The cemetery, the church and the “Shepherds’ Chapel” were enclosed by a
high fortified wall.  Over the entrance to the cemetery a portcullis (iron grating that can be lowered to
block the passage) was installed.  The interior of the church reflects the different epochs.  The altar
for example was assembled from different parts found within the church after the Madonna had
been sold in 1845.  The altar pieces were made in Nürnberg between 1480 and 1490.  They show
St, Catherine and St. Barbara on the left and St. Magdalena and St. Margarete on the right (oil on
wood).  When closed, they show the three magicians from the East worshipping Jesus and Mary
on her way to the temple (left) as well as the reception of the Holy Spirit (right).  The crucifixion
scene in the middle is carved out of wood and dates from the 18th century.  The neo-Gothic
extension holds a wooden figure of Christ resurrected.  It is from around 1500.  The Romanesque
baptismal font in the “Shepherds’ chapel” was installed in 1711.  The wooden crucifix in the
gallery dates from the same year.  The pulpit was donated by Hieronymus Felix Welser in 1681.
At the time, he was the owner of the mansion that was purchased for the minister’s residence in
1819.  It is believed that former owners of the mansion of Rasch are buried under the altar or
under the southeast corner of the nave.  They are Jörg Strupperger (died in 1551), his wife Ursula
born Wippfeld and her second husband Reinhard Rech.  Their coat of arms can be seen on the
left hand side of the gallery.  The two Balconies were built during general renovation work
between 1644 and 1711, in which year the nave of the church was extended towards the west.
The organ dates from the early 18th century.  It was bought by the city of Altdorf in 1739 and
repaired by the famous organ builder Augustin Bittner of Nürnberg.  In 1932, the church
received a new organ with electric bellows.  The communion cup is from 1514.  It was
handcrafted in Nürnberg and has been used in communion services to the present day.  The three
bells in the steeple are from the 16th century, from 1610 and from 1790 respectively.  The
smallest one (140 kg, 60.5 cm in diameter, 80 cm high) bears the inscription “To praise the honor
and service of the Lord.  Christof bell foundry in Nürnberg made me in 1610”.  The newest bell
was made by Philipp Sturm in Nürnberg (360 kg, 82.3 cm in diameter, 66 cm high).  The
inscription on it points to a married couple, who donated it to the church: “B. Wiedmann und A.
Wiedmannin of Gspanberg”.

Since the renovation of 1948, a fresco shows the struggle between the Archangel St. Michael, the
patron of the church, and the dragon.  It was painted by Richard Schwarzkopf, professor of
graphical art at the University of Düsseldorf.  In 1976, it was detected that the paint was peeling
from altar pieces.  They had to be taken to the restorer Eike Öllermann in Heroldsberg to be
repaired.  In October 1981 the restoration of the outside of the church began, and interior
restoration started a year later in 1982.  The church received a new floor to prevent moisture
from the ground to seep up and electric heating was installed to protect the precious altar pieces.
The inauguration of the renovated church was held on the 9th of January in 1983.

 (On our visit of the church in 1997, pastor Böck told us a little more about the chapel.  The chapel used to serve as church
for the shepherds of the area, who returned home after long months in the hills alone with their animal, with which they
were rumored to have sexual intercourse.  Therefore, they were considered unclean to enter the main church on their return
for the winter months.  Some of my ancestors from the 1600s were amongst those shepherds and probably had to use the
’Shepherds’ chapel” to pray and baptize their children.  This was long before the chapel was turned into a mortuary.)

(notes like this are those of the author Eugene Bercel)
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HochenwarterBRCt.
Petition by Barbara Hochenwarter (widow of Johann) to the

Buda Town Council dated February 23, 1733
(Johann Hochenwarter may have been related to Catherine Hochwarter the wife of Paul Tunner)

For the praiseworthy amiable very wise Town Council
Very respected exacting commanding Gentlemen

My first husband Johann Hochenwarter departed seventeen and one half years ago leaving me with three
young children and several hundred florins of debt.  The property acquired in my first marriage and left
behind is common property. Justice out to be done amongst the three children, who have since grown up,
my only daughter married just recently.  For that reason, I most humbly request the Town Council to
appoint a commission from the body of the Senate to examine this matter in order to make a new and just
distribution.
I most humbly bid good bye to the praiseworthy and very wise Town Council

Barbara Hochenwarter, In Neustifft (Buda)

Response by the Town Council, 25 February 1733

Would Herr Keppeler be kind enough to have the parties summoned by the chancellery and make the
required division amongst them and then report the results.

Named: the Mayor, the Town Judge and the Aldermen

Report by Commissioner Keppeler, 11 March 1733

On March 10, 1733, appeared before the Commission Barbara formerly Hochenwarter the widow of the
departed ‘kerbl’ maker from Neustifft with her present husband Hans Georg Mätyr a bricklayer, together
with her daughter Anna Maria born Hochenwarter, who married Thomas Werner bricklayer 4 weeks ago,
in the matter of the paternal inheritance [and for the son Martin Hochenwarter a traveling journeyman
comb maker abroad] and for Hans Michael who is 13 years old and lives with his mother.  The following
division of the inheritance was made.

In examining the accounts and bills left behind after the death of Johann Hochenwarter, it appears that a
sum of 342 florins 48 kreuzers of debts and costs has been paid as follows:

florin      kreizer
to the former Herr Baitr …………………………………………….   100 --
on which the accumulated interest  ………………………………….     23 --
then to Herr Vorstmayr  ………………………………………………   11 48
also to Herr Vorstmayr  ……………………………………………...    39 7
to the burgher and stove fitter woman from the hill, in capital  .    .… . 100 30
then for the unpaid interest  ………………………………………...…  13 --
to Michael the ship servant as an advance for his 17-fl wages, paid  ..    41 5
to the account of the burgher and master blacksmith towards the
15 fl owed to him for wrought iron, paid  ….…………………….….…   7 --
after the death of the husband the walls and the roof of the small house
in the back, and the small room, that had been built without floor, door
and window for the front house, and the two rear rooms the widow
renovated, at the same time with the three rooms, for the kitchen and the
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florin      kreizer
chimney repairs, paid  …….…………………………….………….….  10 --
for 5 windows each with frames and glass together with locks
paid 2fl  16kr for each ………………………………………….……... 11 20
for installing 3 tile stoves, paid  …………..………………………..…..   4 --
flooring in the 3 rooms  ………...……………………………………....   5 --
bricks for the kitchen and the chimney  ………………………………...   1 48
to the locksmith for the three rooms and other work, paid  ………...…..   3 --
the funeral of the deceased Hochenwarter  ……………………………...  9 --
NB. after bringing up the 3 minor children from small age  ...………..... -- --

Summa 342 48
and reckoning the wrought iron material as well  with  ……………...….  8 --
the master stove fitter Mrs. Auer with  ….…………………………..….  13 --
to the ship servant Michael who drowned in the Danube 7-8 years
ago, in remaining wages   ………………………………..…………......  13 --
then money borrowed from two bricklayers, lodgers in the house   …... 30 --

Summa 64 --

To be distributed would be: a vineyard located on Joseph Hill of size 2/4 parts which because of poor soil
and low yield is worth 24 fl and 30 kr, a house in poor condition in Neustifft on the Danube row which
was undermined by the heavy rains.  Thus the mother and her present husband have decided to give fifty
florins each to her daughter and her two sons as their paternal inheritance.  To be precise, 25 florins (to be
given) to her daughter on St. Martin day in 1733 and the rest at the St. Martin holiday in 1734, also 25
florins.  Her son the comb maker also gets 50 florins.  There remains the young son Michael
Hochenwarter, who is 13 years old and lives with his mother [room and board].  The house and vineyard
are assured until his time; the mother together with her husband and her daughter and her husband in front
of me so pledged to Judge Lorenz Weidinger and Martin Böhm burgher and master shoemaker.

The widow is now in her matrimonial quarter and the acquisition and co-acquisition as well as the
detailed marriage contract, last testament and the children’s settlement were done in accordance with all
requirements.   I have not found any contradiction; therefore, I humbly submit this report to the
praiseworthy Council for final approval.
To the praiseworthy very wise Town Council

at your service
(signed) R. C.  Keppeler

(final decision of Town Council)
Under the given circumstances and since |          Presented on the 11th of March, 1733
the herein named witnesses are | To the Honorable Council
cognizant of her financial situation, |
we accept that with the herein mentioned | I, Rudiger Caspar Keppeler from
apportioning the mother has fulfilled her | the Inner Council
obligations. |
In place of the outstanding wages of 13 fl | The case of the wife of the ‘kerbl’
for the drowned ship servant, the debtor | maker Hochenwarter from Neustifft,
woman shall have 13 masses given for his | and her 3 children’s paternal legacy
soul and shall provide proper proof thereof. |

| No. 434
Decided in Ofen (Buda) in the Senate |On 16th of  March, 1733 Named:  Mayor, Town Judge
and Council
(Notes in like this are by the translator, Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)
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INVENTORY
(page 1)
Of the legacy of the departed Catharina formerly Tunner (born Hochwarter) in the end married name
Hammer, who lefl her mortal life on the 6th day of the current month, and year.  Her seven beloved
children from the first marriage named: Johann, Gregor, Franz,  Eva, Elisabeth, Paul and Juliana, all
Tunner children, in our presence described and noted down each asset, estimated their value and sold it
to the one of them offering the most for it.
Pest, the 15th day of May 1759.

florins kr.
Immovables

A house in Kollbacher gasse which the heirs passed to Johan Tunner for 1550 ---
A vineyard on the local mount Steinbucher situated under No.218, 7/8 parts in
size, which the heirs amongst them appraised and Franz Tunner took over for 130 ---
Same as above, same location under No.259 and 7 and 1/2/8 parts in size which
in similar fashion the heirs appraised and Johan Tunner took over for 150 ---
A vineyard in Budaőrs (a town next to Buda), No. 35 was also appraised by
the heirs and handed over to Eva Tunner for 300 ---
A vegetable garden outside the Hatvaner Gate which Juliana Tunner bought for 150 ---

In Movables

and namely this ready money was found 15 031/3
15 pairs of Hungarian cast silver buttons weighing 7 loth, 1fl/loth 7 ---
9 German coat buttons 31/4 loth, 1fl/loth (1 loth = 16 grams) 3 25
9 German coat buttons 31/2 loth, 1fl/loth 3 50
2 pairs of silver shirt buttons --- 75

In Pewter, Copper and Brass

3 large, 2 medium and one small ordinary Pewter bowls, 1 small soup bowl, 11 plates
1 half saitl, 1 saitl and 11/2 saitl sizes, all from pewter altogether 24 lbs. weight
at 40 d/lb (d = denar;  100 denars = 1 florin) 9 60
1 large copper wash-kettle, 10 lbs. weight at 40 d/lb 4 ---
1 small copper wash-kettle, 41/2 lbs. weight at 40 d/lb 1 80
1 copper trachter --- 50
2 brass lanterns --- 75

2326     181/3
(page 2) Sum of Previous Page Brought over       2326     181/3
1 small iron mortar with metallic pestle 1 ---
pewter salt containers --- 30
1 pewter well kettle --- 30

In Linen Goods

271/2 ellen of white house-linen, 20 d/ellen (1 ellen = 1 yard) 5 50
27 ellen of unbleached house linen, 15 d/ellen 4 05
1 large damask tablecloth 1 50
1 large worn damask tablecloth --- 50
2 linen tablecloths with red fringes, 75 d each 1 50
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3 more of the above but older, 50 d each 1 50
2 more of the above but worn, 25 d each --- 50
12 dishcloths with red stripes, 25 d each 3 ---
1 upper shawl with lace trim 2 50
1 upper shawl with small lace trim 2 50
1 upper shawl with lace trim, somewhat older 2 ---
1 smaller, older upper shawl with narrow lace trim 1 ---
3 lower shawls, 1 florin each 3 ---
3 lower shawls, heavier weave, 75 d each 2 25
3 women’s blouses, 75 d each 2 25
7 women’s blouses, heavier weave, 75 d each 4 20
3 white aprons, 75 d each 2 25
1 white apron, older --- 25
3 blue aprons, 90 d each 1 70
3 blue aprons, heavier weave, 50 d each 1 50
5 blue kitchen aprons, 10 d each --- 50
3 table napkins, fine, 20 d each --- 60
5 linen table napkins, 15 d each --- 75
2 white fine neck scarves, 70 d each 1 40
5 canvas cloths, 10 d each --- 50
1 bigger canvas cloth --- 25
5 ellen of ordinary Slovak lace, 5 d/ellen --- 25
1 double silk scarf, quit new 1 40
1 double silk scarf, older 1 ---

2377 881/3
(page 3) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 2377     881/3
4 pairs of white knitted women’s stockings, 20 d each --- 80
6 new white canvas bonnets with lace trim, 15 d each --- 90
3 worn white canvas bonnets with lace trim, 10 d each --- 30
2 white cotton window curtains with fringes and rod 2 50
2 printed cotton curtains --- 70

In Bedding Goods
1 blanket case 1 50
2 half cotton head pillows, 1fl each 1 ---
2 head pillows, medium size, 70 d each 1 40
2 head pillows, small size, 35 d each --- 40
1 large linen pillow with blue half-cotton pillow case 1 ---
4 medium size linen pillows with blue half-cotton pillow cases, 60 d each 2 40
1 upper down-cover and half-cotton case 4 50
1 half cotton worn blanket 1 ---
1 half cotton worn blanket --- 75
1 lower cover with blue case 3 ---
1 older lower cover with blue case 2 ---
1 new straw sack (used as mattress) --- 75
2 old straw sacks, 30 d each --- 60
1 bed with an old green curtain 3 50
1 ordinary bed --- 70
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In Women’s Clothes

1 old rich bonnet with golden lace trim 4 ---
1 old black velvet bonnet --- 50
1 old black velvet winter bonnet 1 ---
1 old black damask skirt 4 ---
1 torn damask undershirt --- 50
1 blue coat 4 ---
1 pleated skirt 1 ---
1 half-cotton skirt --- 60
1 torn half-cotton smock --- 50
1 canvas smock 1 25
2 cotton vests --- 60
1 pair of women’s shoes and 1 pair of leather gloves 1 05

2427 881/3
(page 4) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 2427 881/3

In House and Kitchenware

one altar with a crucifixion and 16 assorted pictures in glassed frames, a prayer
stool and half cotton curtain 4 ---
2 pictures which were given to the church in Budaőrs --- ---
1 painted picture of Joseph and child Jesus in an ordinary black frame --- 85
2 linen Peter and Magdalena pictures --- 75
1 cut-out picture in glass and ordinary frame --- 40
3 pictures: ‘Ecce Homo’, suffering, and helping Maria in ordinary black frame --- 75
8 pairs of old knives and 10 ordinary spoons --- 55
one book: Life and Suffering of Christ 1 50
one prayer book called The Key of Heaven 1 50
1 half, 1-seitl, 1 half-seitl, pewter measure together with 1 small tray, all sheet metal --- 25
1 small cellar flask (half = half a seitl; 1 seitl = 0.5 liter) --- 35
15 half flasks, 4 xr each (xr = kreuzer; 60 xr = 1 florin) --- 60
6 seitl-size flasks, 5 xr each --- 30
3 Seattle-size bottles (1 Seattle ~ 0.5 liter) --- 10
6 drinking glasses --- 10
1 brandy flask --- 15
4 Seattle-size Haban mugs (Haban = Hutterite earthenware) --- 10
5 one half and 1-seitl brandy flasks, 20 d each 1 10
1 brandy flask --- 15
1 medium and 4 small baskets --- 25
1 wall clock made of wood 1 ---
1 wardrobe cabinet made of softwood 2 50
1 hardwood oval dining table with twisted legs 7 50
3 square small tables, 1 eating table, 2 benches, 1 table that folds down

and 1 small bench 2 ---
1 wooden sofa together with bed 2 ---
1 wash basin cabinet 1 80
1 sleeping chair, Eva took possession of it --- ---
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4 leather armchairs, 50 d each 2 ---
3 older leather armchairs 1 ---

2461 831/3
(page 5) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 2461 831/3

In other Household Goods

1 handsaw --- 25
1 pair of serrated knife and a pair of tongs --- 65
2 small hammers and 1 sprocket chain --- 40
1 basket with 3 lbs. of soap --- 60
5 half lard, 35 d each (half is a measure) 1 75
1 half fried lard (bacon rind), 15 d each --- 15
10 lbs. of bacon, 10 d/lb 1 ---
1 chest for flour --- 30
1 kitchen credenza 1 ---
2 very old frying pans --- 30
2 medium frying pans --- 20
2 small frying pans --- 15
1 ladle, 1 large spoon, 1 three-footed pot and 1 noodle server, together --- 25
1 grill and 1 tri-pod --- 40
1 skewer --- 20
1 small skewer, 1 fire poker and 1 small ash scoop --- 20
2 fire-tool stands --- 70
1 large tripod --- 15
2 old tin salt holders --- 10
1 coal-scoop basket --- 10
14 wooden plates --- 35
3 Haban earthenware bowls (Haban = Hutterite earthenware) --- 25
5 small Haban earthenware bowls --- 30
4 earthenware plates --- 15
2 small bowls --- 7
6 medium size faultless mugs and 12 assorted mugs --- 60
5 soup bowls --- 20
1 large wooden bowl --- 5
assorted old black earthenware mug covers --- 5
1 older bellows --- 10
1 wash bucket which Juliana kept as hers --- ---

2472 801/3
(page 6) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 2472 801/3
2 water buckets --- 25
1 low stool --- 10
1 straw bed with straw sack --- 60
1 old washtub --- 20
1 pot cover with handle --- 40
1 washboard --- 10
4 hayforks and 2 rakes --- 20
2 butts (wooden container strapped onto the one’s back used for harvesting grape) 20 d each --- 40
1 cucumber barrel with iron bands --- 60
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1 very old wine cellar rope --- 85
In Stored Wine

211/2 buckets (1 bucket ~ 49 liters) of white wine, of which 20 buckets were
produced elsewhere but with the 11/2 belong to the estate, 3fl-25d/bucket 69  871/2

461/2 buckets of red wine in iron banded barrels of which a 3-bucket barrel
is from elsewhere, 3fl/bucket 139 50

1/2   bucket of red wine, 3fl/bucket 1 50

In Winery Equipment

1 spindle type press 8 ---
1 30-bucket tub with iron bands, 25 d/bucket 7 50
1 23-bucket tub with wooden bands, 10 d/bucket 2 30
1 22-bucket tub with wooden bands, 10 d/bucket 2 20
1 12-bucket tub with wooden bands, 10 d/bucket 1 20
1 14-bucket vat, 26 d/bucket 3 50
1 new 6-bucket barrel with 6 iron bands,  55 d/bucket 3 30
1 old nine-bucket barrel with iron bands,  20 d/bucket 1 80
1 old 9-bucket barrel with iron bands,  20 d/bucket 1 80
1 old 11-bucket barrel with iron bands,  20 d/bucket 2 20
1 old 8-bucket barrel with iron bands,  20 d/bucket 1 60
1 old 101/4-bucket barrel with iron bands,  20 d/bucket 2 05

2725 125/6
(page 7) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 2725  125/6
1 old 112/4-bucket barrel with spout and iron bands,  25 d/bucket 2 871/2
1 old 112/4-bucket barrel with spout and iron bands,  25 d/bucket 2  871/2
1 old 101/4-bucket barrel without spout and 4 iron bands,  15 d/bucket 1 55
1 old 12/4-bucket barrel without spout and 4 iron bands 1 ---
1 old 2-bucket barrel without spout and with iron bands,  75 d/bucket 1 50
1 old 10-bucket barrel without spout and with iron bands, bad condition, 15 d/bucket 1 50
1 11-bucket barrel with wooden bands, better kind, 10 d/bucket 1 10
1 9-bucket barrel with wooden bands, better kind, 10 d/bucket --- 90
1 10-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket 1 ---
1 6-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 60
1 5-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition 10 d/bucket --- 50
1 6-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 60
1 5-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 50
1 5-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 50
1 4-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 40
1 5-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 50
1 3-bucket barrel with wooden bands, worse condition, 10 d/bucket --- 30
1 cider vessel with two mixers --- 50
1 bar counter with 2 iron bands --- 50
2 old sharpening stone --- 20
3 old quart-size measuring scoops --- 30
2 cask-stand with iron band --- 40
2 boxes with handles and iron bands --- 20
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4 small tubs which the heirs took over without bidding --- ---
1 stucco ladder --- 25
2 buckets of vinegar with cask 4 ---

In Outstanding Loans

Wentzl Kheck master stone cutter indebted for wine 2 ---
Herr Janak for rent till Dec. 24, 1759 15 331/2
Herr Janak for wine --- 85
bricklayer --- 20
(page 8) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 2768 61/3
Herr Darvas for rent for 4 months, annually costs 30 fl 10 ---
one student for quarters 6 ---

Sum of the whole estate 2784  061/3

In Debts
the cost of the funeral service 32 ---
to the W.W. E.E. Servita fathers for procession and brotherhood 6 ---
to the P.P. Franciscans 5 65
to the P.P. Dominicans 8 ---
for the veil 2  261/3
for the veil to the criers 1 40
the coffin for the dead 3 ---
to the criers and coffin carriers 5 ---
to the grave diggers 1 ---
for wax candles 9 60
the other expenses as per under No. 1 21 65
and under No. 2 26 65
to widow Templin in capital 50 ---
in interest for 11/2 years 4 50
to the church Father in the Tabán (the name of the church in Tabán 56 75
was St. Katalina, perhaps the patron Saint of Catharina Tunner)
furthermore, half a year’s interest on the 95 florins which Johan and Franz
Tunner paid from their money in advance for the funeral services 2 85
to Franz Hammer as his proportional spousal share of the fortune
of the deceased Catharina 350 ---
one month’s interest on the 150 florins that Johan Tunner paid
in advance to the above mentioned Franz Hammer. --- 75
to the local Finance Office for 2 cubic (1 cubic ~ cubic yard) of building stone 5 ---
in land tax from 1754 to 1759, 43 d/year 3 01

595 071/2
(page 9) Sum of Previous Page Brought over 595 071/2
to 3 Tunner daughters: Eva, Elisabeth and Juliana the paternal dowry due to
them and calculated for each as 17 fl - 22 kr, all together 52 10
the chancellor expenses (for preparing the inventory and distribution) 12 60

Sum of the Obligations 659  771/2
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Distribution

From the above-presented inventory it is shown that the estate left behind
by the late Catharina Tunner stands at ..................................................... 2784 061/3
from the above sum the obligations to be deducted amount to ................ 659 771/3
the remainder to be divided amongst the seven Tunner children in
equal shares is ......................................................................................................... 2124 29
according to this, each share is ……….................................................................. 303 47

Signed: Pesth, 28 Dec. 1759

(signed) Antonius Katus (signed) Laurentius Puhler
Trader Land Office official as commissioner

(signed) Stephanus Frivaldsky
Pesth town clerk

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
About the legacy of Catharina formerly Tunnerin, now married Hammer, No. 772
The above distribution is herewith ratified, decreed the Senate of Pest on  21 January 1760.
Town Council of Pest.

(page 10) The last purchases of Catharina Tunner

In God's year 759, January 28th, Pest.
The wife of Paul Tunner has bought

fl kr

remnant broadcloth --- 51
1 yard of fine linen --- 51
9 pieces of Dutch ribbon --- 18
21/2 yards of cord  36/yard 1 30
3 yards of blue linen  12/yard --- 36

Total 4 06
paid in full, May 10, 1759 (signed) Peter Popovits (owner of general store)

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

The medications Catharina Tunner took in her last days

The following medications were provided to Mrs. Tunner from the
Burgher Town Pharmacy in year 1759.

fl    kr

April 28 mixture to be given by spoon --- 44
30 mixture to be given 2 full spoons each time --- 46

May 1 Chamomile tea enema --- 08
4 mixture to be given by spoon --- 22
5 mulberry juice --- 18

2 18
this bill has been settled (signed) Godtfried Götlestorfer
2 fl- 18 kr was paid burgher pharmacist
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(page 11)

The list of funeral expenses for Catharina Hammer (her second married name)

The funeral services for the late Catharina Hammer in the Town Church were thus:
fl kr

to the highly regarded Herr Church Father for participating
in the procession his ornate stole .................................................................. 3 ---
for the requiem with 12 masses ……............................................................. 7 30
for the tolling of the bells of the church twice    .............................................. 6 ---
for the grave site in the church ……….......................................................... 3 ---
for the Brotherhood (friars of a specialized order arranging the funeral) ….……………. 3 ---
for the shroud ................................................................................................ --- 12
for 14 robes ................................................................................................... 1 38
for 6 windproof lanterns ……....................................................................... 2 24
to the schoolmaster for participating in the procession and to the
Regens Chori (conductor of a choir) for the requiem and libera (funeral mass and hymn)… 3 30
to the church servant ….................................................................................. 1 51
to the altar boys ............................................................................................... --- 30
to the gravediggers ........................................................................................ 1 ---

Total 33     35

the above sum was settled correctly with 32 fl (signed) Ignatius Ruttig
Pesth, 8th May 1759 Burgher & town schoolmaster

(page 12) Johann Tunner’s account of the expenses for his mother’s funeral
(in his own handwriting)

The list of the monies spent on the funeral of my god blessed mother thus follows:
fl kr

first, the funeral mass in the local town church, according to
the attachment ……………………………………………………….. 32 ---
to the highly respected Servitens for mourning and brotherhood …..... 6 ---
to the highly respected Franciscans for mourning and brotherhood …. 5 39
to the highly respected Dominicans for mourning and brotherhood … 8 ---
for 4 ellen (yards) vail, 34 kr per ellen according to the attached ……. 2 16
for the dresser 6 ellen vail, 14 kr per ellen …………………………... 1 24
for the coffin to the carpenter paid …………………………………... 3 ---
for the dresser and the coffin carriers, together ……………………… 5 ---
to the grave diggers for making the grave …………………………… 1 ---
for 12 lbs. of wax, 16 groschen (20 groschen = 1 florin = 60 xr) …………….. 9 36 73   55
in the local town pharmacy according to the attachment ……………. 2 18
for the dead, to Mr. Mieler for his effort …………………………… 4 12
for a brotherhood garland from the Franciscans brothers …………… --- 07
to the women for preparing the brotherhood garland ……………..… --- 24
for alms to be distributed amongst the poor ………………………… 2 ---
to Herr Breiwitz for goods received, according to attachment…….….. 2 ---
to Herr Popowitz for goods, see attachment ……………………….… 4 ---
for meat animals, according to the attachment …………………….... 2 03
to the caretakers of the sick for their help, paid …………………….... 2 ---
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fl kr

for blood-letting, paid ……………………………………………….. --- 17
for the cost of bandage, paid ………………………………………… --- 27
for black seal wax and nails for the Brotherhood (to seal the coffin) ……… --- 15
cost of 1 lb. of sturgeon, paid ……………………………………….. --- 18
for 3 loaves of bread for the wake, paid …………………………….. --- 27
for giving enema 3 times, paid ………………………………………. --- 51

Total 95   34
(signed) Johann Tunner

The vegetable garden that Julia inherited for 150 florins (see page 1) was just outside at the Hatvaner Gate.  The remnants
of that city gate are still visible as a monument, now part of the façade of a building at the north-west corner of Kossuth
Lajos utca and Museum körút.
The Brotherhood was a religious order that specialized in funeral and burial services.  They consoled the grieving,
prepared the dead, put the body in the coffin, sealed it, provided the coffin carriers and criers to accompany the dead and
the grieving relatives in the funeral procession.
Johann, the eldest Tunner heir, seemed to have been in charge of the arrangements required after the death of Catharina
Tunner.  He wrote the expense notes ,on page 12, in his own hand.

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)
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KopperAnHerzogLWt.
In the Name of the most Holy Trinity

God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, Amen

Since I, widow Anna Kopper born Herzog, recognize the certainty of death and the transitory nature of all
earthly possessions and also understand that the hour of death is uncertain, for that reason while in
weakening physical strength but with a healthy mind I have decided to set down my last will in order to
avoid all quarrels that might otherwise arise after my death.

1st I offer my soul to the almighty God, but my body I offer to the earth from which it was made and
want it to be buried according to Christian Catholic traditions in the ground of the public cemetery.  On
the day of the burial the bells shall toll once in the morning and at noon hour and once again during the
interment.  The dead body shall be blessed and escorted to the cemetery by three priests of the parish
where I happen to die.

2nd In the same parish, three quiet holy masses shall be given after the interment for the grace of my
poor soul.

3rd I ordain that each year, at the anniversary of my death at the church in the Wasserstadt (Viziváros)
parish of Buda which is named after St. Anna, three holy masses be held for me and my three deceased
husbands, Valentin Kneer, Anton Hübner and Johann (II) Kopper as well as for my deceased son Anton
Hübner and for my departed parents.   For that purpose, I donate 150 florins in Viennese currency to
establish a fund, the annual interest of which capital must be used for the masses.  The capital for the fund
shall be the first to be paid from my estate outlined in points 6, 7, 8 and 9.

4th I leave two florins and 30 kr. in Viennese currency (W.W.) to the Almshouse of Buda and also two
florins and 30 kr. in W.W. to the public hospital there and also two florins and 30 kr. in W.W. to the Fire
Fund there; all in all seven florins 30 Kr. in W.W. and this sum too shall be paid as the one above.

5th I leave two hundred florins in Viennese currency to my grandson, Franz Kerntler for
remembrance, who is the son of Theresa (III) Kopper, married Kerntler, my daughter from my third
marriage, and I ordain that if he should die before maturity then the 200 florins W.W. should go to his
brother, my grandson Karl Kerntler and if he also dies before maturity then it should go to the next child
of my daughter Theresia Kerntler, or if no child should remain alive, then it should be at the free disposal
of my daughter Theresa Kerntler.  Thus, this legacy too shall be paid out of the sum of my estate listed in
the following points, without delay, to my already mentioned daughter Theresa Kerntler who is the
guardian of the blood of her children..

6th There is a house located in the Wasserstadt in Buda and designated with No. 476, which is
recorded in the authentic extract from the Land Register in document 'A' with the date of June 11, 1808.  I
bought that house during the time of my marriage to my second husband, Anton Hübner from the
proceeds of a house in Buda Újlak designated with No. 354.  That house was left to me by my first
husband, Valentin Kneer by the force of the original marriage contract under 'B' and dated September 12,
1803, and by the force of his Will dated December 11, 1805, an authenticated copy of which can be found
under 'C'.  That house, which I bought and to this day have possessed, and which is not encumbered with
debt, together with 4000 florins were judged to be the paternal inheritance of my son from my second
marriage, Anton Hübner after my second husband, the already mentioned Anton Hübner died intestate
(without a will). That court decision, No. 2454 dated June 19, 1811 was made at the time of my marriage to
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my third husband Johann (II) Kopper and an authenticated copy of it can be found under 'D'.  However, as
a consequence of his death (the son's), his estate passed onto me, his mother as lawful inheritance.  That
house (No. 476 in Wasserstadt) I leave to my two daughters from my third marriage, namely Anna Kopper,
married Rühl local here (Pest) and the above-mentioned Theresia (III) Kopper, married Kerntler from
Buda.  I leave one half of the house in two equal shares since the other half of the house they have already
inherited in equal shares after the death of their father, my third husband, Johann (II) Kopper to whom I
had given half of that house in our marriage contract, dated March 2, 1811, the original of which can be
found under 'E'.  I leave it to them however, with the following stipulation: the whole house shall be
appraised and by agreement between them they shall sell the house either on their own or in a public
auction in the Land Register Office of Buda to the highest bidder; after paying the funeral costs and the
endowment and donations mentioned earlier from the money gained from the sale, the remaining sum
shall be divided in equal shares and paid to my two eligible daughters Anna Rühl and Theresa Kerntler to
do with it as they please.

7th There is a vineyard on Marx Graven (a hill in Buda now called Kurucles near Pasa Rét) 1/4 and 1/2 parts
in size and registered under No. 2000 1/2, which I bought during my marriage to my second husband,
Anton Hübner and which I still possess according to Point 3 of the attached document 'F' dated June 16,
1811.  It is registered in my name and in the name of my third husband, Johann (II) Kopper as owners.  I
leave that vineyard to my already mentioned two daughters Anna and Theresa in equal shares.  After the
sale of it according to the above-described manner, the money from the sale shall be paid to them in equal
shares to do with it as they please.

8th There is a vineyard in Feldrind (another  hill in Buda), 2/4, 1/8 and 1/2 parts in size and registered
under No. 2191, which according to the original document dated October 8, 1825 and found under 'G', I
bought during my marriage with my third husband, Johann (II) Kopper.  One half of that vineyard is the
paternal inheritance of my daughters Anna Rühl and Theresia Kerntler.  I leave the other half of the
vineyard to these same daughters of mine and I ordain that this vineyard shall also be sold as I ordained
above and the money from the sale shall be paid to my two daughters, Anna Rühl and Theresia Kerntler
in equal shares to do with it as they please.

9th In regards to the rest of my estate, consisting of wine, wine casks, grape harvesting and press
house equipment, house equipment, kitchen tools and furnishings et cetera, it is my will that at the
discretion of my two daughters, Anna Rühl and Theresia Kerntler all of that shall be sold either by them
or through a public auction and the money from the sale shall be paid to them in equal shares to do with it
as they please.

10th I close my last testament in the name of the most holy Trinity the same way as I have begun and I
ask the praiseworthy commanding Court to protect it and carry it out against all opposition.
To this end I have set my last will in writing and after one of the invited gentlemen has read it to me and I
expressly acknowledged "this as my last will", since I am unlettered, one of the invited witness gentlemen
signed my name, which I marked by my own hand with a '+'.  At the same time, I asked each of the
invited witness gentlemen to sign his name with his own hand and confirm it with his customary seal.

Treasury Officer, as invited witness,
who signed for the unlettered Testatrix
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We, the undersigned invited and contemporaneously gathered witnesses hereby testify that one of us read
this testament to Frau Anna widow Kopper, born Herzog and that upon careful consideration with a
healthy mind she acknowledged it as her last will, and after marking it with a cross the signature of an
invited witness with her own hand in the presence of the six invited witness gentlemen, she asked all of us
to also sign.  With the force of our signatures and seals, signed Pest November 22, 1837.

Stephan Szabady Seal
As invited witness

Joseph Parczer Seal
As invited witness

Georg Müller Seal
As invited witness

Vienzen Subáky Seal
As invited witness

Joseph Taucher Seal
As invited witness

@%@%@%@%@%@%@      @%@%@%@%@%@%@      @%@%@%@%@%@%@

Appointed Notary

@%@%@%@%@%@%@      @%@%@%@%@%@%@      @%@%@%@%@%@%@

(Anna Herzog was the wife and widow of Johann II Kopper, who was the great-grand uncle of Rezső Vitzthum Bercel on his
mother’s side) (Notes like this are those of the translator, Eugene Vitzthum Bercel.)
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Official Documents
‘L’  to ’ O’
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166

Tax  Collection  Census in the  Episcopate
Town of  Vác from April 24, 1713 to 1714.
Assessed and Reviewed by Judge Pál Szabó

The Fourth Quarter, that is German Town Tax

The pharmacist 1 fl – 00 kr Conrad Zaiger            1 fl– 00 kr
Laurentius Hedler 2 – 25 Joannes Szanter          2 – 25

| Joannes Heiser            2 – 25
| Andreas Ott 2 – 25
| |
| |
| |
| |

Joannes Vikrin 2 – 25 Kismárki György 2 – 25
72 – 50 72 – 50

OttAndreasROt.

To the Reader:

This tax list was found in the County Archives in Vác, a town about 30 km
north of Pest.  The town was under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Vác.  The
area around the city was one very large estate of the Roman Catholic Church.
The town had four sectors.  One of the sectors  was called ‘German Town’.
Andreas Ott was one of the taxpayers there.

He was most certainly  recruited from one of the German speaking countries
west of Hungary after the Turks were pushed out of Hungary in 1685. The part
of the town vacated by the Turks was settled by the new German speaking
settlers.  That was when that part of the town began to be called ‘German
Town’.

After the Turks left Hungary, large landholders, aristocrats and the Roman
Catholic Church recruited people abroad in order to repopulate their land, which
had become virtually deserted by Hungarians during the 150-year Turkish
occupation.  To attract settlers, the landlords offered the use of their land under
very favorable terms such as tax exemption for a number of years.

Andreas Ott first appeared in the church vital records in Vác in 1698.  He must
have been one of the earliest new settlers.  In the tax records, his name first
appeared in 1702.  He probably arrived 6 or more years earlier and enjoyed tax-
free status until 1702.  He was listed as married, having two cows and producing
8 urns (~800 kg) of grapes annually.  Therefore, he must have been a
winegrower and must have come from a wine-producing region.  Some
circumstances associated with his family suggest that he probably came from
Switzerland.
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IN THE NAME OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY GOD THE FATHER,
THE SON AND THE HOLY SPIRIT,  AMEN

I, Joseph Ott, conscious of my advanced age and fully aware of my steadily approaching death, but still
with a sound mind and good physical strength, wish to dispose of and distribute the small fortune that
through the blessing of the most sublime God I now possess.  In order to avoid any strife that might
otherwise arise after my death, I wish to put forward the following final Testament in the presence of the
witness gentlemen that the praiseworthy Council arraigned at my most humble request.  And thus:
Firstly I hand over my wretched soul to my savior Jesus Christ and to Maria the virgin envied
for her Immaculate Conception and to my patron saint who after my death will protect my soul against all
perils.  They will recommend my soul to our creator, the heavenly father.  However, I shall yield my body
to the earth and according to Christian Catholic tradition and in the attendance of the (religious orders the)
Conception of Maria, Maria's Comfort and the Death Fearing Christian Brotherhood, it shall be buried.
Secondly As soon after my death as possible, may ten holy masses be read by the very respected
pious Augustinian praters on Landstrasse, the pious Franciscan friars in Wasserstadt, (Viziváros) the pious
Capuchin friars and the Maria's Blood Carmelite monks for which the mentioned cloisters shall receive
five gulden each, altogether         20 florins.
Thirdly I give five gulden to the Wasserstadt town church, that is 5 florins.
I wish to divide amongst the people in the local burgher poorhouse 2 florins.
Fourthly In regards to my daughter (Maria) Catharina Novak, I declare with clear conscience that at
the time when I married her mother, Elisabeth, one of my friends owed me 40 florins which he repaid me
by giving me a house lot on St. Johannes street (this was ratified only in 1730 after 1st wife Elisabeth Stummer passed
away). We then slowly built a house on that lot, little by little, some parts with our own labor, some with
hired help.  After Elisabeth passed away, I sold that house for 340 florins.  After paying the funeral costs
of 5 florins and repaying the house building debt of 35 florins I was left with 300 florins, half of which is
due to my above mentioned daughter as her maternal inheritance.  After my third marriage to Catharina
(Reitter) Schmidt in 1737, who brought all her property to the marriage as dowry, with her approval, I gave
one of the vineyards with all equipment, not big property but worth 500 florins, to burgher Novak boot
maker who married my daughter (Maria) Catharina (this was in 1746). By giving her the vineyard and by
paying all the expenses of the wedding, I paid her not only the maternal inheritance of 150 florins, but
also the paternal inheritance of 350 florins was paid to her in advance.  Since then, I entered into my
fourth marriage with Eva born Tunner with whom I begotten two more children Johann and Julianna and
our wealth has only grown so that to these latter two I can give an inheritance of 350 florins each.  This
year, I therefore asked my above named daughter (Maria Catharina) to be content with the inheritance she
received so many years ago (23 years earlier). However, against my every hope she gave me the answer that
she had a Will from her stepmother, my above mentioned wife, the late Catharina (Schmidt), dated 12 April
1747, which only now, 22 years later she submitted to the praiseworthy Council, in which Will she (the
daughter) is declared the exclusive heir.  The content of the Will is contrary to my Marriage Contract, it is
not signed by the testatrix, it was not signed by the required number of witnesses and therefore it is not
valid, and so I have submitted to the praiseworthy Council my written protest.  However, to satisfy her
greed to some extent and to avoid the legal expenses, I hereby modify my Will, for the sole purpose
mentioned above.  So that my above mentioned daughter Catharina – who is trying to shorten my life
unjustly by bringing forth the above deviously and falsely composed Will which she unscrupulously
withheld for so many years – should receive from the fortune left after my death an additional 200-florin
share.  That is, after the deduction of 69 florins she shall receive 131 florins.  However, under only the
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expressed condition that my daughter shall abandon the devious Will, and on receipt of the 131 florins she
shall so state in writing and declaring that never in the future shall she ever make through any imaginable
means any demands on my wife or on my other two children for any maternal or paternal inheritance.
Otherwise, if she does not respect my paternal love and acts against this Testament by taking legal action
against my wife and her children, then I order that she shall not receive the 131 florins but that money be
divided between my two other children and the 69 florins shall be given to the St. Anna church.
Fifthly I bequeath that the two children from my last marriage, Johann (III) and Julianna shall
receive 200 florins each as their paternal inheritance.
Sixthly My dear wife Eva, she brought into our marriage 213 florins ready money and a vineyard in
Budaőrs which I sold for 370 florins and her diligence and good husbandry multiplied my fortune and in
addition she demonstrated her marital love and fidelity despite of my advanced age, for these reasons I
declare her to be my sole and exclusive heir.
Finally I close this final Testament of mine in the name of God and ask the praiseworthy
Council to protect it against all.  To validate this Testament after it was read to me word by word and
explained to me since I cannot read or write, I requested Joseph Daindl to write my name next to my seal
and also requested the witness gentlemen sent by the praiseworthy Council to sign their names. It so
happened, in Ofen (Buda) July 11th 1769.

Seal Joseph Ott
Testator

Seal Since he cannot write, at his request
I signed his name next to his seal

(signed) Joseph Daindl

Seal (signed) Johann Spevágo
witness for the praiseworthy Council

Seal (signed) Franz Reinprecht
witness for the praiseworthy Council

To the Reader:

Joseph Ott was widowed three times before he married Eva Tunner,
who was 30 years younger than he was.  Eva was also three years
younger than Maria Catharina Ott, Joseph’s daughter from his first
marriage – an explosive situation between stepdaughter and step-
mother.

Maria Catharina started legal action for her perceived maternal
inheritance in 1754, 15 years before this testament was written.
Therefore, the testament fraud described here was just a new twist in
an old feud that had been going for a long time.  There is no record to
tell us how it was eventually settled.  Joseph II died three months
after writing this Will.

(Notes like this are those of the translator, Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)
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HOUSE TITLE, JOSEPH II OTT,  BUDA 1740
Lib. 1, P. 122 (OttJosephIIPHc1.)

Joseph (II) Ott local resident in Croathen gasse and Catharina his lawful wife acquire equal use and
ownership title of the house in the Croathen gasse, adjacent to the heirs of the late Laurman and the heirs
of the late Hans Schwarzwaldt, that measures 14 yards, 5 1/2 feet in front, 10 yards, 4 feet in the back, the
left and right sides are 34 yards.

Formerly, the house was recorded in Book 1 page 101 anno 1735.  Lorentz Geiger was the lawful owner
as written here, and now it is sold for the price of 800 florins and 4 ducats of down payment as ratified by
the Council on July 21, 1740.

So it shall be Ofen (Buda), 21 July 1740

(Joseph II Ott bought and sold other houses, but kept this house all his life.  He bought it in 1740.  When he died in 1769, his wife
Eva inherited it in 1769.  Their children Johann IIIand Julianna inherited it after their mother’s death in 1816, it was then called
House No. 289.  Julianna sold her part to her brother Johann. His children Joseph III and Rosina Ott inherited it in 1834, by
then it was called No. 292.)

HOUSE TITLE, JOHANN III OTT,  BUDA 1816
Lib. 8, P. 57, N. 289 (OttJosephIIPHc2.)

We the Burghermeister, Town Mayor, and the Council of the Royal Free Town of Buda

Herr Johann (III) Ott local burgher, and Judicial Assessor acquires the No. 289 house in Wasserstadt
(Viziváros) which was registered in Book 1 page 122 as the property of his father, Joseph (II) Ott, after
whose departure from life he and his sister Julianna inherited it (the father died in 1769 but his wife Eva, the
mother of Julianna remained the beneficiary until her death in 1815).  For the just division of the inheritance the
praiseworthy Council appointed alderman Leopold Fidler who in his report No. 1503, dated 3 April 1816
determined the value of the house to be 6000 florins.  After the required adjustment (probably taxes), the
individual share was 2715 florins and 39 kr.  Having paid his sister's share, the above named (Johann III Ott)
and his wife Theresia born Grünnen petitioned the transfer of the property to their name.

Ofen (Buda), 20 April 1816
Executed         3 May 1816

HOUSE TITLE, JOSEPH III and ROSINA OTT,  BUDA 1834
Lib. 9, P. 273, N. 292 (OttJosephIIPHc3.)

We the Bughermeister, Town Mayor, etc, etc

Herr Joseph (III) Ott local burgher, master tailor and his dear unmarried sister Rosina - regarding a
house in Wasserstadt designated No. 292 that was owned by Johann (III) and Theresia Ott as written here
in Book 8 page 57.  After the departure of their parents and the death of their childless brother Martin, and
in accordance with the report No. 2669/2728, dated 8 June 1825 and prepared by town alderman
Christoph Szeth, the sister and brother named at the beginning inherit the house and a vineyard and a
forest on Schwabenberg in return for a payment of 2584 florins and 24 and one half kreuzer.

Ofen (Buda), 5 Sept. 1834
Executed      10 Oct. 1834

(Notes like this are those of the translator, Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

OttJosephIIPHc.
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VINEYARD TITLE, URBAN GERHAUSER,  BUDA 1728
Lib. 8, No. 374 (OttJosephIIPVa.)

Uban Gerhauser, a wine grower and Anna his wife acquire equal use and ownership title in Paulithall
(Pálvölgy), to a vineyard located between Herr Riedt and the late Werlein property 2/4 and 4/8 parts in size.

Earlier as written in the Royal Land Book 4, page 161, Adam Riemer burgher merchant was the lawful
owner as it is written here.  Afterward, the previous owner gave the property to the married couple named
at the beginning as a gift in consideration for the service which they had provided for so many years, so
loyally.

So it shall be Ofen (Buda), 3 April 1728.
(Anna and Urban Gerhauser were the parents of Rosina Gerhauser, the second wife of Joseph II Ott.)

VINEYARD TITLE, JOSEPH II OTT,  BUDA 1740
Lib. 11, P. 214 (OttJosephIIPVb.)

Joseph (II) Ott, local resident of  St. Joannes street and Maria Elisabeth Catharina (Elisabeth crossed out)
his wife acquire equal use and ownership title in Paulithall (Pálvölgy), to a vineyard located between Herr
Riedt and the late Werlein properties that was resurveyed as one quarter and one eight that is 1/4 and 1/8
parts.

Earlier as written in Book 8, No. 374, bought in August 1728, the vineyard was the lawful property of
Urban Gerhauser and his wife Anna, 2/4 and 3/8 parts in greater measurement as it is written here.  As
ratified by the Council on April 9 1740, the above 1/4 and 1/8 parts was granted to him as dowry.
(Anna and Urban Gerhauser acquired this vineyard in 1728 and gave half of it as dowry when Joseph II Ott married their
daughter Rosina Theresia in 1730. The other half of this vineyard was inherited by Elisabeth, the sister of Rosina Theresia the
wife Melchior Wolfgang in the same year, Lib. 11, Page 215.)

So it shall be Ofen (Buda), 21 April 1740.

VINEYARD DONATED BY URBAN GERHAUSER IN HIS WILL,  BUDA 1740
Lib. 11, P. 215 (OttJosephIIPVc.)

Melchior Wolfgang, local resident from Landstrass (a street in Buda) and Elisabeth his wife acquire equal
use and ownership title in Paulithall (Pálvölgy), to a vineyard located at Herr Riedt adjacent to Joseph (II)
Ott in size one quarter and two eights parts as resurveyed.

Formerly, as written here in Book 8, No. 374 (the other half of this vineyard was inherited by Joseph II Ott on account
of his marriage to the late Rosina Gerhauser in the same year Lib. 11, P. 214) bought in August 1728, the vineyard was
the lawful property of Urban Gerhauser and his wife Anna, 2/4 and 3/8 parts in measurement.  The above
mentioned part is passed on as inheritance ratified by the Council on April 9 1740.

So it shall be Ofen (Buda),  21 April 1740.

(Notes like this are those of the translator, Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

OttJosephIIPVabc.
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VINEYARD TITLE, JOSEPH II OTT,  BUDA 1740

Lib. 11, P. 212 (OttIJohannIIPVd.)
Joseph (II) Ott, local resident of  St. Joannes street and Maria Catharina his wife acquire equal use and
ownership title on Bloggberg (Blockberg), to a vineyard located adjacent to the late Peter Franzin the
resurveyed size of which is one quarter that is 1/4 part.

Earlier as written in Book 10, No. 762 in August 1737, it was the lawful property of Peter Schmidt.  After
his passing away, his widow in her following marriage in accordance with the April 9, 1740 Council
resolution grants half ownership to her present husband.

So it shall be Ofen (Buda),  21 April 1740.
(Peter Schmidt was the previous husband of Maria Catharina Reitter.)

VINEYARD TITLE, JOSEPH II OTT,  BUDA 1740
Lib. 11, P. 213 (OttJohannIIPVe.)

Joseph (II) Ott, local resident of  St. Joannes street and Maria Elisabeth Catharina (Elisabeth crossed out)
his wife acquire equal use and ownership title in Shartecken, to a vineyard located adjacent to their own,
the resurveyed size of which is two quarters and seven eights that is 2/4 and 7/8 parts.
Earlier as written in Book 9, No. 304 in August 1731, it was the lawful property of the late Peter Schmidt
and Maria Elisabeth (there, the clerk forgot to correct Elisabeth to Catharina).  After his passing away, his widow
in her following marriage in accordance with the April 9, 1740 Council resolution submitted a petition to
grant half ownership to her present husband.
(Peter Schmidt was the previous husband of Maria Catharina.)
So it shall be Ofen (Buda),  21 April 1740.

VINEYARD TITLE, JOSEPH II OTT,  BUDA 1741
Lib. 11, No. 463 (OttJohannIIPVf.)

Joseph (II) Ott, local resident of St. Joannes street and Catharina his wife acquire equal use and
ownership title on Galgenberg from Peter Jankovicz to a vineyard that measures two quarters, two eights
in size, that is 2/4 and 2/8 parts.

Formerly the vineyard was properly registered in Book 11 No. 287 Anno 1740.  In payment they give the
1/4 and 1/8 part size vineyard registered in Book 11 No. 214 and pay 3 ducats of down payment.  With
the approval of the Council dated 14 August 1741.

So be it Ofen (Buda), 22 Aug. 1741

VINEYARD TITLE, JOSEPH II OTT,  BUDA 1765
Lib. 18, P. 74, No. 1324  ½ (OttJohannIIPVg.)

Joseph (II) Ott, a burgher from Croatten street and his wife (this was his fourth wife Eva Tunner) acquire use
and ownership title in Marxgraben to a vineyard adjacent to Sebastian Zach that is 1/4 part in size and
formerly registered in Book 16 page 286 Anno 1759 as the rightful property of Mathias Jacob.  Now, with
the approval of the Magistrate dated 27 July 1765 it was sold for 280 florins to the married couple named
at the beginning.

Ofen (Buda), 5 Aug. 1765

(Notes like this are those of the translator, Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

OttJosephIIPVdefg.
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OttJosephIIROa.
Letter Submitted to the City Council of Buda by Catharina (Ott) Novak, February 11, 1754

Respected and Wise Council!

Respectable and Highly Esteemed Gentlemen

Since my dear natural mother Elisabeth died without a Testament and my father Joseph (II) Ott intends to
give me very little or nothing as maternal inheritance, after many considerations of the present and the
future I turn to the praiseworthy Council and respectfully request the dispatch of a Councilor to look into
the matter.

Catharina born Ott, married Novak

(Council decision on Back of page:)
Herr Szlatini will be sent as the investigating Councilor.
Acted in Ofen (Buda) in the Senate, 11 February 1754.
Notice to: Mayor, City Judge and all the Council.

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

OttJosephIIROa.
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OttJosephIIROb.
Report Submitted to the City Council Of Buda by Franz Szlatini, April 1, 1754

914
Commisions and Relations
To the most respected Magistrate
About the conflict between Joseph (II) Ott and his

daughter by blood Catharina married Novak
previously Ott

Praiseworthy City Council!

Very honest gentlemen and friends

I have tried to fulfill my commission to bring about a settlement of the conflict between Joseph (II) Ott
and his daughter by blood Catharina Ott married Novak, regarding her proper maternal inheritance.
However, since our successful Joseph (II) Ott maintains that he neither received nor inherited anything
from his first wife Elisabeth, on the other hand the opposing Catharina married Novak does not accept
that, thus I could neither find the maternal inheritance nor bring about a settlement (the opponents
remained obstinate).  This to the praiseworthy Magistrate I report and remain with proper respect.

Praiseworthy City Council
your most obedient servant

(signed) Frantz Szlatini

(Closing comments on back of document:)
The opposing parties do not want to come to an amicable understanding.  She wants to pursue her rights
in the courts.  Executed in Ofen (Buda) in the Senate 1 April, 1754

N.N.(Nomine Nominandus - to be addressed by name): Mayor, copies to: City Judge and City Council here.

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

OttJosephIIROb.
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RECKONING
(Page 1) OttJuliannaLIt..
After such diligent discussion amongst the concerned heirs the distribution of the estate left behind by the
deceased Julianna formerly (born Ott, later widow of) Steinhauser, in the end widow Kopper, who passed
away without a will, stands as follows:

florin kr
A house on Spitalgasse (in Wasserstadt) which the heirs with one voice
disposed of is filed in the contract under 'A'. 3700 ---

'A' This house the deceased owned jointly with her now also deceased
husband Johann (I) Kopper who similarly died without making a last will
and arrangement of the joint ownership.

In Cash

According to the unanimous statement of the heirs there is not to be negotiation.
According to accounting ‘B’. and ‘C’. from Herr Franz (I) Kopper master cooper

'B' I received collected housing rent 45 50
& Similarly, housing rent I received from Ignatz Kangel 30 ---

'C' Then from Antonius Futsch the same 15 ---
'D' Herr Mathias Kopper took some barrels, by estimate under 'D' I received

and to be paid into the estate 15 ---
'E' Herr Franz (I) Kopper owes for taking some barrels, according to

attachment 'E' (barrels were used to collect rain as water supply to the house) 37        40
'F' Franz and Eva Flott owes according to the promissory note in 'F' 200 ---

by unanimous agreement of the heirs, the outstanding interest is forgiven
(Page 2) Sum of the Previous Page Brought over 4043        30
'G' Mother Julianna Kopper gave to Herr Mathias Kopper a loan according

to the debenture filed under ‘G’, a sum together with interest 513 ---
Therefore the sum of the assets is 4556       30
that is, four thousand five hundred and fifty-six gulden
and 30 kreuzer Viennese currency.

'H' Then, from these assets the non-mortgaged debts, according to the evidence
in 'H', must be deducted from the above sum of assets.

'J' 1st, paid by me to the Land Office as per the attached tax receipt 7 45
'K' 2nd, tax paid by me according to 'K', 2 forints 40 kr. 6       40

3rd, to Theresia (II) Kopper now married name Blau, since she looked after
her very old and naturally frail mother for several years, so that she was
not abandoned and alone in her illness of old age, with the advance
approval of the heirs 200 ---
and also to her as dowry, which she did not get before 150 ---
4th, to Magdalena (Kopper) Mürschberger as dowry, through the
decision of the heirs 100 ---
5th, to Eleonora (Kopper) married name Petz, with the
advance approval of the heirs 150 ---
6th, finally to the officials from the City 30       05

The total of the preferential liabilities 644       30
When from the above assets of 4556       30
now we subtract the preferential liabilities 644 30
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florin kr
we show a sum of 3912 ---
that is three thousand nine hundred and twelve gulden Viennese currency,
which within the meaning of the National Statute Book is to be distributed
between the interested heirs as follows:
(Page 3)
All of these assets are the property of one blood, earned in the second marriage.  And Julianna, in the end
widowed Kopper, was formerly married to a Steinhauser.  From that marriage there were two children
namely Julianna Steinhauser married name Eckermann and Anna Steinhauser married name Rock and
these both are already dead.  However, the first one has three surviving representatives namely Rosalia
Eckermann married Wenzel, Elisabeth Eckermann married Wenninger and Joseph Eckermann.  The
second one similarly has three surviving representatives i.e. Johann Rock, Eleonora Rock married Knopf
and Rosalia Rock married Oth.  From her husband Johann (I) Kopper eight heirs survive, namely Eva
married Flott, Elisabeth married Krister, Johann (II) Kopper, Mathias Kopper, Magdalena Kopper married
Mürschberger, Franz (I) Kopper, Therasia (II) Kopper married Blau and Eleonora Kopper married Petz.

So, the whole estate to be distributed is 3912 ---
First, it is divided into two equal  parts:
namely, the Johann (I) Kopper estate 1956 ---
and the maternal, namely Julianna Kopper part, similarly 1956 ---

The paternal 1956 florins Viennese currency will only be
divided into equal parts amongst the eight Kopper heirs
named above and for each it comes to 244   30] }
The maternal estate is to be divided into ten parts, and } sum 440 06
one tenth comes to 195   36] }
(Page 4)

1st, to Eva (Kopper) Flott is due as paternal and
maternal inheritance to be disbursed 440    06

'L' owes the only reduction 200 ---
so she receives 240 ---

which together with her debt she received in whole as per the
receipt inserted under 'L'. 440      06

2nd, to Elisabeth (IV) Kopper married Krister is due
her paternal inheritance part of one eighth 244    30

'M' and the maternal tenth is 195    36
together it is 440    06

which according to the receipt under 'M' she received 440      06
3rd, Johann (II) Kopper is due the same share 440 06
Since he is dead and there are two children, namely Anna married Rüll
and Theresia (III) married Kerndl, the above inheritance portion of his will be 440 06
divided equally between the named representatives.

'N' Anna Rüll receives 220 03
which according to the receipt 'N' she received (mistake, 220) 200 03
'O' and Theresia (III) Kerndl has the same to receive

as representative of her father (mistake, 220) 200 03
which is proved by the receipt 'O' she received (mistake, 220) 200     03
They received together as the inheritance portion of their father 440     06

440      06
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florin kr
(Page 5)

4th, to Mathias Kopper is due the same paternal and maternal
portion as the rest of his family, in Viennese currency 440 06

'P' after the reduction of the debt stated on page 2 in item 'G' 513 ---
by the disbursement due leaves a debt of 72 54
together with the price of the barrels taken over in 'D' 15 ---

Thus the sum of the debt in Viennese currency - 87 54
which according to the submitted promissory note Elisabeth Krister
will pay and will also take over his debt under 'G', thus he is paid 440 06

440      06
5th, to Frau Magdalena born Kopper, married Münchberger
is due the same equal share of paternal and maternal inheritance
as to the rest of her family, as shown above 440 06
then the preferential inheritance on page 2 item 4 100 ---

'L' the sum of her total share 540 06
which according to receipt 'L' she received 540      06

6th, the due of Herr Franz (I) Kopper in paternal and maternal
inheritance is indeed similarly 440 06
the debt from page 1 item 'E' for taking some barrels 37 40

'R' so his due is exactly 402 26
which according to the receipt 'R' he received 402      26

7th, Theresia (II) Kopper married Blau in paternal and
maternal shares gets 440 06
then in preferential share 350 ---

'S' the sum of which is 790 06
which according to the asset receipt 'F' she received 790      06
(Page 6)

8th, Eleonora Kopper married Petz has paternal and
maternal inheritance to receive 440 06
then in preferential share 150 ---

'T' the sum of which is 590 06
which sum according to the receipt 'T' she received 590 06

9th, now follow the children that Julianna, earlier Steinhauser in the
end widow Kopper, with her first husband produced and who are only
awarded a maternal inheritance.  To these offspring from Julianna
Steinhauser married Eckermann falls the same maternal inheritance
share as to the rest of their brothers and sisters 195 36
After she died and left behind the three heirs Rosalia married Wenzel,
Elisabeth married Wenninger and Joseph Eckermann,  the above
195fl 36 kr Viennese currency goes in equal shares to the already

named representatives of Julianna born Steinhauser married
Eckermann to share

To Rosalia Eckermann married Wenzel one third 65 12
'U' Which according to receipt U she received 65 12

To Elisabeth Eckermann married Winninger similarly 65 12
'V' Which according to receipt ‘V’ she received 65      12

To Joseph Eckermann goes also 65        12
'X' Which according to receipt ‘X’ he received 65 12
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these payments total 195      36
florin kr

(Page 7)
10th To her second daughter from the Steinhauser marriage namely
Anna Steinhauser is also due 195 fl 36 kr.  After her death she left
behind three offspring’s namely Eleonora married Knopf, Johann Rock
and Rosina married Ott, so to them is due the above 195 36
Under their already named representation equal shares go to

Eleonora married Knopf 65 12
'Y' which according to receipt ‘Y’ she received 65 12

Johann Rock has coming to him 65       12
'Z' which according to ‘Z’ he has received 65      12

finally Rosina Rock married Ott 65       12
'W' which according to receipt W she received 65      12

these three sum up to 195      36
195    36

Signed Ofen (Buda) on 14th August 1846 Johann Türnbök
Magistrate Commissioner

(Page 8)
The presented reckoning was read to us and we well understood it and found our shares to be satisfactory
as they were listed, and with the written receipts we herewith accept it.

(signed) Eva (Kopper) Flott
(signed) Elisabeth (Kopper) Krister
(signed) Magdalena (Kopper) Münschberger
(signed) Franz Kopper
(signed) Theresia (Kopper) Blau
(signed) Eleonora (Kopper) Petz
(signed) Rosalina Wenzl
(signed) Elisabeth Winninger
(signed) Joseph Eckermann
(signed) Eleonora Knopf
(signed) Rosina Ott
(signed) Johann Rock
(signed) Anna Rüll
(signed) Theresia Kerndler

(Note that the name’Ott’ was often spelled as ‘Oth’, both ‘tt’ and ‘th’ indicatied a strong ‘t’.)

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

OttJuliannaLIt.

To the Reader:
Julianna (Ott) Kopper died in 1844 in the house in Wasserstadt of Buda that she and Johann  I Kopper
bought in 1784.  She was 88.  During her life she bore two children to her first husband Franz
Steinhauser and 10 children to her second husband Johann I Kopper.  All but two of those twelve
children grew up and had a family of their own.  Only the seven Kopper children signed here and
Mathias survived her.  Only Mathias lived for more years than she did;  he was 91 when he died. He was
our direct ancestor.  His signature is not on this document because he had no claim; he owed his mother
more money than his share of the inheritance amounted to.  One of his sisters paid the difference for him
– probably for his convenience or because she owed him the amount.
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VINEYARD TITLE JULIANNA KOPPER,  BUDA 1790
Lib. 30, P. 27, No. 1008/2564 (OttJuliannaPVa.)

(This vineyard belonged to the parents of Julianna's first husband, Franz Steinhauser)
Julianna, born Ott, widow Steinhauser now married Kopper - a vineyard of 1/4 and 4/8 parts in size from
6/4 parts vineyard in Paulithall (Pálvölgy), No.'s 1008 and 2564 formerly owned by Phillip and Regina
Steinhauser as registered in Book 17 page 47 and Book 20 page 274.  By court approval dated 22 Aug.
1789 the property becomes rightfully hers as inheritance bequeathed by the deceased parents of her late
first husband .

Ofen (Buda), 29 January 1790
Acted upon 20  May 1790

VINEYARD TITLE JULIANNA KOPPER,  BUDA 1795
Lib. 32, P. 182, No. 1724 (OttJuliannaPVb.)

(This vineyard belonged to Julianna's parents)
The Mayor, the Town Judge and Council of the Royal Free Town of Ofen (Buda)

Julianna, born Ott married Kopper a vineyard on Galgenberg 1/4 and 1/8 parts in size No. 1724 which
was formerly the property of her dear parents Joseph (II) and Catherine Oth (born Reitter, third wife) registered
in Book 11 page 463.  After an agreement with her brother Johann (III) Ott, the inheritance becomes her
and her husband's Johann Kopper burgher and master binder.

Ofen (Buda), 26 January 1795
Acted upon 30 March   1795

(This document misled me and helped me greatly at the same time.  First it misled me because Catharina was the third wife of
Joseph II Ott; Juliana was born to the fourth wife: Eva.  However, the vineyard did belong to the couple named in the document.
There were several Joseph Otts in the records and based on this document, I was discarding all those that had no Johann and
Juliana born to a wife called Catharina.  That left me with no candidate for the father of the mother of my great-great-
grandfather.  Only when I found the will of one of the Joseph Otts, did I discover that he had married four times,  and by a stroke
of great luck the fourth wife was named in that will by her maiden name.  That is how I found his fourth marriage.  This
document helped me greatly, because it is the only one that proves that Julianna was the daughter of this Joseph II Ott.  The birth
records of the St. Anna church in Buda, where Julianna and his brother Johann were born are illegible because of water damage
and I have never found their birth record. However, their names are in the index, which escaped the water damage. )

VINEYARD TITLE TRANSFERED TO JULIANNA KOPPER,  BUDA 1816
Lib. 52, P. 119, No. 1324 (OttJuliannaPVc.)
(This vineyard originally belonged to Joseph II & Catharina Oth)
The Mayor, the Town Judge and Council of the Royal Free Town of Ofen (Buda)
Julianna born Oth married name Kopper, 1/4 and one half of 1/2/8 parts vineyard in Marxgraben No. 1324
which a little while ago was owned by her dear father Joseph (II) Oth in Book 18 page 74 and which, after
his father’s death, she inherited.

Ofen (Buda), 20 April 1816
Acted upon 3 May 1816

(Julianna’s father died in 1769.  Her mother, Eva Tunner Ott died in 1816 and she inherited the vineyard from her.)

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)
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Buda Town Council Records

Buda Town Council meeting  January 10, 1816 - item 165 (OttJuliannaRCa.)

Johann (III) Oth and Julianna Kopper requests that the praiseworthy Council appoint Leopold Fidler to
determine the value of the house left to them by their late mother.  (Their mother, Eva Tunner died in 1815.)
Decision:  the praiseworthy Council will appoint Leopold Fidler to the task.

Buda Town Council meeting  April 3, 1816 - item 1503 (OttJuliannaRCb.)
Herr Councilor Leopold Fidler submits a report about the maternal inheritance of the house received by
Johann (III) Ott and the division and sharing of it with his sister Julianna Kopper.
Decision:  the original should be archived and copies of the report should be given to the interested
parties; what remains is to transfer the titles for the house and the vineyard in the Land Office in
accordance with the report.

Buda Town Council meeting   September 27, 1843 - item 7277 (OttJuliannaRCc.)

The Orphan Office submitted that the Kopper married couple, whose mother and mother-in-law,
respectively is Julianna Kopper, asked that their debt (presumably to Julianna Kopper) together with back-
interest be registered as first mortgage (presumably against the couples house).
(The ‘Kopper married couple’ must have been Mathias Kopper and Therasia Scharinger.)

(on same page as the above)
Buda Town Council meeting   November 8, 1847 - item 7891 (OttJuliannaRCd.)

Councilor János Türnbök esquire submits a letter from the appropriate town department concerning the
settlement of the estate of Juliana Steinhauser, later Juliana Kopper widow. (She died in 1844.)

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene (Vitzthum) Bercel.)
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Antal Petz Burgher and Master Cooper vs.
Joseph Hollick Burgher and Master Harness Maker

Civil Suit, Buda 1844
PetzAntalRJt.

The petition from the Plaintiff:

Honorable Court!

In the interest of Law and Justice I submit that Joseph Hollick local burgher and master harness maker,
for reasons unknown but certainly with the intention to harm, on the 9th day of December last in the year
1843, in my own house not only called me all kinds of names (wiederträchtiger schmuziger Mansch) (fat
bellied filthy Jew; Herr Petz was Roman Catholic and not a Jew, however, Mansch, the German slang for Jew of those times was
supposed to be an insult) but as will be proven he poured hot tar on me, thereby endeavoring not only to
dishonor my name and good reputation but also to do me grave bodily harm.

Our country’s laws, namely IIR72 and 1723.57 and if needed several of the other statutes that could be
invoked, provide a 100-florin penalty against this kind of abusive offender.  For that reason I beseech the
Court to arraign Joseph Hollick before it, as the Law requires it, in order to administer law and justice on
my behalf.

Most Respectfully
To the Court

Your humble servant
Antal Petz
Burgher, Master Cooper
and Landlord

The Court Proceedings:

In the year 1844 on the 17th day of February
before the Court of Law of the Free Royal City of Buda

The lawsuit for disparagement
Filed by Antal Petz local burgher, landlord and master cooper as Plaintiff

Against Antal Hollick burgher and master harness maker as Defendant

The Plaintiff is represented by Ferencz Raitsits lawfully accredited attorney, who submits under

A.) the summons sent to the Defendant, also under
B.) the medical testimony as ample proof of the reckless and life threatening abusive deed of

the Defendant and under
C.) testimonial letters.
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At the 1844 „Twelfth Day and Night“ Court Session

The Plaintiff came before the Court.  First the witnesses were identified and registered, then the Plaintiff
requested that the Defendant be punished for his dreadful deed with the hot tar, which could have taken if
not the life of the Plaintiff then certainly his eyesight.  He requests the punishment for his own
satisfaction as well as to set an example for the protection of others, especially since there is still the
danger that the enraged Defendant might commit similar deeds that could pose great danger not only to
the Plaintiff but to other fellow citizens.

At the 1844 post-Easter Court Session

The Plaintiff requests that the witnesses, under C., be heard and after that, law and justice be administered
on his behalf, especially since Genoveva Veszely (probably his servant, one of the witnesses) plans to travel in a
few days.       At Buda, June 4, 1844

Decision by the Court:
The hearing of the witnesses of the Plaintiff, under C., has been scheduled for June 25 of the current year.
The defendant is still permitted to introduce counter witnesses.  Done and proclaimed at Buda at the Court
Session held on June 20, 1844.

At the 1844 St. Stephan (August) Court Session

The Plaintiff came before the Court and requests that the Defendant, who until now has not been
represented, be fined 100 florins and thus to administer law and justice on behalf of the Plaintiff.

At the 1845 St. Stephan (August) Court Session

The plaintiff, having presented his reasons, requested the Court to terminate this lawsuit.

Decision by the Court:
Since both the plaintiff and the defendant have verbally informed the Court that they have settled their
disagreement amicably, the Court declares this lawsuit to be officially closed.  Done at the Court session
held in Buda, on September 6, 1845.

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

PetzAntalRJt.
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TESTAMENT
IN THE NAME OF THE MOST HOLY AND INDIVISIBLE TRINITY

GOD the FATHER and the SON and the HOLY SPIRIT
AMEN

While the all-powerful Creator so decided that we all must eventually die and nothing is as certain as
death, still the timing of our last hour is unpredictable.  Therefore I, Anna (Reitter) Catharina Ott in
order to avoid any future strife and that for my wretched soul peace might be assured, while I am still
amongst the living and with healthy body and mind, I have prepared the following Testament and asked
the three witness gentlemen to sign their names to validate it.
Firstly I hand over my wretched soul to my creator and to our blessing savior.  However, I shall
yield my mortal body to the cold earth and wish to have it buried according to Christian Catholic
traditions.  After the burial, there shall be six holy masses read to help my wretched soul.
Secondly While my husband Joseph (II) Ott kept me in such low esteem because of my age and
treated me so strictly and demonstrated so little marital fidelity, I brought to my husband Joseph (II) Ott
my vineyard on Glocksberg into our marriage and he reciprocated that dowry with his vineyard on
Gallenberg and so validating and reinforcing our marriage.
Thirdly Since my husband and I each had a house which we sold and bought a house on lower
Croaten street which was bigger and more suitable to us, half of that house is lawfully mine.
Fourthly Therefore, I wish to determine the future of the small fortune I still possess.  My
stepdaughter Catharina Ott, the only child the two of us have, now married to Novak, a burgher and
master boot maker.  They showed the most love and care towards me during my life.
Fifthly For this reason, I wish to leave to my stepdaughter Catharina Ott my vineyard on
Schartaken, with all the equipment and belongings it has.  Also, I leave to her half of the house with all
the linen ware.  My husband Joseph on the other hand should give the other half to his natural daughter in
the form of ready cash.  However, in case he should be unable to do that sooner or later after my death,
then my daughter Catharina should get use of one half of the house including the cellar.  Otherwise my
husband should pay her the rightful amount of rent for use of one half of the house.
Sixthly So I close my Will and declare that out of my free will my stepdaughter Catharina Ott
should receive the above described inheritance for all her devotion she demonstrated towards me.  With
this I entrust the praiseworthy Council to execute my Will.  So, the Testament and last will is verified
with the signatures of the witness gentlemen. Done in Ofen
(Buda) 12 April 1747

Catharina Ott
Testatrix

Seal (signed) Egidius Wantsher, witness
Seal (signed) Andren Wagner, burgher

and master cooper
Seal (signed) Mathias Arnold, witness
Seal (signed) Johann Praick, witness

(this is the Will judged fraudulent by the Buda Council in 1769)

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel) ReitterCatharinaLWt.
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(Page 1) INVENTARIUM
Seidl-RingLIt.

About the assets left behind by Johann Ring local transporter in the Wasserstadt (of Buda),
who passed away on May 9, 1789

Description Value Total
florins-kreizers

In Ready Money

As stated in the 3rd point of the enclosed Testament  183
florins were found in ready money. 183 ---
After the death of the deceased the income from the
horses and wagons was 16      33

199    33
In Receivables

Based on point 3 of the Testament, a debt to Elisabeth Wessel
dated January 16, 1786 to the Poorhouse Institute 25 ---
For which, the outstanding interest since January 16, 1786
to May 1789 comes to 5 ---
Then with the transporter Xaver Kollovics without interest
and from the testator’s brother-in-law Martin Seidl for money
he received from the deceased 10 ---

40 ---
In Horses and Wagons that Rauch himself Owned

On hand, there were 4 horses, 1 coach, well worn, 2 old wagons
with seats, wagon winch and chain, sold to the highest bidder and
brought in 141 ---
Finally, the ironware mentioned in point 3 of the Testament
brought in 15 ---

total 156 ---

Sum of all the assets 395    33

The following are the obligations

Expenses for oat for the horses, at the chemist and for an oak casket 56  45
To the parish priest, Herr Joseph Richard in the Wasserstadt for
conducting the requiem and  the mess according to points 1and 2
of the Testament 16  33

73 18
(Page 2) Previous Page Sum Brought over 73   18
To Ferdinand Gaßlingen for his effort and surgical procedure, see
bill attached under No. 3 14 ---
No less to surgeon Ignaz Kazler for equal effort No. 4 4 ---
To the master smith Johann Schmid for his work according to
statement No.5, was paid 8 ---
To the master harness maker Gabriel Hofmann as per bill No.6 3 ---
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Description Value Total
florins-kreizers

The following amounts were paid out in accordance with point 2 of the
Testament.
To the local Poorhouse as No.7 2 ---
To the Fire Fund as No. 8 2 ---
Then to the local Institute for the Poor on the other side (page 1) of this
statement under ‘Receivables’ (they made a mistake it should have been
under obligations) listed as obligation, which together with interest
comes to as No.9 30 ---

total 63 ---

In accordance with point 4 of the Testament the Testator’s landlady,
Susanna Deitl for her trouble receives a legacy of 10 ---
No less for outstanding rent to the same 15 ---
in total according to the receipt No.10 total 25 ---

Furthermore the usual fee for the Testament copy was paid 1 39
Finally, for the Commission’s fee 8 36

total 10 15

Total of all obligations 171 33

(Page 3)
Therefore, from the foregoing the sum of the assets is reckoned at 395 33
the previously shown sum of all obligations is 171 33

So, for the equally divided inheritance of the heirs named in
point 3 of the already mentioned Testament remains 224 ---

From which, the Testator’s brother-in-law, Joseph Rauch properly
received, as per receipt No. 11 32 ---

No less, to the officer of the Orphan Office, Herr Andreas Krisanotzky
on behalf of the 4 children of Martin Seidl: Jakob, Joseph, Theresia and
Barbara, all born Seidl, their equal share, namely 32 fl for each of them
a total of 128 ---
Then, also their due to the 2 children of Adam Rauch, Theresia and
Victoria, likewise 32 fl, therefore for the two 64 ---

192 ---
On the whole, the distribution of the above legacy amounts to 224 ---

Buda, May 15, 1789
Franz Rudolph
Commissioner appointed by the
Magistrate

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

Seidl-RingLIt.
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IN THE NAME OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY GOD THE FATHER,
THE SON AND THE HOLY SPIRIT,  AMEN

(The testator, Johann Ring, was the brother-in-law of Caecilia Rauch Seidl)
After taking into consideration that death is assured to us mortals but it’s arrival is uncertain, while still
having a clear and sound mind eventhough admittedly in a weakened body, but freely, from my own will
and initiative, here in the presence of these witness gentlemen specially invited to hear this last
irrevokable Will or Testament, as in good order required, it thus follows.

Firstly I commend my poor soul in the infinite mercy of God, also to the 5 holly wounds of Jesus
Christ and to the protection and intercession of the most sacred Queen of the Heavens and mother of God
Maria, but my body to the earth.  After my demise, it should be buried in the earth according to Christian
Catholic custom but without pomp in the way accorded to someone in bachelor standing.   Immediately
after the burial of my body, the bells of the local Wasserstadt church (St Anna in the Viziváros section of
Buda) should chime.  The rest of body preparations I leave up to my friends.

Secondly I bequeath for one requiem and holly masses to the consolation of my retched
soul  …………………………………………………………………………  10  florins
after that, for the local Poorhouse  …………………………………………..   2
for the Fire Foundation ……………………………………………………. 2
also for the Poorhouse Institution to Elisabeth Wessell according to the still
outstanding debt (probably for a relative of his) .……………………………. 25

Total 39  florins
Thirdly Concerning the worldly affairs, I make my brothers-in-law, through my sister’s
surviving husband Joseph Rauch, equal heirs and thus
1 st to Joseph Rauch one inheritance part for his child
2 nd to the four children of the other brother-in-law, Martin Seidl an inheritance equal to that above,

that is to each child as much as to the above mentioned Joseph Rauch
3 rd the same inheritance to the children of the third brother-in-law Adam Rauch.

Indeed there is in cash 183 florins Rfl (Rfl means Rheinish florenus from the Rheinland in Germany) without
the above account and the 10 florins borrowed for my Journey.  In movable property, there are 2 lorries
and one coach, 4 horses, 1 hundredweight of horseshoes with Johann Schmidt, other ironwork and chain
that will have to be sold and (the money) divided up.

4 st I bequeath 10 florins Rfl to my landlady for all her trouble with me.

Lastly I commend once again my poor soul into the infinite mercy of God, just as I did at the beginning of
my Testament, and after these last wills of mine were read to me aloud in their entirety and clearly, I
understood it well, and I confirm it completely in all points.  Thus, regarding my Testament, I ask and
request respectfully the praiseworthy and very wise City Council to deign to allow these irrevocable
written wills or Testament of mine to stand without exception.   As confirmation, several specially invited
witness gentlemen produced their signatures below.
It so happened [Seal] Buda on the 3rd of May, 1789.

Seal Johann Ring Seal Johann Georg Millner
as Testator as witness
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Seal Joseph Pohpischill Seal Martin Witt
name signer as witness

Seal Michael Mäyer Seal Franz Dunkl
as witness as witness

Seal Franz Mösner Seal Joseph Danzinger
as witness as witness

After proofreading, I hereby testify that the wording of this copy and that of the original deposited in the
local City Archive are perfectly identical,  Buda on the 15th of May, 1789.

Seal Franz Balásy
Witness, City Notary

Orphan Office Receipt, May 25, 1789

In regards to the estate referred to me, that of the local Wasserstadt (Buda Viziváros) resident
bachelor Johann Ring transporter, who died on May 9 of this year, and in accordance with his
last will, the minor children of his brother-in-laws Martin Seidl and Adam Rausch will receive
the following inheritance

for the 4 children of the first mentioned ……………………128 fl
for the 2 children of the second mentioned ….…………….. 64 fl

total sum …………... 192 fl
For the settlement of this inheritance the Magistrate appointed Commissar Herr Franz von
Rudolph to look after the money.  The receipt and correct distribution of the money is hereby
witnessed and acknowledged.   Buda, May 25, 1789

Andres Krischanotzy
Orphan Account Handler

Seidl-RingLWt.

To the Reader:

Johann Ring, the testator was related to my ancestors by marriage.  He had a sister, whose name we do not
know.  That sister married a man called Joseph Rauch.  Some time before the above Will was written, Johann
Ring’s sister died.  The widower, Joseph Rauch had a brother called Adam and a sister called Caecilia.  The
latter became the wife of Martin Seidl.  Martin and Caecilia Seidl were my fourth great-grandparents on my
father’s side.  They had four minor children in 1789: Joseph, Jacob, Theresia and Barbara.  Theresia grew up to
become my third great-grandmother.
Johann Ring signed his Will on May 3, 1789 and died six days later on May 9.

Johann Ring was a bachelor.  His occupation had been transporter, using horse-drawn lorries for material and a
coach for people.  He probably transported material during the day and people in the evening, or perhaps he had
employees.  When he died, his estate came to 224 florins.  He left that, in equal shares, to the children of his
brother-in-law, Joseph Rausch and to those of his siblings, Adam and Caecilia.  Joseph Rauch, who had one
child got 32 florins.  Adam Rauch, with two children received 64 fl.  Caecilia Rausch, the wife of Martin Seidl,
who had four children received 128 fl.  The Orphan Office handled the money according to existing rules, which
gave only annual interest on the capital to the children until the age of maturity.

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)
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VINEYARD TITLE,  PAUL TUNNER,  PEST  1727
Lib. 1, F. 106, No. 31 (TunnerPaulPVa.)

Paulus Tunder (Tunner) and his wedded wife Catharina take equal use and ownership title of a vineyard in
the local Mount Steinbrucher (Kőbánya Hegy) located under the Kusthigl on the hill adjacent to No. 33
and marked with No. 31, which in size measures 1/4 and 6/8 parts.  Paul Tunder has had the said vineyard
since 1721, and little by little he began to plant and to build, earlier the sixth and seventh parcels, then the
third, fourth and fifth parcels.  Now that the said place is completely planted,  the Land Office approved
the granting of the property right.

May the two persons named at the beginning enjoy and use the property as they wish in accordance with
the Land Office laws.   Pest, 1 September 1727

OWNERSHIP HISTORY OF VINEYARD No. 31
Book 8, Folia 16

A vineyard on the local Mount Steinbrucher (Kőbánya Hegy) under Kusthügel (Kusthill) next to No.33;
when established in anno 1721 it measured in length and width 40 yards, but in 1722 the breadth was 30
yards and the length 46 yards, in all 7/8 parts in size.
According to the new survey, the vineyard now has a breadth of 26 yards 4 feet at the bottom and 42
yards at the top and the length is 164 yards, 1/4 and 6/8 parts in size.

Paul Tunder  (Tunner)
Johann Tunner inherited from father Paul.
p.n.  Martin Glass bought it from the Orphan Office for 280 florins.
In 1774 a part was taken and attached to No.671, therefore this No.(31) now has 24 yards  1 foot in front,
14 yards 3 feet in the rear and equal lengths of 168 yards, 71/2 eighths in size.
p.n. Ferdinandus Uhrmann bought this part for 120 florins in the same year.

VINEYARD TITLE,  PAUL TUNNER,  PEST  1732
(TunnerPaulPVb.)

Paul Tunner and his wedded wife Catharina receive equal use and ownership title of a vineyard situated in
the local Mount Steinbrucher (Kőbánya Hegy) at the village of Rákos Field on Santberg hill between No.
217 and No. 221 and marked with No. 218.  In size it measures 7/8 parts and while formerly this vineyard
rightfully belonged to Stephan Morbai, he now after some fair dealing lets the earlier named Paul Tunner
have it for 55 florins.  Below, the local Land Office approved the granting of the usual ownership title.

May the persons named at the beginning enjoy the use of the property and the Land Office is correct.

Pest, 15 September 1732

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

TunnerPaulVabt.
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VINEYARD TITLE,  PAUL TUNNER,  PEST  1749
Book 2, F. 259 (TunnerPaulPVc.)

Paul Tuner, receives use and ownership title of vineyard situated in Mount Steinbrucher (Kőbánya Hegy)
on Santberg, part of 226 parcel and marked with No. 259, which in size measures 71/2 eighths parts.  And
the recipient of the said ownership title took possession of this vineyard.
So it be .... the same, etc.

Pest, 27 September, 1749

OWNERSHIP HISTORY OF VINEYARD No. 259
Book 8

A vineyard on the local Mount Steinbrucher (Kőbánya Hegy) on Santberg in the No. 226 parcel and
measured in breadth 28 yards and in length 94 yards, 61/2 eighths parts in 1737.
Now it is divided into two parts one part of which is No. 259 large  ……………  4/8 part
The other is No. 259 small  ……………………………………………………...  2/8 part
In 1780 it was resurveyed and had in the front 28 yards, in the back 22 yards and in length 128 yards.
Paulus Tunder / Johann Tunner, following that Albert Tunner inherited it.
Michael Kun and Mathias Kühl bought it in 1773 for 303 florins.  Then Mathias Kühl was
The sole owner.
p.n.  Georg Hüeber bought it in 1780 for 273 florins.

VINEYARD TITLE,  PAUL TUNNER,  PEST  1749
Book 2, F. 346, No. 344 (TunnerPaulPVd.)

Paul Tunner, receives use and ownership title of a local vineyard situated in Mount Steinbrucher
(Kőbánya Hegy) in Lerchen-Valley adjacent to No. 343 and marked with No. 344, which in size measures
1/4 and 7/8 parts.  And the recipient of the said ownership title took possession of this vineyard.
So it be .... the same, etc.

Pest, 27 September, 1749

OWNERSHIP HISTORY OF VINEYARD No. 344
Book 8

A vineyard on the local Mount Steinbrucher (Kőbánya Hegy) in Lerchen-Valley adjacent to No. 343
measured in breadth 20 yards and in length 24 yards ………………………...…  1/8
In 1737, breadth 28 yards 4 feet, length 60 yards ……………………………….  4/8
The same in 1740 ………………………..……………………………….………  6/8
New measurements in 1747 in front 22 yards, in rear 34 yards,
length 216 yards …………………………………………………………….……  1/4 & 7/8
Paul Tunner

p.n.  Anna Maria Höppler bought it in 1784 for 650 florins.

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

TunnerPaulPVcdt.
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Year 1929

Matriculation Examination (written)

There were two groups of students. In Group ‘A’ there were 43 regular students. In Group ‘B’ there
were 43 regular and 1 private students. The examinations were held on the days of May 10 through 22.
For the performance of the examinations the honorable Secretary of Education appointed dr. József Huszti
university professor for Group ‘A’, and Kálmán Bertolák lyceum director for Group ‘B’.

The material of the written examination was the same for both groups.
a.) Hungarian language: The poetry of József Eötvös in relation to the leading ideas of the 19th century.

b.) Latin language: Translation of Albius Tibullus elegy book I, 1.41 through 1.68.

c.) German language: das menschliche Leben in Schiller’s ‘Lied von der Glocke’ or the translation of
the
Hungarian text of the work called ‘The blue cave of Bus’ into German.

Mathematics:
1.) There are three geometric progressions. The first members of the progressions form a geometric
progression, the factor of which is ½. The factors of the three geometric progressions form an arithmetic
progression with a difference of 2. The sum of the second members of the three geometric progression is
58 and the sum of the first three members of the third geometric progression is 114.
Define the three geometric progressions.
2.) The radii of two intersecting circles are r1 = 5 and r2 = 8.6603 cm. The distance between the centers
of the two circles is 10 cm. Calculate the common area of the two intersecting circles.

The results of the matriculation test.

Excellent: A.) group:. Balkányi,………. B.) group: rumai Eger Zita….

Good: A.) group.: Ábrahám , ……., Mária Fitzthum,
…

(The girls had studied 9 subjects in their final year:

Hungarian German French Latin
History Geography Mathematics Natural Sciences Philosophy

I left out Physical Exercise and Behavior, which were also graded. They had to pass all those subjects in order to
participate in the matriculation examinations, which consisted of a written and an oral examination. The girls had
to pass the written examination in order to progress to the oral examination. Matriculation had three passing
grades: Excellent, Good and Satisfactory.)

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel.)

VitzthumMariaSRt.
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(VitzthumRudolphPH3.) Description of property to be appropriated

Item description Value Comments
koronas
(crowns)

a.) a house with one kitchen and two Income 330 koronas
rooms, built of various materials, Taxes:
tile roof, gutters installed, fireproof state 58.08 kr
3.1 meter high ceiling, without cellar, excise 18.00
all in quite good condition, the rooms county 14.52
have wooden floors the kitchen floor property 11.22
is covered with bricks. 2652 road 00.88

health 1.76
b.) second building built of various
materials, roof partly tar paper Total tax 104.46 kr
partly sheet metal. 5.3 meter long
internally divided into two parts It is noted that there is no lien

or mortgage recorded in the land
c-f.)  Empty lot 4168 records against the owner.

(VitzthumRudolphPH4.) Description of ownership of property to be appropriated

No. 869 house at 36 Horgony street
B. Ownership register
1.)  Widowed Mrs. Rudolf Fitzthum born Sarolta Ádám,  50 percent, based on the purchase deed (1872,
May 16 under No. 3879)
2.)   Fitzthum, Irma, married name Mrs. János Faska, 10 percent
3.)   Fitzthum, Katalin, 10 percent (she was already dead)
4.)   Fitzthum, Károly, 10 percent
5.)   Fitzthum, Gizella, married name Mrs. Gyula Bruckner, 10 percent
6.)   Fitzthum, Ilka, married name Mrs. Rezsö (Rudolf) Fodor, 10 percent

All five (children) on the basis of inheritance law had one fifth of the property (1879, March 25 under No.
2769/  1883, November 14 under No. 7225).

7.)   Based on  the I-III district Court’s spousal succession decision under No. 1902-22/5 and dated 1903,
March 28, on April 28 of the same year, the 1/10 part of the No. 869 property inherited by Katalin
Fitzthum was awarded to
Rezsö Fodor ( Crown Sergeant, district I, Alkotás street 34).

(Rudolf Fitzthum, the father of the above children was born as Heinrich Rudolf Vitzthum.  His name was later changed to
Fitzthum to assure that Hungarians will pronounce the German ‘V’ in Vitzthum correctly.  He and his wife Sarolta purchased the
house together in 1872.  Rudolf  died in May, 1879.  The 1/10 ownership of the property is the paternal inheritance of the five
children.  In 1900, Rezsö Fodor married Fitzthum Katalina, who died one or two years later and on May 5, 1903 Fodor married
her sister Ilka Fitzthum.)

(Notes like this are those of the translator Eugene Vitzthum Bercel)

VitzthumRudolphPHt.
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From the author’s maternal ancestry, the d’Hennezel family from 1517 to 1734; drawn in 1734
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Description Code Description Code

ARCHIVES CHURCHES
Hungary Austria
Bercel,  family archive A00   Graz
Budapest Fővárosi Levéltár  (Capital Archive) St. Peter R.C. church C23
  Anyakönyvi Osztály (vital records after 1895) A35 From the R.C. Bishop Achive in Graz
  School Records A56 Heiligen Blut R.C. church C22
  Pest St. Leonhard R.C. church C24
  Tanácsi Jegyzőköny (City Council records)    1002/a A01 St. Veit R.C. church C25
  Testamenta et Inventaria (wills & probate)        02/cc A03 Eisenstadt
  Belvárosi házak (inner city houses)                    15/c A06   St. Margarethen, St Margareth church records
  Szöllők (vinyards)                                               15/f A07   from the R.C. Bishop Archive in Eisentadt C26
  Buda Germany
  Tanácsi Jegyzőköny (City Council records)   1002/a A09   Altdorf bei Nürnberg (Bavaria) church records
  Puppilaria (orphan matters)                                02/p A10   from the Lutheran Archive in Regensburg C29a
  Testamenta  (wills)                                             02/y A11   Pyrbaum (Bavaria) church records
   Inventories (probate records)                             02/z A12   from the Lutheran Archive in Regensburg C29b
  Budai házak (houses in Buda)                            09/c A13   Rasch (Bavaria), Lutheran church C30
  Budai szöllők (vinyards in Buda)                       09/c A14 Hungary
  Polgári perek (civil lawsuits)                             14/d A15   Pest-Buda
  Tanácsi Iratok  (Tabán)                              IV.1407/b A16    Bercel,  family archive C00
Vác    Szt. Anna R.C. church in Felső Viziváros C01
   Váci Püspöki Gazdasági Levéltár  (Episcopal Archive) A17    Belvárosi Plébánia R.C. church (Inner City) C02
Slovakia    Krisztinaváros R.C. church C04
 Pozsony (Pressburg - Bratislava)    German Lutheran church in Buda Castle C05
 Archiv Hlavného Mesta SR Bratislava    Terézváros R.C. church C07
 Carpenters' Guild List of Pozsony, 1812 A18    Szt. Katalin R.C. church in Tabán C09
Austria    Újpest R.C. church C18
  Vienna Standesamt, Austria A57    Lutheran church in Újpest C19
Hungary Alcsút , Reformed church C10
Buda,  Kiscelli Photo Museum A58 Kiskunfélegyháza , R.C. church C11

Vác , Szt. Mihály R.C. church C14
Slovakia

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS   Pozsony (Bratislava)
  German Lutheran church, from LDS m.film &

Hungary   from Archiv Hlavného Mesta SR C13
 book: 'Buda és Pest Név és Cim Jegyzéke' 1867-1928   Statny Oblastny Archiv
 (Name and address register of Buda-Pest, 1867-1928) B04   Beczkó  (now Betzov ) Lutheran church C16
 book: ’Adalékok Budapest Székesfőváros   Vág-Újhely  (now Nové Mesto Nadváhom),
 történetéhez' (Data for the History of Budapest)    Lutheran - Catholic church C17
 by Schmall Lajos, Budapest 1899 B06   (from Statny Oblastny Archiv in Bratislava)
book:  Dr. Illyefalvi, 'Burgher Book of Buda' B29
book: Dr.  Illyefalvi, 'Burgher Book of Pest' B30

The code numbers are not continuous.    The missing code numbers are sources for
   the author's maternal ancestors.

SOURCES:   ARCHIVES,  BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS,  CHURCHES

Page 1 of  1
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Church Records (images of which are presented in the genealogy report in Book 1)  (CB birth; CM marriage; CD death)

File name Contents of Record Date Church Event Place Source

AdamIstvanIICB. son of István I, husband of Susanna Sebők 1816, Dec. 15 HU 1 Reformed church Alcsút, Hungary HNL
AdamJulianaCB. sister of Sarolta 1839, Nov. 17 HU 1 Reformed church Alcsút, Hungary HNL
AdamSaroltaCB. wife of Rudolf Vitzthum 1842, Feb 7 HU 1 Reformed church Alcsút, Hungary HNL
BlaskovicCatharinaCD. first wife of Paul I Madutka 1768, Apr. 21 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
CzaganyJoannesCB. probably the father of Elisabeth and Stephan 1747, Jul 6 HU 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
CzaganyStephanCB. probably the brother of Elisabeth 1783, Dec 25 HU 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
DauphinAnnaMariaCB. wife of Johann Vitzthum II 1763, Sep. 1 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
DauphinHansCMb. Johann's scond marriage; with Magdalena Hildner 1696, Aug. 4 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
DauphinJohannICB. son of Johann, died as a child 1697, July 19 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
DauphinMichaelCB. husband of Elisabeth Fürst, father of Anna Maria 1703, May 1 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
DauphinMichaelCM. Michael married  Elisabeth Fürst in Altdorf bei Nürnberg 1743, Apr. 16 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
EiberHerminaCD. Carl Borom Kopper's first wife 1877, Apr. 17 HU 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
FerlCatharinaCB. sister of Maria Ferl the wife of Johann Khummer 1643, Sep. 28 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria C22
FerlJacobCD. the father of Maria and Catharina Ferl 1691, Mar, 13 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
FerlMariaCMa. Maria's first marriage; to Blasius Scheinpacher 1661, Feb. 6 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
FürstElisabethCB. daughter of Heinrich, wife of Michael Dauphin 1720, Jan. 22 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
FürstHansCMb. father of Heinrich, 2nd marr. to Margareta (N.) Engelhart 1680, Oct. 19 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
FürstHeinrichCB. from 1st marriage of Hans, father of Elisabeth 1676, Nov. 21 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
FürstHeinrichCM. marriage with Barbara Silberhorn, daughter of Georg 1707, Feb. 7 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
HildnerHansIICM. married Margarita Wüten (parents of Magdalena) 1664, Jul. 11 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
HildnerMagdalenaCB. daughter of Hans II, later wife of Hans Dauphin 1676, Jul. 3 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
HochwarterCatharinaCD. wife of Paul Tunner 1759, May 7 LA 1 Inner City church Pest, Hungary HNL
HochwarterCatharinaCMb. second marriage; to Franz Hammer 1753, Aug. 6 LA 1 Inner City church Pest, Hungary HNL
IvanyiAdamCB. son of Stephan, brother of Joannes 1783, Dec. 24 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiFranciscaCB. daughter of Ladislaus, wife of Carl B. Kopper 1859, Jan. 10 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiJoannesICB. son of Stephan, husband of Elisabeth Czagány 1779, Jan. 28 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiJoannesICD. husband of Elisabeth Czagány 1833, Dec. 23 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiJoannesICMb. second marriage; to Elisabeth Czagány 1811, Oct. 28 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiLadislausCB. son of Joannes, husband of Rozália Viza 1829, Feb. 14 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiLadislausCM. married Rozália Viza 1856, Feb. 3 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiStephanICB. son of  Paulus, husband of Barbara Batsa 1745, Jul. 19 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
IvanyiStephanICM. married Barbara Batsa 1773, Jan. 31 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
KellnerAnnaCD. first wife of Mathias Kopper 1838, Oct. 5 LA 1 Krisztinaváros Buda, Hungary HNL
KhummerJohannCB. son of Caspar, husband of Maria Ferl 1649, Oct. 25 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
KhummerJohannCM. married widow Maria (Scheinpacher) Ferl daugh.of Jacob Fe1674, Feb. 4 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23

Language
& Pages
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Church Records (images of which are presented in the genealogy report in Book 1)  (CB birth; CM marriage; CD death)

File name Contents of Record Date Church Event Place Source
Language

& Pages

KhummerMariaCB. daughter of Peter, wife of Johannn Georg Kopper 1722, May. 20 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
KhummerMariaCD. wife and widow of Johannn Georg Kopper 1780, Mar. 27 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria C22
KhummerPeterCB. son of Johann, husband of Maria Löckher 1676, May 28 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
KhummerPeterCD. husband of Maria Löckher 1734, Jan. 30 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
KhummerPeterCM. married Maria Löckher, daughter of Georg 1705, May 24 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
KopperAndreasCB. son of Jacob, husband of Cunicunda Marholdt 1683, Oct. 24 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
KopperAndreasCMa. first marriage; with Maria Marholdt, daughter of Jacob 1708, Aug. 5 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
KopperAndreasCMb. second marriage; with Magdalena Kielhauser 1720, Jun. 23 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
KopperCarlBorICB. son of Mathias, husband of Francisca Ivány 1840, Aug. 31 LA 1 Krisztinaváros Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperCarlBorICD. husband of Hermina Eiber & Francisca Ivány 1890, Aug 5 LA 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperCarlBorICMa. married Hermina Eiber, daughter of Ferenc 1870, May 21 HU 1 Krisztinaváros Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperCarlBorICMb. married Francisca Ivány 1887, Feb. 7 HU 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperFranzICD. husband of Elisabeth Jung, brother of Mathias 1879, Jun. 20 HU 1 Viziváros, St. Anna Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperJacobCD. husband of Stadlhofer, father of Andreas 1736, Jan. 31 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
KopperJacobCM. married Maria Stadlhofer, parents of Andreas 1681, May 4 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria C22
KopperJGeorgCB. son of Andreas, husband of Maria Khummer 1715, Apr. 23 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
KopperJGeorgCD. husband of Maria Khummer 1773, Feb. 13 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria BAG
KopperJGeorgCM. married Maria Khummer, daughter of Peter 1750, Nov. 22 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria BAG
KopperJohannICB. son of Johann Georg, husband of Julianna Ott 1753, Oct. 12 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria BAG
KopperJohannICD. husband of Julianna Ott, father of Mathias 1810, Oct. 9 LA 1 Viziváros, St. Anna Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperJohannICM. married widow Julianna (Steinhauser) Ott 1783, Jan. 13 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperJohannIICD. son of Johann I, husband of Anna Herzog 1829, Apr. 24 LA 1 Viziváros, St. Anna Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperJosephMCB. son of Mathias, brother of Carl Borom 1855, Mar. 12 LA 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperJosephMCD. son of Mathias, brother of Carl Borom 1894, Dec. 14 HU 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperJosephMCM. brother of Carl Borom married Julianna Juratska 1883, Apr. 16 HU 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperMagdalenaCD. sister of Mathias, married Johann Mürschberger 1870, May 28 HU 1 Viziváros, St. Anna Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperMariaICB. daughter of Andreas, sister of Johann Georg 1711, May 9 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
KopperMariaVCBx. daughter of Carl Borom I, wife of Karl Vitzthum 1878, Nov. 2 HU 2 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperMariaVCD. mother of Rezső (Vitzthum) Bercel 1972, Feb. 11 HU 1 Buda, Hungary RVB
KopperMathiasCD. widower of Theresia Scharinger, father of Carl B. 1882, Apr. 17 HU 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperMathiasCMa. 1st marriage; with widow Anna (Kellner) Populus 1828, Aug. 25 LA 1 Krisztinaváros Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperMathiasCMb. 2nd marriage; with Theresia Scharinger, daughter of Joseph 1839, Nov. 21 LA 1 Krisztinaváros Buda, Hungary HNL
KopperTheresiaIICD. sister of Mathias, married Johann Blau 1860, Feb. 5 LA 1 Viziváros, St. Anna Buda, Hungary HNL
KosnarElisabeth.CD first wife of Georg Madutka 1794, Apr. 6 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
LockherGeorgICD. father of Maria, husband of Madalena Hiefl 1687, Feb. 24 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
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LockherGeorgICMa. first marriage; with Barbara Lang widow of Jacob 1677, Feb. 21 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
LockherGeorgICMb. second marriage; with Magdalena Hiefl, daughter of Georg 1681, Jan. 19 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
LockherMariaCB. daughter of Georg, wife of Peter Khummer 1687, Mar. 13 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
LockherMariaCD. wife of Peter Khummer 1749, Mar. 30 GE 1 St. Peter Graz, Austria C23
MadutkaCatharinaIIICB. daughter of George, 3rd wife of Johann Vitzthum II 1807, May 25 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
MadutkaCatharinaIIICD. wife of Johann Vitzthum II, mother of Rudolf 1861, Jul. 14 GE 1 German Lutheran Pozsony, Hungary C13
MadutkaGeorgCB. son of Paul, husband of Catharina Vilin 1756, Mar. 27 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
MadutkaGeorgCMa. first marriage; with Elisabeth Kosnár 1782, Nov. 3 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
MadutkaGeorgCMb. second marriage; with Catharina Vilin, daughter of Johann 1794, May 18 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
MadutkaJoannesICD. father of Paul, husband of Catharina N. 1767, Jan. 29 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
MarholdtBartholmCD. father of Jacob, husband of Gertrud Jäger 1687, Feb. 3 GE 1 St Veit Graz, Austria BAG
MarholdtBartholmCMa. first marriage; with Gertrud Jäger 1643, Feb. 8 GE 1 St Veit Graz, Austria BAG
MarholdtCunicundaCB. daughter of Jacob, wife of Andreas Koper 1685, Feb. 24 GE 1 St Veit Graz, Austria BAG
MarholdtJacobCD. husband of Maria Magdalena, second wife 1716, Mar. 21 GE 1 St. Leonhard Graz, Austria BAG
MarholdtJacobCMa. 1st marriage;  with Christina Cummer 1676, Nov. 22 GE 1 Hl. Blut Graz, Austria BAG
MarholdtMariaCB. daughter of Jacob 1679, Aug. 30 GE 1 St Veit Graz, Austria BAG
MarholdtMMagdalena(N)CD. second wife of Jacob Marholdt 1699, Dec. 16 GE 1 St Veit Graz, Austria BAG
OttAndreasCD. husband of Maria Rothmonch, father of Joseph 1716, Dec. 29 LA 1 St. Mihály Vác, Pest megye HNL
OttChristianCB. son of Andreas & Maria Rothmonch 1716, Feb. 12 LA 1 St. Mihály Vác, Pest megye HNL
OttJohannICMb. marriage of Johann to Anna Weissin 1695, May 25 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttJosephIICB. (Joannes) Joseph, son of Andreas, husband of Eva Tunner 1699, Nov. 4 LA 1 St. Mihály Vác, Pest megye HNL
OttJosephIICD. husband of Eva Tunner, father of Julianna 1769, Sep. 23 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttJosephIICMa. first marriage; with Elisabeth Stumerau 1725, Jan. 28 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttJosephIICMb. second marriage; with Rosina Gerhauser 1730, Oct. 1 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttJosephIICMc. third marriage; with widow Catharina (Schmid) Reitter 1737, Jun. 24 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttJosephIICMd. fourth marriage; with Eva Tunner, daughter of Paul 1750, Aug. 4 LA 1 Inner City church Pest, Hungary HNL
OttJuliannaCD. wife of Johann Kopper, mother of Mathias 1844, May 16 HU 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttJuliannaCMa. first marriage; with Franciscus Steinhauser, son of Philipp 1778, Mar. 2 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttMElisabethCB. daughter of Joseph II Ott & Eva Tunner 1754, Jan. 8 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
OttRothmonchMariaCMb. M. Catharina, widow of Andreas Ott, married Franz Ery 1720, Feb. 4 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
RauschCaeciliaCMa. wife of Martin Seidl, 1st marriage with Stephan Teichtmann 1758, Jan. 8 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
ScharingerJosephICD. husband of Theresia Seidl, father of Theresia 1829, Feb. 20 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
ScharingerTheresiaCD. 2nd wife of Mathias Kopper, daughter of Joseph 1871, Dec. 7 HU 1 St. Katalina,Tabán Buda, Hungary HNL
SeidlMartinCMa. first marriage; with Catharina Aigner 1757, Oct. 2 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
SeidlMartinCMb. 2nd marriage; with widow Caecilia (Teichtmann) Rausch 1764, May 3 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
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SeidlTheresiaCD. wife of Joseph Scharinger, mother of Theresia Scharinger 1836, Jun. 11 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
SilberhornCatharinaCB. daughter of Adam Stephan Silberhorn 1655, May 15 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
SilberhornGeorgCB. son of Adam Stephan, husband of Barbara II N. 1657, Nov. 2 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
SilberhornMichaelCB. son of Georg and Babara II N. 1692, Dec. 8 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
SteinhauserFranzCD. first husband of Julianna Ott 1781, Sep. 14 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
TunnerMartinCM. married Eva II N., widow of Stephan Gerhardt 1685, Nov. 25 GE 1 St. Margarethen St. Marg. Burgerland BAE
TunnerMEvaCB. daughter of Paul, wife of Joseph II Ott 1730, Dec. 31 LA 1 Inner City church Pest, Hungary HNL
TunnerMEvaCD. wife of Joseph II Ott, mother of Julianna and Johann III 1815, Aug. 10 LA 1 St Anna, Viziváros Buda, Hungary HNL
TunnerPaulCB. son of Martin, husband of Catharina Hochwarter 1693, Jan. 15 GE 1 St. Margarethen St. Marg. Burgerland BAE
TunnerPaulCD. husband of Catharina Hochwarter, father of Eva 1753, Feb. 27 LA 1 Inner City church Pest, Hungary HNL
TunnerSusannaIICB. daughter of Paul Tunner & Catharina Hochwarter 1736, Jul. 27 LA 1 Inner City church Pest, Hungary HNL
VilinAnnaCM. sister of Catharina married Adam Dorotka 1794, Oct. 5 LA 1 Luth. (in RC church) Vág-Újhely, Hungary C17
VilinCatharinaCB. daughter of Johann, 2nd wife of George Madutka 1769, Aug. 8 LA 1 Luth. (in RC church) Vág-Újhely, Hungary C17
Vitzthum(Bercel)JenoCBx. son of Rezső and Mária Guzik 1932, Jun. 5 HU 1 Lutheran Church Újpest, Hungary C19
Vitzthum(Bercel)JenoCM. marriage with Éva Nemesvári 1957, Feb 11 GE 2 Official registry Vienna, Austria RVV
Vitzthum(Bercel)RezsoCaBx. son of Károly, husband of Mária Guzik 1901, Mar. 20 HU 2 Official registry Buda, Hungary RVB
Vitzthum(Bercel)RezsoCBx. son of Károly, husband of Mária Guzik 1901, Mar. 20 HU 4 German Lutheran Buda, Hungary A00
VitzthumRezsoBercelCMx. married Mária Guzik, daughter of Ferenc Guzik 1931, Aug. 24 HU 2 Official registry Ujpest, Hungary RVB
VitzthumGeorgICB. son of Hans I, brother of Hans II 1623, Jun. 7 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumGeorgIICB. son of Hans II, husband of Anna Maier 1656, Jul. 12 GE 1 St. Michael, Rasch Rasch, Bavaria C30
VitzthumGeorgIICM. married Anna Maier, daughter of Peter Maier 1676, Feb. 7 GE 1 Luth. Ch. Pyrbaum Pyrbaum, Bavaria C29
VitzthumGeorgIIICB. son of Stephan I, husband of Margaretha Sussner 1719, Apr. 18 GE 1 Luth. Ch. Pyrbaum Pyrbaum, Bavaria C29
VitzthumGeorgIIICMx. married Margaretha Sussner, daughter of Hans 1751, Aug. 10 GE 2 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumGeorgIVCB. son of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin 1792, Oct. 5 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumHansICM. son of Ulrich married Anna Brunner, daughter of Wolf 1619, May 3 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumHansIICB. son of Hans I, husband of Cunicunda Stickfinster 1620, Feb. 15 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumHansIICM. married Cunicunda Stickfinster, daughter of Hans I 1646, Apr. 12 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumJohannICB. son of Georg III, husband of Anna Maria Dauphin 1756, Oct. 30 GE 1 Luth. Ch. Pyrbaum Pyrbaum, Bavaria C29
VitzthumJohannICM. married Anna Maria Dauphin, daughter of Michael 1782, Sep. 20 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumJohannIICB. son of Johann I, husband of Catharina III Madutka 1794, Oct. 30 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumJohannIICD. Johann II, husband of Catharina III Madutka 1857, Jun. 24 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumJohannIICMa. 1st marriage; with Theresia Tauenschmidt, father Sigmund 1813, Feb. 22 GE 1 German Lutheran Pozsony, Hungary C13
VitzthumJohannIICMb. 2nd marriage; with Elisabeth Moravek, father Georg 1834, May 25 GE 1 German Lutheran Pozsony, Hungary C13
VitzthumJohannIICMcx. 3rd marriage; with Catharina Madutka, father Georg 1835, Aug. 16 GE 2 German Lutheran Pozsony, Hungary C13
VitzthumJohFriedCB. son of Johann II & Theresia Tauenschmidt 1813, Nov. 22 GE 1 German Lutheran Pozsony, Hungary C13
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VitzthumKarolyCB. son of Rudolf, husband of Maria Kopper 1873, Sep. 15 HU 1 German Lutheran Buda, Hungary A00
VitzthumKarolyCMx. married Maria Kopper, daughter of Carl B. Kopper 1898, Jan. 27 HU 4 German Lutheran Buda, Hungary A00
VitzthumLujzaCBx. daughter of Károly and Maria Kopper 1899, Jan. 2 HU 2 Buda, Hungary RVB
VitzthumMargaretaICB. daughter of Johann Vitzthum I 1783, Apr. 17 GE 1 St. Laurentius Altdorf bei Nürnberg C29
VitzthumMariaCBx. daughter of Károly and Maria Kopper 1910, Nov. 21 HU 2 Buda, Hungary RVB
VitzthumRudolfCB. son of Johann II, husband of Sarolta Ádám 1840, Sep. 23 GE 1 German Lutheran Pozsony, Hungary C13
VitzthumRudolfCD. husband of Sarolta Ádám, father of Károly 1878, May 31 GE 1 German Lutheran Buda, Hungary HNL
VitzthumRudolfCM. married Sarolta Ádám, daughter of István II 1866, Jan. 25 GE 1 German Lutheran Buda, Hungary HNL
VitzthumStephanICB. son of Georg I, husband of Anna Eder 1693, Jan. 21 GE 1 Luth. Ch. Pyrbaum Pyrbaum, Bavaria C29
VitzthumStephanICM. married Anna Eder, daughter of Leonhard 1718, Sep. 27 GE 1 Luth. Ch. Pyrbaum Pyrbaum, Bavaria C29
VizaRozaliaCB. daughter of István Stephan I Viza, wife of Ladislaus Ivány 1838, Mar. 4 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
VizaStephanICM. married Rozalia Kocsis, origin unkown 1828, Apr. 22 LA 1 Sarlós Boldogassz. Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL
VlzekEvaCD. widow of Paul I Madutka from second marriage 1792, Mar. 8 LA 1 Reformed Church Beczkó, Hungary C16
ZbudilAnnaCD. wife of Johann Vilin, mother of Anna & Catharina 1776, Jan. 7 LA 1 Luth. (in RC church) Vág-Újhely, Hungary C17

Name changes for locations originally in Hungary Abriviations
since 1918 in Slovakia Boldogassz.  = Boldogasszony
Beczkó       = now Beczov in Slovakia St. Marg.      =  St. Magarethen
Pozsony     = now Bratislava in Slovakia Stat. Oblast. =  Statni Oblastni
Vág-Újhely = Nové Mesto Nad Váhom in Slovakia CBx, CDx, CMx = more than 1 page long

CMa, CMb = CMa occurred before CMb
Locations GE = German
Austria records 154 HU = Hungarian
  Graz, St. Margarethen images 168 LA = Latin
Hungary
 Buda, Pest, Alcsút, Kiskúnfélegyháza HNL = Hungarian national Archive
Germany BAE = Bishp Archive of Eisenstadt
  Altdorf bei Nürnberg, Pyrbaum, Rasch German 73 BAG = Bishp Archive of Graz

Slovakia Hungarian 24 RVB = Registry of Vital Records of Budapest
Beczkó, Pozsony, Vág-Újhely Latin 57 RVV = Registry of Vital Records of Vienna

Cxy from table: 'Sources by Kind & Country'

Language

Material
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1 A09- 1 HochenwarterBRCx. Request to Buda City Council to settle paternal inheritence 1733, Feb. 23 DE 5 IV.1002/A, Buda No., 434
12 A03- 12 HochwarterCatharinaLIx. Inventory, auction and distribution of Catharina's estate 1759, May 15 DE 12 IV.1202/CC, 772
17 A01- 17 TunnerCatharinaRC. The Pest Council ratifies inventory and distribution of estate 1760, Jan. 21 DE 1 IV.1202/CC
2 A11- 2 KopperAnHerzogLWx. Inventory of the legacy of Anna, wife of Johann II Kopper 1837, Nov. 22 DE 7 IV.1002/Z, 543-II
1 A13- 1 KopperFranzPHx. Franz and his wife Elizabeth buy #264 house in Viziváros 1832, May 8 DE 2 IV.1009/C, Buda
2 A09- 2 KopperFranzRCax. Franz admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1823, Aug. 8 LA 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
3 A09- 3 KopperFranzRCb. Franz and his wife Elisabeth repaid their mortgage to Salamon 1843, Sep. 29 HU 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
4 A09- 4 KopperJohanIIRC. Johann II admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1809, Aug. 11 LA 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
2 A13- 2 KopperJohannIPHx. The purchase and sale of #77, later #299 house in Viziváros 1784 & 1846 DE 3 IV.1009/C, Buda, L2&L11
5 A09- 5 KopperJohannIRCa. Johann I admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1783, Jan. 3 LA 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
6 A09- 6 KopperJohannIRCb. List of new burghers, who took the oath and paid their dues 1784 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
7 A09- 7 KopperJohannIRCc. Receipts for cooper work done by Johann for town of Buda 1801 & 1803 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
8 A09- 8 KopperJohannIRCd. A loan from Steinhauser was re-registered 1805, May 1 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
9 A09- 9 KopperJohannIRCe. A loan from the Steinhauser family was  paid off 1807, Jul. 24 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
3 A13- 3 KopperMathiasPHx. Mathias buys house on Szarvas street in Tabán in 1841, their 1841, Aug. 21 DE 3 IV.1009/C, Buda, L?-P340

3.1 A13- KopperMathiasPHx. descendents sold it to city of Budapest in 1910 for development 1909 HU IV.1407/B, 117407/1909
1 A14- 1 KopperMathiasPVax. Mathias and first wife buy two vineyards on Gellérthegy 1832, Sep. 28 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L63-P277
2 A14- 2 KopperMathiasPVb. Mathias inherits vineyard on Ochsenberg from his 1'st wife 1839, Sep. 6 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L69-P224
3 A14- 3 KopperMathiasPVcx. Mathias inherits a vineyard on Gellérthegy from 1'st wife, 1839, Sep. 6 DE 3 IV.1009/C, L69-P225

3.1 A14- KopperMathiasPVcx. the same vineyard transferred to orphans of his first wife 1839, Sep. 6 DE IV.1009/C, L69-P226
4 A14- 4 KopperMathiasPVdx. Mathias inherits vineyard on Marxgraben from his mother 1840, May 15 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L70-P50

10 A09- 10 KopperMathiasRCa. Mathias admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1816, Oct. 25 LA 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
11 A09- 11 KopperMathiasRCbx. One record about 2'nd marriage, two about guardianship 1841/1842 LD 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
1 A16- 1 KopperMathiasROax. Mathias borrows 700 florins from his mother Juliana Ott 1839, Mar. 1 DE 2 IV.1002/Z, Buda
2 A16- 2 KopperMathiasROb. Receipt of Mathias' inheritance from mother Juliana Ott ~1846 DE 1 IV.1002/Z, Buda
4 A13- 4 KopperTheresiaPHx. Theresia, Johann II's daughter buys sister's share of house 1838, Aug. 24 DE 2 IV.1009/C, Buda, L?-168
1 A17- 1 OttAndreasROx. Andreas on the tax list of the church estate of the Bishop of Vác 1714, Apr. 24 LH 3 XXIII 11a-5
5 A14- 5 OttCatharinaPVx. Catherina sold the vineyard, her marriage gift from father Joseph 1755, Aug. 1 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L14-P633
6 A14- 6 OttJohannIIIPVa. Johann III  & Juliana inherit parents' vineyard, Johann pays Juliana 1795, Jan. 26 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L32-P181
7 A14- 7 OttJohannIIIPVb. Johann III inherits parents' vineyard on Gellérthegy 1816, Apr. 20 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L52-P118

7.1 A14- OttJohannIIIPVba. Translation of above 2 documents 1
5 A13- 5 OttJosephIIIPHx. Johann III's son Joseph III & daughter Rosina inherit parents' house 1834, Sep. 5 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L9-F272
3 A11- 3 OttJosephIILWx. The last testament of Joseph II Ott 1769, Jul. 11 DE 4 IV.1002/Y, 1786-I
6 A13- 6 OttJosephIIPHax. 1. Joseph wine grower buys house in Viziváros for 40 florins 1730, Aug. 26 DE 3 IV.1009/C, L1-P262

6.1 A13- OttJosephIIPHax. 2. Joseph sells the above house for 360 florins 1738, Dec. 23 DE IV.1009/C, L2-F76
7 A13- 7 OttJosephIIPHbx. 1. Joseph and Maria Elisabeth register house from her late spouse 1740, Apr. 21 DE 3 IV.1009/C, L2-F78

Code
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7.1 A13- OttJosephIIPHbx. 2. Joseph sells above house in Viziváros for 320 florins 1740, Jul. 21 DE IV.1009/C, L2-F82
8 A13- 8 OttJosephIIPHcx. Joseph and wife buy house in Viziváros on Croaten gasse, 800 fl. 1740, Jul. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L1-F122

8.1 A13- OttJosephIIPHcx. Johann III  & Juliana inherit parents' above house, Johann pays sister 1816, Apr. 20 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L8-F57
8.2 A13- OttJosephIIPHcx. Joseph III and sister Rosina inherit from father grandfather's house 1834, Sep. 5 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L9-P273
8 A14- 8 OttJosephIIPVa. Urban Gerhauser buys vineyard, 1/2 of which inherited by Joseph 1728, Apr. 3 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L8-P374
9 A14- 9 OttJosephIIPVb. Joseph and new wife Catharina register above part of vineyard 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P214

10 A14- 10 OttJosephIIPVc. Joseph sells above vineyard part in Pálvölgy, Buda 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P215
11 A14- 11 OttJosephIIPVd. Joseph shares Catharina's vineyard from previous marriage 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P212
12 A14- 12 OttJosephIIPVe. Joseph shares Catharina's other vineyard from previous marriage 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P213
13 A14- 13 OttJosephIIPVf. Joseph and Catharina trade part of a vineyard for another vineyard 1741, Aug. 22 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P463
14 A14- 14 OttJosephIIPVg. Joseph and fourth wife Eva buy vineyard at Marxgrabe, Buda 1765, Aug. 5 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L18-P74
12 A09- 12 OttJosephIIRCa. Joseph is admitted into the ranks of burghers of City of Buda 1760, Sep. 23 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
13 A09- 13 OttJosephIIRCbx. Joseph complains about unjust demands of daughter Catharina 1769, Feb. 27 DE 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
14 A09- 14 OttJosephIIRCc. Third wife's Testament read in Council, basis of above demands 1769, Mar. 16 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council

14.1 A09- OttJosephIIRCc. also the Last Testament of Joseph Ott is read in the Buda Council 1769, Oct. 16 DE IV.1002/A, Buda Council
3 A16- 3 OttJosephIIROa. Catharina Ott's demands against Joseph are submitted to the Council 1754, Feb. 11 DE 1 IV.1002/Z, 914
4 A16- 4 OttJosephIIRObx. Buda Council requests & receives report on the above demands 1754, Apr. 1 DE 2 IV.1002/Z, 914
4 A12- 4 OttJuliannaLIx. Inventory of the assets and liabilities of Julianna (Ott) Kopper 1845, Aug. 14 DE 8 IV.1002/Z, 1847/1676

4.1 A12- 4 OttJuliannaLIx. and distribution of her legacy amongst her children
15 A14- 15 OttJuliannaPVa. Julianna inherits two vineyard from her Steinhauser marriage 1790, Jan. 29 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L30-P27
16 A14- 16 OttJuliannaPVb. Julianna inherits a vineyard from her father 1795, Jan. 26 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L30-P182
17 A14- 17 OttJuliannaPVc. Julianna inherits a vineyard from her mother 1816, Apr. 20 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L52-P119
15 A09- 15 OttJuliannaRCa. Johann and Julianna seek Council to determine the value of house 1816, Jan. 10 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
16 A09- 16 OttJuliannaRCb. Leopold Fidler reports to Council about inherited house etc. 1816, Apr. 3 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
17 A09- 17 OttJuliannaRCcd. Kopper couple request their loan from Julianna to be recorded 1843, Sep. 27 HU 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council

17.1 A09- OttJuliannaRCcd. Councilor Türnbök requests for settlement of estate of Julianna 1847, Nov. 8 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
5 A16- 5 OttJuliannaROx. Loans in 1818 & 1833 , which Juliana guaranteed are paid off 1843, Sep. 28 HU 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
1 A15- 1 PetzAntalRJx. Kopper husband attacked at home by angry business partner 1844 -18 45 HU 4 IV.1014/D, 1845/20
5 A11- 5 ReitterCatharinaLWx. Testament of Joseph II Ott's third wife Catharina (Reitter) Schmidt 1747, Apr. 12 DE 2 IV.1002/Y, 1785-I

18 A09- 18 ScharingerJosephRC. Complaint by Scharinger against an Anton Rusinsky 1816, Sep. 20 DE 1 Buda City Council
1 A10- 1 SeidlCaeciliaCO. Receipt for the annuity payment to her four children 1792, Aug. 1 DE 1 IV.1002/P I745
2 A10- 2 SeidlMartinCO. Receipt for the annuity payment to his four children 1790, May 1 DE 1 IV.1002/P I745
6 A12- 6 Seidl-RingLIx. Inventory of the estate of the brother-in-law of Martin Seidl 1789, May 15 DE 3 IV.1002/P I745
6 A11- 6 Seidl-RingLWx. Last testament of the brother-in-law of Martin Seidl 1789, May 3 DE 7 IV.1002/P I745

10 A06- 10 TunnerPaulPHa. Paul Tunner and wife Catharina buy house on Franciscaner gasse 1724, Aug. 1 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L2-F84
11 A06- 11 TunnerPaulPHb. Tunner children trade parents' house for a house in the suburbs 1761, Nov. 10 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L3-F90
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11.1 A06- TunnerPaulPHba. Translation of above 2 documents 1
5 A07- 5 TunnerPaulPVa. Paul buys No. 31 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1727, Sep. 1 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L1-F106
6 A07- 6 TunnerPaulPVb. Paul buys No. 218 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1732, Sep. 15 DE 1 IV.1215/C
7 A07- 7 TunnerPaulPVc. Paul buys No. 259 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1749, Sep. 27 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L2-N259
8 A07- 8 TunnerPaulPVd. Paul buys No. 344 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1749, Sep. 27 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L2-F346

18 A01- 18 TunnerPaulRC. Paul Tunner is admitted into the ranks of burghers of Pest 1727, Dec. 1 DE 1 IV.1202/A, Pest Council
1 A18- 1 VitzthumJohannIIRO. Johann II in membership list of the Carpenter Guild of Pozsony 1812, May 31 Ce 371  (no image)
1 A56- 1 VitzthumMariaSRx. Picture of Lyceum, results and details of aunt's studies 1929 HU 3 School documents

58 A00- 58 VitzthumRezsoBercelROax.Document of official change of family name Vitzthum to Bercel 1936, Mar. 28 HU 2 Official document
59 A00- 59 VitzthumRezsoBercelRObx Certificate of his Christian family origin 1941, Apr. 1 HU 2 Official document
60 A00- 60 VitzthumRezsoBercelROcx.Court decree of his death as missing person since Dec. 20, 1944 1954, Nov. 22 HU 4 Official document
15 A13- 15 VitzthumRudolfPHx. Vitzthum house on Horgony/Gomba street in Tabán bought by the 1904/1905 HU 4 IV.1407/B, 111.2506/1904

15.1 A13- VitzthumRudolfPHx. city of Budapest at this date, these are the transaction documents

Explanatory and Statistical Notes

For the meaning of codes Axy, see table: ’Source Codes by Kind’

The following suffixes are used in the file names for the various types of documents:
CO = correspondence; LI = estate inventory; LW = last testament; PH, PL, PV = property records (house, land, vineyards)
RC = town council records; RJ = court records; RO = official records; SR = school records;
Suffix plus ’a’, ’b’, ….., ’g’ (i.e. PHa, PVc, ……, ROb) indicates the temporal sequence of similar documents of the same individual
Suffix plus ’x’ (i.e. LIx, LWx, ……, SRx) indicates the document is more than one page long

The source of all documents is the ’Budapest Capital Arvhive’, except three documents with the ’A00’ code.

Examples: SchmidtJohannPHax . = a house purchase/sale record, older than the one below and it is more than one page long
SchmidtJohannPHb.  = house purchase/sale record, more recent than the one above, contains only one page

Language designation: DE = German; HU = Hungarian; LA = Latin
LD, LH = Latin & German, Latin & Hungarian

Individual documents 77
Document facsimiles & translation pages 196
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Ancestral Documents (LI, LW, PH, PV, RC, RJ, RO, SR)
Archive

File name Description Date Signatura

58 A00- 58 VitzthumRezsoBercelROax.Document of official change of family name Vitzthum to Bercel 1936, Mar. 28 HU 2 Official document
59 A00- 59 VitzthumRezsoBercelRObx Certificate of his Christian family origin 1941, Apr. 1 HU 2 Official document
60 A00- 60 VitzthumRezsoBercelROcx.Court decree of his death as missing person since Dec. 20, 1944 1954, Nov. 22 HU 4 Official document
17 A01- 17 TunnerCatharinaRC. The Pest Council ratifies inventory and distribution of estate 1760, Jan. 21 DE 1 IV.1202/CC
18 A01- 18 TunnerPaulRC. Paul Tunner is admitted into the ranks of burghers of Pest 1727, Dec. 1 DE 1 IV.1202/A, Pest Council
12 A03- 12 HochwarterCatharinaLIx. Inventory, auction and distribution of Catharina's estate 1759, May 15 DE 12 IV.1202/CC, 772
10 A06- 10 TunnerPaulPHa. Paul Tunner and wife Catharina buy house on Franciscaner gasse 1724, Aug. 1 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L2-F84
11 A06- 11 TunnerPaulPHb. Tunner children trade parents' house for a house in the suburbs 1761, Nov. 10 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L3-F90

11.1 A06- TunnerPaulPHba. Translation of above 2 documents 1
5 A07- 5 TunnerPaulPVa. Paul buys No. 31 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1727, Sep. 1 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L1-F106
6 A07- 6 TunnerPaulPVb. Paul buys No. 218 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1732, Sep. 15 DE 1 IV.1215/C
7 A07- 7 TunnerPaulPVc. Paul buys No. 259 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1749, Sep. 27 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L2-N259
8 A07- 8 TunnerPaulPVd. Paul buys No. 344 vineyard on Steinbrucher (Kőbánya) Hill 1749, Sep. 27 DE 1 IV.1215/C, L2-F346
1 A09- 1 HochenwarterBRCx. Request to Buda City Council to settle paternal inheritence 1733, Feb. 23 DE 5 IV.1002/A, Buda No., 434
2 A09- 2 KopperFranzRCax. Franz admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1823, Aug. 8 LA 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
3 A09- 3 KopperFranzRCb. Franz and his wife Elisabeth repaid their mortgage to Salamon 1843, Sep. 29 HU 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
4 A09- 4 KopperJohanIIRC. Johann II admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1809, Aug. 11 LA 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
5 A09- 5 KopperJohannIRCa. Johann I admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1783, Jan. 3 LA 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
6 A09- 6 KopperJohannIRCb. List of new burghers, who took the oath and paid their dues 1784 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
7 A09- 7 KopperJohannIRCc. Receipts for cooper work done by Johann for town of Buda 1801 & 1803 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
8 A09- 8 KopperJohannIRCd. A loan from Steinhauser was re-registered 1805, May 1 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
9 A09- 9 KopperJohannIRCe. A loan from the Steinhauser family was  paid off 1807, Jul. 24 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council

10 A09- 10 KopperMathiasRCa. Mathias admitted into the ranks of burghers of Buda 1816, Oct. 25 LA 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
11 A09- 11 KopperMathiasRCbx. One record about 2'nd marriage, two about guardianship 1841/1842 LD 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
12 A09- 12 OttJosephIIRCa. Joseph is admitted into the ranks of burghers of City of Buda 1760, Sep. 23 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
13 A09- 13 OttJosephIIRCbx. Joseph complains about unjust demands of daughter Catharina 1769, Feb. 27 DE 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
14 A09- 14 OttJosephIIRCc. Third wife's Testament read in Council, basis of above demands 1769, Mar. 16 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council

14.1 A09- OttJosephIIRCc. also the Last Testament of Joseph Ott is read in the Buda Council 1769, Oct. 16 DE IV.1002/A, Buda Council
15 A09- 15 OttJuliannaRCa. Johann and Julianna seek Council to determine the value of house 1816, Jan. 10 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
16 A09- 16 OttJuliannaRCb. Leopold Fidler reports to Council about inherited house etc. 1816, Apr. 3 DE 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
17 A09- 17 OttJuliannaRCcd. Kopper couple request their loan from Julianna to be recorded 1843, Sep. 27 HU 1 IV.1002/A, Buda Council

17.1 A09- OttJuliannaRCcd. Councilor Türnbök requests for settlement of estate of Julianna 1847, Nov. 8 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
18 A09- 18 ScharingerJosephRC. Complaint by Scharinger against an Anton Rusinsky 1816, Sep. 20 DE 1 Buda City Council
1 A10- 1 SeidlCaeciliaCO. Receipt for the annuity payment to her four children 1792, Aug. 1 DE 1 IV.1002/P I745
2 A10- 2 SeidlMartinCO. Receipt for the annuity payment to his four children 1790, May 1 DE 1 IV.1002/P I745
2 A11- 2 KopperAnHerzogLWx. Inventory of the legacy of Anna, wife of Johann II Kopper 1837, Nov. 22 DE 7 IV.1002/Z, 543-II

Code
Lang.
Pages
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Archive
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3 A11- 3 OttJosephIILWx. The last testament of Joseph II Ott 1769, Jul. 11 DE 4 IV.1002/Y, 1786-I
5 A11- 5 ReitterCatharinaLWx. Testament of Joseph II Ott's third wife Catharina (Reitter) Schmidt 1747, Apr. 12 DE 2 IV.1002/Y, 1785-I
6 A11- 6 Seidl-RingLWx. Last testament of the brother-in-law of Martin Seidl 1789, May 3 DE 7 IV.1002/P I745
4 A12- 4 OttJuliannaLIx. Inventory of the assets and liabilities of Julianna (Ott) Kopper 1845, Aug. 14 DE 8 IV.1002/Z, 1847/1676

4.1 A12- 4 OttJuliannaLIx. and distribution of her legacy amongst her children
6 A12- 6 Seidl-RingLIx. Inventory of the estate of the brother-in-law of Martin Seidl 1789, May 15 DE 3 IV.1002/P I745
1 A13- 1 KopperFranzPHx. Franz and his wife Elizabeth buy #264 house in Viziváros 1832, May 8 DE 2 IV.1009/C, Buda
2 A13- 2 KopperJohannIPHx. The purchase and sale of #77, later #299 house in Viziváros 1784 & 1846 DE 3 IV.1009/C, Buda, L2&L11
3 A13- 3 KopperMathiasPHx. Mathias buys house on Szarvas street in Tabán in 1841, their 1841, Aug. 21 DE 3 IV.1009/C, Buda, L?-P340

3.1 A13- KopperMathiasPHx. descendents sold it to city of Budapest in 1910 for development 1909 HU IV.1407/B, 117407/1909
4 A13- 4 KopperTheresiaPHx. Theresia, Johann II's daughter buys sister's share of house 1838, Aug. 24 DE 2 IV.1009/C, Buda, L?-168
5 A13- 5 OttJosephIIIPHx. Johann III's son Joseph III & daughter Rosina inherit parents' house 1834, Sep. 5 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L9-F272
6 A13- 6 OttJosephIIPHax. 1. Joseph wine grower buys house in Viziváros for 40 florins 1730, Aug. 26 DE 3 IV.1009/C, L1-P262

6.1 A13- OttJosephIIPHax. 2. Joseph sells the above house for 360 florins 1738, Dec. 23 DE IV.1009/C, L2-F76
7 A13- 7 OttJosephIIPHbx. 1. Joseph and Maria Elisabeth register house from her late spouse 1740, Apr. 21 DE 3 IV.1009/C, L2-F78

7.1 A13- OttJosephIIPHbx. 2. Joseph sells above house in Viziváros for 320 florins 1740, Jul. 21 DE IV.1009/C, L2-F82
8 A13- 8 OttJosephIIPHcx. Joseph and wife buy house in Viziváros on Croaten gasse, 800 fl. 1740, Jul. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L1-F122

8.1 A13- OttJosephIIPHcx. Johann III  & Juliana inherit parents' above house, Johann pays sister 1816, Apr. 20 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L8-F57
8.2 A13- OttJosephIIPHcx. Joseph III and sister Rosina inherit from father grandfather's house 1834, Sep. 5 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L9-P273
15 A13- 15 VitzthumRudolfPHx. Vitzthum house on Horgony/Gomba street in Tabán bought by the 1904/1905 HU 4 IV.1407/B, 111.2506/1904

15.1 A13- VitzthumRudolfPHx. city of Budapest at this date, these are the transaction documents
1 A14- 1 KopperMathiasPVax. Mathias and first wife buy two vineyards on Gellérthegy 1832, Sep. 28 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L63-P277
2 A14- 2 KopperMathiasPVb. Mathias inherits vineyard on Ochsenberg from his 1'st wife 1839, Sep. 6 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L69-P224
3 A14- 3 KopperMathiasPVcx. Mathias inherits a vineyard on Gellérthegy from 1'st wife, 1839, Sep. 6 DE 3 IV.1009/C, L69-P225

3.1 A14- KopperMathiasPVcx. the same vineyard transferred to orphans of his first wife 1839, Sep. 6 DE IV.1009/C, L69-P226
4 A14- 4 KopperMathiasPVdx. Mathias inherits vineyard on Marxgraben from his mother 1840, May 15 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L70-P50
5 A14- 5 OttCatharinaPVx. Catherina sold the vineyard, her marriage gift from father Joseph 1755, Aug. 1 DE 2 IV.1009/C, L14-P633
6 A14- 6 OttJohannIIIPVa. Johann III  & Juliana inherit parents' vineyard, Johann pays Juliana 1795, Jan. 26 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L32-P181
7 A14- 7 OttJohannIIIPVb. Johann III inherits parents' vineyard on Gellérthegy 1816, Apr. 20 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L52-P118

7.1 A14- OttJohannIIIPVba. Translation of above 2 documents 1
8 A14- 8 OttJosephIIPVa. Urban Gerhauser buys vineyard, 1/2 of which inherited by Joseph 1728, Apr. 3 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L8-P374
9 A14- 9 OttJosephIIPVb. Joseph and new wife Catharina register above part of vineyard 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P214

10 A14- 10 OttJosephIIPVc. Joseph sells above vineyard part in Pálvölgy, Buda 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P215
11 A14- 11 OttJosephIIPVd. Joseph shares Catharina's vineyard from previous marriage 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P212
12 A14- 12 OttJosephIIPVe. Joseph shares Catharina's other vineyard from previous marriage 1740, Apr. 21 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P213
13 A14- 13 OttJosephIIPVf. Joseph and Catharina trade part of a vineyard for another vineyard 1741, Aug. 22 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L11-P463
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14 A14- 14 OttJosephIIPVg. Joseph and fourth wife Eva buy vineyard at Marxgrabe, Buda 1765, Aug. 5 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L18-P74
15 A14- 15 OttJuliannaPVa. Julianna inherits two vineyard from her Steinhauser marriage 1790, Jan. 29 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L30-P27
16 A14- 16 OttJuliannaPVb. Julianna inherits a vineyard from her father 1795, Jan. 26 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L30-P182
17 A14- 17 OttJuliannaPVc. Julianna inherits a vineyard from her mother 1816, Apr. 20 DE 1 IV.1009/C, L52-P119
1 A15- 1 PetzAntalRJx. Kopper husband attacked at home by angry business partner 1844 -18 45 HU 4 IV.1014/D, 1845/20
1 A16- 1 KopperMathiasROax. Mathias borrows 700 florins from his mother Juliana Ott 1839, Mar. 1 DE 2 IV.1002/Z, Buda
2 A16- 2 KopperMathiasROb. Receipt of Mathias' inheritance from mother Juliana Ott ~1846 DE 1 IV.1002/Z, Buda
3 A16- 3 OttJosephIIROa. Catharina Ott's demands against Joseph are submitted to the Council 1754, Feb. 11 DE 1 IV.1002/Z, 914
4 A16- 4 OttJosephIIRObx. Buda Council requests & receives report on the above demands 1754, Apr. 1 DE 2 IV.1002/Z, 914
5 A16- 5 OttJuliannaROx. Loans in 1818 & 1833 , which Juliana guaranteed are paid off 1843, Sep. 28 HU 2 IV.1002/A, Buda Council
1 A17- 1 OttAndreasROx. Andreas on the tax list of the church estate of the Bishop of Vác 1714, Apr. 24 LHU 3 XXIII 11a-5
1 A18- 1 VitzthumJohannIIRO. Johann II in membership list of the Carpenter Guild of Pozsony 1812, May 31 Ce 371  (no image)
1 A56- 1 VitzthumMariaSRx. Picture of my aunt's Lyceum, results and details of her studies 1929 HU 3 School documents

Explanatory and Statistical Notes

For the meaning of codes Axy, see table: ’Source Codes by Kind’

The following suffixes are used in the file names for the various types of documents:
CO = correspondence; LI = estate inventory; LW = last testament; PH, PL, PV = property records (house, land, vineyards)
RC = town council records; RJ = court records; RO = official records; SR = school records;
Suffix plus ’a’, ’b’, …., ’g’ (i.e. PHa, PVc, ……, ROb) indicates the temporal sequence of similar documents of the same individual
Suffix plus ’x’ (i.e. LIx, LWx, ……, SRx) indicates the document is more than one page long

The source of all documents is the ’Budapest Capital Arvhive’, except three documents with the ’A00’ code.

Examples: SchmidtJohannPHax . = a house purchase/sale record, older than the one below and it is more than one page long
SchmidtJohannPHb.  = house purchase/sale record, more recent than the one above, contains only one page

Language designation: DE = German; HU = Hungarian; LA = Latin
LD, LH = Latin & German, Latin & Hungarian

Individual documents 77
Document facsimiles & translation pages 196
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Town Other name Country Family names from there Epoch
or Region of Records

St. Margarethen Burgenland Austria Tunner 1682-1701
Graz Steyermark Austria Kopper, Khummer 1750-1780
Graz (Kroisbach) Steyermark Austria Kopper 1683
Graz (Lämberg) Steyermark Austria Ferl 1691-1698
Graz (Rabba) Steyermark Austria Ferl, Hiefl, Khummer, Löckher 1646-1750
Graz (Rettenbach) Steyermark Austria Andreas & Johann Georg Kopper 1715
Graz (St. Leonhard) Steyermark Austria Kopper 1708-1780
Graz (St. Veit) Steyermark Austria Jäger, Marholdt ~1670-1710
Altdorf bei Nürnberg Bavaria Germany Dauphin, Fürst, Vitzthum 1619-1811
Etzelsdorf Bavaria Germany Silberhorn 1654-1696
Grub Bavaria Germany Hildner, Stickfinster, Vitzthum, Wüsten 1619-
Gspanberg Bavaria Germany Dauphin, Fürst, Vitzthum 1676-1763
Prackenfels Bavaria Germany Sussner, Vitzthum ~1751
Prupach Bavaria Germany Maier ~1650-~1676
Pyrbaum Bavaria Germany Eder, Maier, Vitzthum 1676-1782
Schwarzenbach Bavaria Germany Brunner, Silberhorn 1692
Vockenhof (Voggenhof) Bavaria Germany Vitzthum 1656-1718
Alcsút West Hungary Ádám, Szalai, Sebők 1816-1842
Buda Budapest Hungary Ott, Rothmonch, Rauch, Seidl 1720-1980
Buda Budapest Hungary Ádám, Iványi, Kopper, Scharinger 1783-1928
Buda Budapest Hungary Kopper, Vitzthum 1783-1980
Pest Budapest Hungary Hochwarter, Tunner 1720-~1800
Kiskunfélegyháza South of Budapest Hungary Batsa, Czagány, Cziglár, Ivanic, Parai 1745-1800
Kiskunfélegyháza South of Budapest Hungary Iványi, Kocsis, Svejdova, Viza 1745-1877
Vác North of Budapest Hungary Ott, Rothmonch ~1696-1716
Beczkó West Slovakia Blaskovics, Madutka 1723-1817
Pozsony West Slovakia Vitzthum 1812-1865
Pozsony West Slovakia Madutka 1670-1861
Vágujhely (now Nové West Slovakia Vilin, Zbudil ~1769-1794
Mesto Nad-Váhom)

Place & Name Index For Direct Paternal Ancestors in Family Tree
The places, where ancestors were born or lived
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Names of individuals Gen
no. Birth Marriage Death Other information

Ádám, István I 5 --- --- --- C10 father of IstvánI I, husband of Erzsébet Szalai
Ádám, István II 4 C10 C10 --- s. of István I and Erzsébet Szalai, h. of Susanna Sebők
Ádám, Éva 4 C10 --- --- daughter of István I & Erzsébet Szalai
Ádám, Julianna 3 C10 --- C01 daughter of István II &  Susanna Sebők
Ádám, Sarolta 3 C10 C05 --- A16, B04 d. of István II, w. of H. Rudolph Vitzthum
Aigner, Catharina 6 --- C01 --- 1st wife of Martin Seidl
Batsa, Ágnes 5 --- --- C11 1st wife of Joannes I Iványi
Batsa, Barbara 6 --- C11 --- wife of Stephan I Iványi
Bauer, Regina 6 --- C01 C01 wife of Philipp Ignaz Steinhauser
Bayr, Hans 7 --- C26 --- 2nd husband of Marie Dorfmeister
Bercel, Jenő Eugene Vitzthum 0 C19 A57 son of Rezső, husband of Éva Nemesvári
Blaskovic, Catharina 6 C16 --- C16 1st wife of Paul I Madutka
Blaskovic, Ferenc 7 --- --- --- C16 father of Catharina, husband of Anna N.
Blau, Johann 4 --- C01 C01 A12 husband of Theresia II Kopper
Bruckner, Gyula 2 --- A16 --- husband of Josephina Gizella Vitzthum
Brunner, Anna 10 --- C29a --- wife of Hans I Vitzthum
Brunner, Wolff 11 --- --- --- C29a father of Anna
Brunner, Anna Maria 7 --- C01 --- 2nd wife of Joseph I Ott
Brunner, Emma 2 --- --- --- A35 wife of Ferenc Kopper
Cummer, Christina 8 --- C22 --- 1st wife of Jacob Marholdt
Czagány, Elisabeth 5 --- C11 --- daughter of Joannes, 2nd wife of Joannes I Iványi
Czagány, Ferenc 7 --- --- --- C11 f. of Joannes, h. of Maria Svejdova
Czagány, Joannes 6 C11 --- --- f. of Elisabeth & Stephan, h. of  Mária Cziglár
Czagány, Stephanus 5 C11 --- --- son of Joannes and Mária Cziglár
Cziglár, Maria 6 --- --- --- C11 wife of Joannes Czagány
Dauphin, Anna 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Magdalena Hildner
Dauphin, Anna Maria 5 C30 C29a --- daughter of Michael, wife of Johann I Vitzthum
Dauphin, Catharina 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Magdalena Hildner
Dauphin, Elisabeth 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Hans 7 --- C30 --- husband of Maria II N. & Magdalena Hildner
Dauphin, Johann I 6 C30 --- --- son of Hans & Magdalena Hildner
Dauphin, Johann II 6 C30 --- --- son of Hans & Magdalena Hildner
Dauphin, Johann III 6 C30 --- --- son of Hans & Magdalena Hildner
Dauphin, Margaretha I 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Margaretha II 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Margaretha III 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Margaretha IV 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Martin 6 C30 --- --- son of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Michael 6 C30 C29a --- s. of Hans & Magdalena Hildner, h. of Elisabeth Fürst
Dauphin, Ottilia 6 C30 --- --- daughter of Hans & Maria II N.
Dauphin, Stephan 6 C30 --- --- son of Hans & Magdalena Hildner
Dorfsmeister, Maria 7 --- C26 --- wife of Johann I Tunner & Hans Bayr
Dorotka, Adam 5 --- C16 --- husband of Anna Vilin
Eckermann, Elisabeth 3 --- --- --- A12 d. of J. Steinhauser & N. Eckermann, w. of N. Wenniger
Eckermann, Joseph 3 --- --- --- A12 brother of Elisabeth, grandson of Julianna Ott
Eckermann, N. 4 --- --- --- A12 husband of Julianna Steinhauser
Eckermann, Rosalia 3 --- --- --- A12 sister of Elisabeth, wife of N. Wenzel
Eder, Anna 7 --- C29b --- daughter of Leonhard, wife of Stephan I Vitzthum
Eder, Leonhard 8 --- --- --- C29b father of Anna
Eiber, Ferencz 4 --- --- --- C04 f. of Hermina, h. of Zsuzsanna Schlembay
Eiber, Hermina 3 --- C04 C09 1st wife of Carl Borom I Kopper
Ery, Franz 7 --- C01 --- 2nd wife of Maria C. Rothmonch

Codes for data sources for

Source Codes for Individuals
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Fasko, János 2 --- A16 --- husband of Julianna Maria Irma Vitzthum
Feltecki, Eva 7 --- C16 --- 2nd wife of Joannes I Madutka
Ferl, Catharina 8 C22 --- --- daughter of Jacob & Maria I N.
Ferl, Jacob 9 --- --- C23 father of Maria & Catharina, husband of Maria I N.
Ferl, Maria 8 --- C23 --- wife of B. Scheinpacher & Johann Khummer
Floth, Francisca 3 --- --- --- A12 daughter of Franz & Eva Kopper
Floth, Franz 4 --- --- --- A12 husband of Eva Kopper
Fodor, Rezső 2 --- C05/A16 --- husband of Katalin & Ilona Vitzthum
Forgács, Rozi 0 A00 --- --- daughter of János & Rosa N., wife of István György
Fürst, Elisabeth 6 C30 C29a --- daughter of Heinrich, wife of Michael Dauphin
Fürst, Heinrich 7 C30 C30 --- s. of Hans, f. of Elisabeth, h. of Barbara II Silberhorn
Fürst, Hans 8 --- C30 --- husband of Margaretha II N. & Margaretha Engelhart
Gerhardt, Barbara 7 C26 --- --- daughter of Stephan & Eva II N.
Gerhardt, Stephan 8 --- --- C26 1st husband of Eva II N.
Gerhardt, Thoman 7 C26 --- --- son of Stephan & Eva II N.
Gerhauser, Anna Martha 6 C01 --- --- daughter of Urban & Anna Niedermair
Gerhauser, Elisabeth 6 C01 C01 --- d. of Urban & Anna Niedermair, w. of Malchior Wolfgang
Gerhauser, Rosina Theresia 6 --- C01 C01 daughter of Urban, 2nd wife of Joseph II Ott
Gerhauser, Urban 7 --- C01 C01 A14,  f. of Theresia; husband of Anna Niedermair
Grünnen, Theresia 5 --- --- C01 wife of Johann III Ott
Guzik, Maria Etel 1 C18 C19 A35 wife of Rezső (Bercel) Vitzthum, mother of author
Hammer, Franz 7 --- C02 --- A12, B30 2nd husband of Catharina Hochwarter
Hasselbarth, Maria Rosina 5 --- C13 C13 wife of Sigmund Gottlieb Tauenschmidt
Herzog, Anna 4 --- --- C09 A9, 11, 13-14 w. of V. Kneer, A. Hübner &

Herzog, Anna Johann II Kopper
Hiefl, Georg 9 --- --- --- C23  father of Magdalena, husband of Barbara V N.
Hiefl, Magdalena 8 --- C23 --- 2nd wife of Georg I Löckher
Hildner, Hans I 9 --- --- --- C30  father of Hans II
Hildner, Hans II 8 --- C30 --- s. of Hans I, f. of Magdalena, h. of Margaretha Wüsten
Hildner, Magdalena 7 C30 C30 --- d. of Hans II & Marg. Wüsten, 2nd w. of Hans Dauphin
Hochwarter, Catharina 7 --- C02 C02 A1, A3, A6-A7, A11, A13 wife of Paul Tunner &

Hochwarter, Catharina Franz Hammer
Hübner, Anton I 4 --- --- --- A11, A13 2nd wife of Anna Herzog
Hübner, Anton II 3 --- --- --- A11 son of Anton I & Anna Herzog
Ivánic,  Paul 7 --- --- --- C11 father of Stephan I, husband of Catherina Parai
Iványi,  Ádám 5 C11 --- --- son of Stephan I Iványi & Barbara Batsa
Iványi,  Ágnes I 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Ágnes Batsa
Iványi,  Ágnes II 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Alexander 4 C11 --- --- son of Joannes I & Ágnes Batsa
Iványi, Andreas 5 C11 --- --- son of Stephan I & Barbara Batsa
Iványi, Anna 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Catharina 5 C11 --- --- daughter of Stephan I & Barbara Batsa
Iványi, Emericus 4 C11 --- --- son of Joannes I & Ágnes Batsa
Iványi, Francisca 3 C11 C09 --- B04  d. of Ladislaus, 2nd wife of Carl Borom I Kopper
Iványi, Joachim 4 C11 --- --- son of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Joannes I 5 C11 C11 C11 f. of Ladislaus, h. of Ágnes Batsa & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Joannes II 4 C11 --- --- son of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Julianna 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Ladislaus 4 C11 C11 --- s. of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány, h. of Rosália Viza
Iványi, Mária 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Rosália 5 C11 --- --- daughter of Stephan I & Barbara Batsa
Iványi, Stephan I 6 C11 C11 --- s. of Paul Ivanic & C. Parai, h. of Barbara Batsa
Iványi, Stephan II 4 C11 --- --- son of Joannes I & Ágnes Batsa
Iványi, Veronica 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Elisabeth Czagány
Iványi, Victoria 4 C11 --- --- daughter of Joannes I & Ágnes Batsa
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Jäger, Gertrud 9 --- C25 --- daughter of Kueper, 1st wife of Bartholm Marholdt
Jäger, Kueper 10 --- --- --- C25 father of Gertrud, husband of Magdalena I N.
Juratska, István 4 --- --- --- C09 father of Julianna, husband of Julianna Malmarits
Juratska, Julianna 3 C09 C09 --- B04 wife of Joseph Mathias Kopper
Kellner, Anna 4 --- C04 C04 wife of N. Populus & Mathias Kopper
Kerndler, Agosta 2 --- --- --- A11 daughter of Georg Kerndler & Theresia III Kopper
Kerndler, Georg 3 --- --- --- A11 husband of Theresia III Kopper
Khielhauser, Magdalena 7 --- C24 --- daughter of Martin, 2nd wife of Andreas Kopper
Khielhauser, Märthin 8 --- --- --- C24 father of Magdalena, husband of Magdalena II N.
Khummer, Andreas 6 C23 --- --- son of Peter & Maria Löckher
Khummer, Caspar 9 --- --- --- C23 husband of Margaretha I N., father of Johann
Khummer, Georg I 8 C23 --- --- son of Caspar & Margaretha I N.
Khummer, GeorgII 6 C23 --- --- son of Peter & Maria Löckher
Khummer, Johann 8 C23 C23 --- s. of Caspar, 2nd husband of Maria Ferl, f. of Peter
Khummer, Maria 6 C23 C22 C22 d. of Peter & Maria Löckher, w. of Johann G. Kopper
Khummer, Peter 7 C23 C23 C23 son of Johann & Maria Ferl, husband of Maria Löckher
Khurnmer, Maria Anna 6 C23 --- C23 daughter of Peter & Maria Löckher
Kneer, Valentin 4 --- --- --- A11 1st husband of Anna Herzog
Knopf, N. 3 --- --- --- A12 husband of Eleonora Rock
Kocsis, Rosália 5 --- C11 --- wife of István Viza
Kopper, Andreas 7 C24 C24 --- s. of Jacob & M. Stadlhofer, h. of C. Marholdt &

Kopper, Andreas Magdalena Khielhauser
Kopper, Anna 3 --- --- --- A11-13 d. of Johann II & Anna Herzog, w. of Carl Rüll
Kopper, Anton 5 C22 --- C22 son of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer
Kopper, Aranka 2 C09 --- --- daughter of Joseph Mathias & Julianna Juratska
Kopper, Carl Borom I 3 C04 C04/C09 C09 B04   s. of Mathias, h. of H. Eiber & F. Iványi
Kopper, Carl Borom II 2 C09 --- --- s. of Carl Borom I & H. Eiber, h. of Theresia Pertl
Kopper, Christian 7 C24 --- --- son of Jacob & Maria Stadlhofer
Kopper, EIek 2 C09 --- --- son of Carl Borom I & Hermina Eiber
Kopper, Eleonora 4 --- --- --- C01, A12 daughter of Johann I, wife of Anton Petz
Kopper, Elisabeth I 6 C24 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Cunicunda Marholdt
Kopper, Elisabeth II 5 C22 --- --- d. of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer, twin of Maria
Kopper, Elisabeth III 5 C22 --- C22 daughter of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer
Kopper, Elisabeth IV 4 --- --- --- A12 d. of Johann I & Julianna Ott, w. of N. Krister
Kopper, Erzsébet 2 C09 --- --- daughter of Carl Borom I & Francisca Iványi
Kopper, Eva 4 C01 --- --- A12 daughter of Johann I, wife of Franz Flott
Kopper, Ferenc 2 C09 A35 A35 s. of Joseph Mathias & Julianna Juratska, h. of E. Brunner
Kopper, Franz I 4 C01 --- C01 A09, A12, A13, B04  s. of Johann I, h. of E. Yung
Kopper, Franz II 3 --- --- C01 son of Franz I & Elisabeth Yung
Kopper, Franz III 3 C01 --- C01 son of Franz I & Elisabeth Yung
Kopper, Franz Joseph 2 C09 --- --- son of Carl Borom I & Hermina Eiber
Kopper, Gyula 2 C09 A35 --- s. of Joseph Mathias & Julianna Juratska, h. of E. Porkoláb
Kopper, Hermina 2 C09 --- --- daughter of Carl Borom I & Hermina Eiber
Kopper, István I 2 C09 --- --- son of Carl Borom I & Francisca Iványi
Kopper, István II 2 C09 --- --- son of Joseph Mathias & Julianna Juratska
Kopper, Jacob 8 --- C22 C24 s. of Peter I & Dorothea II N., h. of Maria Stadlhofer
Kopper, Johann I 5 C22 C01 C01 A09, A13, B29 s. of Johann Georg, h. of Julianna Ott
Kopper, Johann II 4 --- --- C01 A09, 11-12 son of Johan I, husband of Anna Herzog
Kopper, Johann Georg 6 C24 C22 C22 s. of Andreas & Cunic. Marholdt, h. of Maria Khummer
Kopper, Joseph I 5 C22 --- --- son of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer
Kopper, Joseph II 5 C22 --- --- son of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer
Kopper, Joseph III 4 C01 --- C01 son of Johann I & Julianna Ott
Kopper, Joseph Mathias 3 C09 C09 C09 B04 s. of Mathias & Th. Scharinger, h. of J. Juratska
Kopper, Julia 6 C24 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Magdalena Khielhauser
Kopper, Julianna 2 C09 --- --- dauhter of Joseph Mathias & Julianna Juratska
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Kopper, Károly 1 C09 --- --- son of Carl Borom II & Theresia Pertl
Kopper, Magdalena 4 --- --- C01 A12 d. of Johann I & J. Ott, w. of Johann Mürschberger
Kopper, Maria I 6 C24 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Cunicunda Marholdt
Kopper, Maria II 6 C24 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Magdalena Khielhauser
Kopper, Maria III 6 C24 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Magdalena Khielhauser
Kopper, Maria IV 3 --- --- C01 daughter of Franz I & Elisabeth Yung
Kopper, Mária V 2 C09 C05 A35 d. of Carl Borom I & Fran. Iványi; w. of Károly Vitzthum
Kopper, Maria 5 C22 --- --- d. of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer, twin of E. II
Kopper, Maria Elisabeth I 5 C22 --- --- daughter of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer
Kopper, Maria Elisabeth II 5 C22 --- --- daughter of Johann Georg & Maria Khummer
Kopper, Mathias 4 --- C04 C09 A09, A12-14, B04, B06 son of Johan I, husband

Kopper, Mathias of Anna Kellner & Theresia Scharinger
Kopper. Peter I 9 --- --- --- C22  father of Jacob, husband of Dorothea II, N.
Kopper, Peter II 6 C24 --- --- son of Andreas & Cunicunda Marholdt
Kopper, Phillip 6 C24 --- --- son of Andreas & Magdalena Khielhauser
Kopper, Theresia I 6 C24 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Cunicunda Marholdt
Kopper, Theresia II 4 --- C01 C01 A12   d. of Johann I & Julianna Ott, w. of Johann Blau
Kopper, Theresia III 3 --- --- --- A11-A13 d. of Johann II & A. Herzog, w. of G. Kerndler
Kopper, Theresia IV 3 --- --- C01 daughter of Franz I & Elisabeth Yung
Kopper, Theresia V 3 C09 --- --- daughter of Mathias & Theresia Scharinger
Kopper, Theresia VI 3 C09 --- --- daughter of Mathias & Theresia Scharinger
Kopper, Victoria 4 C01 --- C01 daughter of Johann I & Julianna Ott
Kosnár, Elisabeth 5 --- C17 C16 1st wife of Georg Madutka
Krister, N. 4 --- --- --- A12  husband of Elisabeth IV Kopper
Lang, Jacob 8 --- --- --- C23  1st husband of Barbara IV N.
Löckher, Bartholm 8 --- C23 --- son of Thoman, husband of Margaretha Tackher
Löckher, Georg I 8 --- C23 C23 s. of Thoman, h. of Barbara IV N. & Magdalena Hiefl
Löckher, Georg II 7 C23 --- --- son of Georg I & Magdalena Hiefl
Löckher, Johann 7 C23 --- --- son of Georg I & Magdalena Hiefl
Löckher, Maria 7 C23 C23 C23 d. of Georg I & Magdalena Hiefl, w. Peter Khummer
Löckher, Michael 7 C23 --- C23 son of Georg I & Magdalena Hiefl
Löckher, Thoman 9 --- --- --- C23  f. of Georg I; husband of Barbara III N.
Madutka, Adam 4 C16 --- C16 son of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Madutka, Andreas 6 C16 --- --- son of Joannes I & Catharina II N.
Madutka, Anna I 4 C16 --- C16 daughter of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Madutka, Anna II 4 C16 --- C16 daughter of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Madutka, Catharina I 4 C16 --- --- daughter of Georg & Elisabeth Kosnár
Madutka, Catharina II 4 C16 --- C16 daughter of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Madutka, Catharina III 4 C16 C13 C13 d. of Georg & Catharina Vilin, w. of Johann Vitzthum II
Madutka, Eva I 5 C16 --- --- daughter of Paul I & Eva Vlzek
Madutka, Eva II 5 C16 --- --- daughter of Paul I & Eva Vlzek
Madutka, Georg 5 C16 C17/C16 C16 son of Paul I, husband of E. Kosnár and C. Vilin
Madutka, Joannes I 7 --- C16 C16 f. of Paul I, husband of Catharina II N. & Eva Feltecki
Madutka, Joannes II 4 C16 --- --- son of Georg & Elisabeth Kosnár
Madutka, Joannes III 4 C16 --- C16 son of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Madutka, Michael 5 C16 --- --- son of Paul I & Catharina Blaskovic
Madutka, Paul I 6 C16 --- --- s. of Joannes I, h. of Catharina Blaskovic & Eva Vlcek
Madutka, Paul II 5 C16 --- C16 son of Paul I & Eva Vlcek
Madutka, Paul III 4 C16 --- --- son of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Madutka, Stephan 5 C16 --- C16 son of Paul I & Catharina Blaskovic
Madutka, Susanna I 4 C16 --- --- daughter of Georg & Elisabeth Kosnár
Madutka, Susanna II 4 C16 --- --- daughter of Georg & Catharina Vilin
Maier, Anna 8 --- C29b C29b daughter of Peter, wife of Georg II Vitzthum
Maier, Peter 9 --- --- --- C29b father of Anna
Malmarits, Julianna 4 --- --- --- C09 wife of István Juratska
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Marholdt, Anna 8 C25 --- --- daughter of Bartholm & Eva I N.
Marholdt, Bartholm 9 --- C25 C25 s. of Hans & Dorothea I N., h. of Gert. Jäger & Eva I N.
Marholdt, Cunicunda 7 C25 C24 --- d. of Jacob & M. Magdalena N., 1st w. of Andreas Kopper
Marholdt, Hans 10 --- --- --- C25 father of Bartholm, husband of Dorothea I N.
Marholdt, Jacob 8 --- C22 C25 s. of Bartholm, h. of C. Cummer & Maria Magdalena N.
Marholdt, Maria 7 C25 --- --- daughter of Jacob & Maria Magdalena N.
Marholdt, Ursula 7 C25 --- --- daughter of Jacob & Maria Magdalena N.
Moravek, Elisabeth 4 --- C13 --- 2nd wife of Johann II Vitzthum
Mürschberger, Johann 4 --- --- C01 A12 husband of Magdalena Kopper
N., Anna 7 --- --- --- C16 wife of Ferenc Blaskovic
N., Barbara I 9 --- --- --- C30 wife of Adam Stephan Silberhorn
N., Barbara II 8 --- --- --- C30 wife of Georg Silberhorn
N., Barbara III 9 --- --- --- C23 wife of Thoman I Löckher
N., Barbara IV 8 --- C23 --- wife of Jacob Lang & Georg I Löckher
N., Barbara V 9 --- --- --- C23   wife of Georg Hiefl
N., Catharina I 9 --- --- --- C22   wife of Paul Stadlhofer
N., Catharina II 7 --- --- --- C16   1st wife of Joannes I Madutka
N., Dorothea I 10 --- --- --- C25 wife of Hans Marthold
N., Dorothea II 9 --- --- --- C22 wife of Peter I Kopper
N., Eva I 9 --- --- C25 2nd wife of Bartholm Marholdt
N., Eva II 8 --- --- --- C26 wife of Stephan Gerhardt & Martin Tunner
N., Magdalena I 10 --- --- --- C25 wife of Kueper Jäger
N., Magdalena II 8 --- --- --- C24 wife of Martin Khielhauser
N., Margaretha I 9 --- --- --- C23 wife of Caspar Khummer
N., Margaretha II 8 --- --- --- C30  wife of Hans Fürst
N., Maria I 9 --- --- C23 wife of Jacob Ferl
N., Maria II 7 --- --- --- C30 1st wife of Hans Dauphin
N., Maria Elisabeth 4 --- --- --- A13 wife of Joseph III Ott
N., Maria Magdalena 8 --- --- C25 2nd wife of Jacob Marholdt
N., Rosa 1 --- --- --- A00   wife of János  (Forgács) Vitzthum
Niedermair, Anna 7 --- C01 --- A14,  wife of Urban Gerhauser
Novak, Johann 5 --- C01 --- A09, B29 husband of Maria Catharina Ott)
Oth, N. 3 --- --- --- A12 husband of Rosina Rock
Ott, Andreas 7 --- --- C14 A17, C01 1st husband of Maria Rothmonch
Ott, Anna Catharina 7 C01 --- --- daughter of Johann I & Anna Weissin
Ott, Anna Maria 5 C01 --- --- daughter of Joseph II & Elisabeth Stummer
Ott, Catharina Margareth 6 C14 --- --- daughter of Andreas & Maria Rothmonch
Ott, Christian 6 C14 --- C14 son of Andreas & Maria Rothmonch
Ott, Ferdinand 6 C01 --- --- son of Andreas & Maria Rothmonch
Ott, Franz Joseph 5 C01 --- C01 son of Joseph II & Elisabeth Stummer
Ott, Johann I 8 --- C01 C01 A09, 13 h.of N. N. & Anna Weissin, may be f. of Andreas
Ott, Johann II 7 C01 --- --- son of Johann I & Anna Weissin
Ott, Johann III 5 C01 --- --- A11 son of Joseph II & Maria Eva Tunner,

Ott, Johann III  h. of Theresia Grünnen
Ott, Johann Georg 6 C14 --- --- son of Andreas & Maria Rothmonch
Ott, Johann Jacob 6 C14 --- --- son of Andreas & Maria Rothmonch
Ott, Joseph I 7 C01 C01 C01 s. of Johann I, h. of C. Pecklin & Anna Maria Brunner
Ott, Joseph II 6 C14 C01 C01 A09, 11-14, B29 s. of Andreas, h. of Eva Tunner
Ott, Joseph III 4 --- --- --- A13 son of Johann III, husband of Maria Elisabeth N.
Ott, Julianna 5 C01 C01 C01 A09, A11-14 d. of Joseph II, w. of Johann I Kopper
Ott, Laurent 5 C01 --- C01 son of Joseph II & Rosina Theresia Gerhauser
Ott, Maria Beatrix 7 C01 --- --- daughter of Johann I & Anna Weissin
Ott, Maria Catharina 5 C01 C01 --- A9, 11, 13-14 p. Joseph II & E. Stummer, h. Joh. Novak
Ott, Maria Elisabeth 5 C01 --- C01 daughter of Joseph II & Maria Eva Tunner
Ott, Maria Magdalena Beatrix 7 C01 --- --- daughter of Johann I & Anna Weissin
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Ott, Martin 4 --- --- --- A13 son of Johann III & Theresia Grünnen
Ott, Mathias 5 C01 --- C01 son of Joseph II & Maria Eva Tunner
Ott, Rosina 4 --- --- --- A12-13 daughter of Johann III & Theresia Grünnen
Parai, Catherina 7 --- --- --- C11  wife of Paul Ivanic
Partel, Johann Christoph 7 --- C26 --- husband of Barbara Tunner
Pecklin, Catharina 7 --- C01 C01 1 st wife of Joseph I Ott
Pernhardt, N. 6 --- --- --- C01  1st husband of Catharina Reitter
Pertl, Theresia 2 --- --- --- C09 wife of Carl Borom II Kopper
Petz, Antal 3 C01 --- C01 son of Anton & Eleonora Kopper
Petz, Anton 4 --- --- C01 A12, 15, B29 husband of Eleonora Kopper
Petz, Eleonora 3 --- --- C01 daughter of Anton & Eleonora Kopper
Populus, N. 4 --- --- --- C04  1st husband of Anna Kellner
Porkoláb, Erzsébet 2 --- --- --- A35  wife of Gyula Kopper
Püringer, Eva 6 --- C02 --- wife of Johann II Tunner
Rath, Rocus 6 --- C02 --- husband of Maria Elisabeth Tunner
Rauch, Adam 6 --- --- --- A11 brother of Caecilia
Rauch, Caecilia 6 --- C01 --- A10-11 widow of S. Teichtmann, 2nd wife of Martin Seidl
Rauch, Joseph 6 --- --- --- A11 brother of Caecilia
Reitter, Catharina 6 --- C01 C01 A11 widow of N. Pernhardt, then Peter Schmidt;

Reitter, Catharina 3rd wife of Joseph II Ott
Rock, Eleonora 3 --- --- --- A12 daughter of Anna Steinhauser, wife N. Knopf
Rock, Johann 3 --- --- --- A12 brother of Eleonora, grandson of Julianna Ott
Rock, N. 4 --- --- --- A12 husband of Anna Steinhauser
Rock, Rosina 3 --- --- --- A12 daughter of Anna Steinhauser, wife N. Ott
Rothmonch, Maria 7 --- C01 --- C11  wife of Andreas Ott & Franz Ery
Rüll, Carl 3 --- --- --- A12 husband of Anna Kopper, daughter of Johann II
Scharinger, Joseph I 5 --- --- C01 A09, B29  husband of Theresia Seidl
Scharinger, Joseph II 4 --- --- C01 son of Joseph I & Theresia Seidl
Scharinger, Theresia 4 --- C04 C09 A13 daughter of Joseph I, wife of Mathias Kopper
Scheinpacher, Blasius 8 --- C23 --- 1st husband of Maria Ferl
Schlernbay, Zsuzsanna 4 --- --- --- C04  wife of Ferenc Eiber
Schmidt, Peter 6 --- C01 C01 A13, A14 2nd husband of Catharina Reitter
Sebők, Susanna 4 --- --- --- C10   wife of István II Ádám
Seidl, Barbara 5 --- --- --- A10-11 daughter of Martin & Caecilia Rauch
Seidl, Jacob 5 --- --- --- A10-11 son of Martin & Caecilia Rauch
Seidl, Joseph 5 --- --- --- A10-11 son of Martin & Caecilia Rauch
Seidl, Martin 6 --- C01 C01 A10-11 f. of Theresia, h. of C. Aigner & C. Rauch
Seidl, Theresia 5 --- --- C01 A10-11  d. of Martin & Caecilia Rauch, wife of

Seidl, Theresia Joseph I Scharinger
Silberhorn, Adam Stephan 9 --- --- --- C30 father of Georg, husband of Barbara I N.
Silberhorn, Balthazar 7 C30 --- C30 son of Georg & Barbara II N.
Silberhorn, Barbara I 8 C30 --- --- daughter of Adam Stephan & Barbara I N.
Silberhorn, Barbara II 7 --- C30 --- d. of Georg & Babara II N., wife of Heinrich Fürst
Silberhorn, Catherina 8 C30 --- --- daughter of Adam Stephan & Barbara I N.
Silberhorn, Conrad 8 C30 --- --- son of Adam Stephan & Barbara I N.
Silberhorn, Georg 8 C30 --- --- s. of Adam Stephan & Barbara I N., h. of Barbara II N.
Silberhorn, Magdalena 8 C30 --- --- daughter of Adam Stephan & Barbara I N.
Silberhorn, Michael 7 C30 --- --- son of Georg & Barbara II N.
Silberhorn, Sebastian 8 C30 --- --- son of Adam Stephan & Barbara I N.
Stadlhofer, Maria 8 --- C22 --- daughter of Paul, wife of Jacob Kopper
Stadlhofer, Paul 9 --- --- --- C22 father of Maria, husband of Catherina I N.
Steinhauser, Anna 4 --- --- --- A12 daughter of Franz & Julianna Ott, wife of N. Rock
Steinhauser, Anna Francisca 5 C01 --- --- daughter of Philipp Ignatz & Anna Bauer
Steinhauser, Franz 5 --- C01 C01 s. of Philipp Ignatz & Anna Bauer, 1st h. of Julianna Ott
Steinhauser, Johann Nico1as 5 C01 --- --- son of Philipp Ignatz & Anna Bauer
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Steinhauser, Joseph 5 C01 --- --- son of Philipp Ignatz & Anna Bauer
Steinhauser, Julianna 4 --- --- --- A12   d. of Franz & Julianna Ott, wife N. Eckermann
Steinhauser, Michael 5 C01 --- --- son of Philipp Ignatz & Anna Bauer
Steinhauser, Philipp Ignatz 6 --- C01 C01 B29 husband of Regina Bauer
Steinhauser, Theresia 5 C01 --- --- daughter of Philipp Ignatz & Anna Bauer
Stickfinster, Cunicunda 9 --- C29a --- daughter of Hans, wife of Hans II Vitzthum
Stickfinster, Hans 10 --- --- --- C29a   father of Cinicunda
Stummer, Elisabeth 6 --- C01 C01 A11, A13 1st wife of Joseph II Ott
Sussner, Hans 6 --- --- --- C29a  father of Margaretha
Sussner, Margaretha 7 --- C29a --- daughter of Hans, wife of George III Vitzthum
Svejdova, Maria 7 --- --- --- C11   wife of Ferenc Cagány
Szalai, Erzsébet 5 --- --- --- C10   wife of  István I Ádám
Tackher, Margaretha 8 --- C23 --- wife of Bartholm Löckher
Tauenschmidt, Anna Maria 4 C13 --- C13 d. of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria Rosina Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Christian G. I 6 --- --- C13 f. of Sigmund Gottfried, husband of Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Christian G. II 4 C13 --- --- s. of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria R. Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Christian Sigmund 5 C13 --- C13 son of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Eva Theresia 4 C13 C13 C13 d. of Sigmund Gottfried, 1st wife of Johann II Vitzthum
Tauenschmidt, Johann I 5 C13 --- C13 son of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Johann II 4 C13 --- C13 son of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria Rosina Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Johann III 4 C13 --- --- son of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria Rosina Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Johann Jacob 4 C13 --- --- son of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria Rosina Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Johann Joseph 5 C13 --- C13 son of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Katherina 4 C13 --- C13 d. of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria Rosina Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Maria Elisabeth 5 C13 --- --- daughter of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Maria Theresia 4 C13 --- --- d. of Sigmund Gottfried & Maria Rosina Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Samuel Wilhelm 5 C13 --- C13 son of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Sigmund Gottfried 5 C13 C13 --- s. of Christian Gottlieb, h. of Maria R. Hasselbarth
Tauenschmidt, Sigmund Gottlieb 5 C13 --- --- son of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Tauenschmidt, Sophia Christina 5 C13 --- --- daughter of Christian Gottlieb & Anna Maria N.
Teichtmann, Stephan 6 --- C01 --- 1st husband of Caecilia Rauch
Tunner, Anna 6 C26 --- --- daughter of Johann I & Maria Dorfsmeister
Tunner, Barbara 7 C26 C26 --- d. of Martin & Eva II N., w. of Johann Christoph Partel
Tunner, Franz 6 C02 --- --- A06, A07, B30 son of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Gregor 6 C02 --- --- son of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Johann I 7 C26 C26 --- s. of Martin & Eva II N., husband of Marie Dorfsmeister
Tunner, Johann II 6 C02 C02 --- B30  s. of Paul & C. Hochwarter, h. of Eva Püringer
Tunner, Johann III 6 C26 --- --- son of Michael & Barbara Wartha
Tunner, Johann IV 6 C26 --- --- son of Johann I & Maria Dorfsmeister
Tunner, Julianna 6 C02 --- --- daughter of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Lorenz 6 C26 --- --- son of Johann I & Maria Dorfsmeister
Tunner, Maria 6 C26 --- --- son of Michael & Barbara Wartha
Tunner, Maria Catharina 6 C02 --- C02 daughter of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Maria Elisabeth 6 C02 C02 --- d. of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter. W. of Rocus Rath
Tunner, Maria Eva 6 C02 C02 C02 A03, 11, 13-14 d. of Paul, 4th wife of Joseph II Ott
Tunner, Martin 8 --- C26 --- father of Paul, 2nd husband of Eva II N.
Tunner, Mathias 6 C26 --- --- son of Johann I & Maria Dorfsmeister
Tunner, Michael 7 --- C26 --- son of Martin & Eva II N., husband of Barbara Wartha
Tunner, Paul 7 C26 --- C02 A1, 6-7, B30 s. of Martin, h. of Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Peter Paul 6 C02 --- --- son of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Philipp Jacob 6 C02 --- C02 son of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Tunner, Regina 6 C26 --- --- daughter of Michael & Barbara Wartha
Tunner, Susanna I 7 C26 --- --- daughter of Martin & Eva II N.
Tunner, Susanna II 6 C02 --- C02 daughter of Paul & Catharina Hochwarter
Vilin, Anna 5 C17 C16 --- d. of Johann & Anna Zbudil, w. of Adam Dorotka
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Vilin, Catharina 5 C17 C16 --- d. of Johann & Anna Zbudil, 2nd w. of Georg Madutka
Vilin, Joannes 6 --- --- --- C16, C17  father of Catherina, husband of Anna Zbudil
Vitzthum,  (Bercel) Rezső 1 C05 C19 A00 s. of Károly & Mária Kopper, h. of Mária Guzik
Vitzthum,  (Forgács) Géza 1 A00 --- A00 son of Károly Vitzthum & Mária Kopper
Vitzthum,  (Forgács) János 1 A00 --- A00 s. of Károly Vitzthum & Mária Kopper, h. of Rosa N.
Vitzthum,  (Forgács) Lujza 1 A35 --- A00 daughter of Károly Vitzthum & Mária Kopper
Vitzthum,  (Forgács) Maria 1 A35 --- A00 daughter of Károly Vitzthum & Mária Kopper
Vitzthum, Aloisia 2 C05 --- --- daughter of Heinrich Rudolf & Sarolta Ádám
Vitzthum, Anna Christina 3 C13 --- --- daughter of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Anna Elisabeth 3 C13 --- --- daughter of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Anna Maria I 7 C29b --- --- daughter of Georg II & Anna Maier
Vitzthum, Anna Maria II 7 C29b --- --- daughter of Georg II & Anna Maier
Vitzthum, Anna Maria III 3 C13 --- C13 daughter of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Christoph 7 C29b --- --- son of Georg II & Anna Maier
Vitzthum, Conrad 7 C29b --- --- son of Georg II & Anna Maier
Vitzthum, Elisabeth Carolina 3 C13 --- --- daughter of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Georg I 9 C29a --- --- son of Hans I & Anna Brunner
Vitzthum, Georg II 8 C30 C29b --- s. of Hans II & Cunicunda Stickfinster, h. of Anna Maier
Vitzthum, Georg III 6 C29b C29a --- s. of Stephan I & Anna Eder, h. of Margaretha Sussner
Vitzthum, Georg IV 4 C29a --- --- son of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin
Vitzthum, George Heinrich 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Gregor Joseph 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka
Vitzthum, Hans I 10 --- C29a --- s. of Ulrich, f. of Hans II, husband of Anna Brunner
Vitzthum, Hans II 9 C29a C29a --- s. of Hans I & Anna Brunner, h. of C. Stickfinster
Vitzthum, (Heinrich) Rudolph 3 C13 C05 C05 A16, B04  son of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka,
        Vitzthum, Heinrich Rudolph husband of Sarolta Ádám
Vitzthum, Ilona 2 C05 C05/A16 --- d. of Rudolph & S. Ádám , 2nd wife of Rezső Fodor
Vitzthum, Jacob Wilhelm 3 C13 --- C13 son of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka
Vitzthum, Johann August 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka
Vitzthum, Johann Carl 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka
Vitzthum, Johann Friedrich 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Johann Heinrich 4 C29a --- --- son of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin
Vitzthum, Johann I 5 C29b C29a --- s. of Georg III & Marg. Sussner, h. of Anna M. Dauphin
Vitzthum, Johann II 4 C29a C13 C29a A18  son of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin, husband

Vitzthum, Johann II of Theresia Tauenschmidt, Elisabeth Moravek &
Vitzthum, Johann II Catharina III Madutka)

Vitzthum, Johann III 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Josefina Gizella 2 C05 A16 --- d. of Rudolph & S. Ádám , wife of Gyula Bruckner
Vitzthum, Juilanna Maria Irma 2 C05 A16 --- daughter of Rudolph & S. Ádám , wife of János Faskó
Vitzthum Károly 2 C05 C05/A35 --- p.: Rudolph & Sarolta Ádám ; w.: Mária Kopper
Vitzthum, Katalin 2 C05 C05/A16 --- d. of Rudolph & S. Ádám , 1st wife of Rezső Fodor
Vitzthum, Leonhard 4 C29a --- --- son of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin
Vitzthum, Margaretha I 4 C29a --- --- daughter of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin
Vitzthum, Margaretha II 4 C29a --- --- daughter of Johann I & Anna Maria Dauphin
Vitzthum, Maria Elisabeth 3 C13 --- C13 daughter of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka
Vitzthum, Maria Rosina 3 C13 --- --- daughter of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Maria Susanna 3 C13 --- C13 daughter of Johann II & Eva Theresia Tauenschmidt
Vitzthum, Peter 7 C29b --- --- son of Georg II & Anna Maier
Vitzthum, Stephan I 7 C29b C29b --- son of Georg II & Anna Maier, husband of Anna Eder
Vitzthum, Stephan II 3 C13 --- --- son of Johann II & Catharina III Madutka
Vitzthum, Ulrich 11 --- --- --- father of Hans I
Viza, Anna I 4 C11 --- --- daughter of  István Stephan & Rosália Kocsis
Viza, Anna II 4 C11 --- --- daughter of  István Stephan & Rosália Kocsis
Viza, Stephan 5 --- C11 --- husband of  Rosália Kocsis
Viza, István 4 C11 --- --- son of  Stephan & Rosália Kocsis
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Viza, Rozália 4 C11 C11 --- d. of Stephan & Rosália Kocsis, w. of Ladislas Iványi
Viza, Veronica 4 C11 --- --- daughter of  István Stephan & Rosália Kocsis
Vlczek, Eva 6 --- --- C16 2nd wife of Paul I Madutka
Wartha, Barbara 7 --- C26 --- daughter of Georg, wife of Micheal Tunner
Wartha, Georg 8 --- --- --- C26 father of Barbara
Weissin, Anna 8 --- C01 --- 1st or 2nd wife of Johann I Ott
Wenninger, N. 3 --- --- --- A12 husband of Elisabeth Eckermann
Wenzel, N. 3 --- --- --- A12 husband of Rosalia Eckermann
Wo1fgang, Melchior 6 --- --- --- C01 husband of Elisabeth Gerhauser
Wüsten, Adam 9 --- --- --- C30 father of Margaretha
Wüsten, Margaretha 8 --- C30 --- daughter of Adam, wife of Hans II Hildner
Yung, Elisabeth 4 --- --- C01 A09, A13 wife of Franz I Kopper
Zbudil, Anna 6 --- --- C17 wife of Johann Vilin

Abbreviations, explanations and statistics:

  d. = daughter;  f. = father;  h. = husband;  m. = mother;  p. = parents;  w. = wife

Axy, Bxy and Cxy are source codes for Archives,  Books & Publications  and Church Records,
    defined in the table 'SourceCodesbyKind'.
Bxy in the vital data columns is a source of published information about birth, marriage or death.

 Cxy in the 'Other Information' column is indicates that the individual is only known records of that church.
Axy, Bxy or Cxy in a cell (regular print ) indicates that the source contains information about the individual.
Axy-ij or Cxy in a cell (bold print ) indicates that the image of the document/record is presented in the report.
Bxy (bold print) indicates that the image or translation of the published information is presented in the report.

 The generation numbers of individuals, shown in 'Gen. no. ' column of the table, are relative to
Rezső (Bercel) Vitzthum , who is generation 1.

 The number of:

 All related individuals: 440
 All direct ancestors: 119
 Direct male ancestors: 63
 Direct female ancestors: 56
 Female ancestors with only first names: 21
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